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ABSTRACT 

In picaresque fiction, subversive humor is related to genre, thematic unity, 

narrator/protagonists' points of view, and it illustrates fictionalized reality that is linked 

to contemporaneous culture and society. In this dissertation, I employ theories on 

humor—superiority, incongruity, release, and entropic—to study humorous episodes in 

Lazarillo de Tormes (1554), Guzman de Alfarache (1599, 1604) and El buscon (1626). 

Chapter one provides an overview of theories on humor, beginning with Plato and 

Aristotle and including modern theorists such as Victor Raskin, Marvin Koller and 

Patrick O'Neill. The superiority theory begins with Plato and Aristotle and acquires 

popularity in the seventeenth century with the philosophers Thomas Hobbes and Rene 

Descartes. The incongruity theory, which treats playful humor, originates in the 

eighteenth century with philosophers such as Francis Hutcheson, James Beattie and 

Emmanuel Kant. This theory is also associated with black humor that combines violent 

extremes of horror and humor and causes people to become both horrified and amused. 

The release theory, which emanates from Freud's ideas on psychoanalysis relates to an 

individual's release of forbidden thoughts, inhibitions and anxieties. O'Neill's entropic 

humor theory, which is related to satire, irony and parody, erodes truths and certainty and 

exposes the disruption of ordered systems. Henri Bergson's study of laughter functions 

as a social corrective while Mikhail Bakhtin's view of carnivalesque laughter signifies 

the symbolic destruction of authority and official culture. Chapter two studies the 

entropic narrator in Lazarillo de Tormes and the ways in which humor reflects a 

breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality, the crumbling of ordered systems and the 
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erosion of truth and certainty related to sixteenth-century Spain. Chapter three analyzes 

four types of humor in Guzman de Alfarache that deal with social and moral dishonesty, 

horror and humor and literary vengeance. Chapter four treats grotesque black humor in 

the Buscon that relates to death, gallows humor (galgenhumour), cannibalism and the 

mutilation of a human corpse {reductio ad absurdwn). Subversive humor in picaresque 

fiction conceptualizes reality that is linked to thematic unity, points of view and the 

poetics of culture and environment of Spanish society during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Humor: An Overview of General Theories 

This chapter provides an overview of theories on humor and working definitions, 

beginning with Plato and Aristotle and including modern theorists such as Victor Raskin, 

Marvin Koller and Patrick O'Neill.' The general theories on humor— superiority, 

incongruity, release and entropic—provide a new way to study and interpret humorous 

episodes in representative picaresque novels—Lazarillo de Tormes (1554), Guzman de 

Alfarache (1599, 1604) and El buscon (1626)—their internal textual characteristics and 

cultural context .^ The first part of the chapter treats the superiority theory, an approach to 

humor that expresses feelings of hostility, malice, disparagement and aggression. 

According to superiority theory, people mock, ridicule, or laugh at the weaknesses, 

misfortunes, hardships, or foolish actions of other individuals to establish a sense of 

superiority. The superiority theory begins with Plato and Aristotle, acquiring popularity 

in the seventeenth century with the philosophers Thomas Hobbes and Rene Descartes. 

The second part of the chapter discusses the incongruity theory, playfiil humor that 

results when two dissimilar, incongruous ideas or concepts combine and present an 

individual with a surprise. This understanding of humor originates in the eighteenth 

' Amy Williamsen explains that humor must be studied with caution, "for although almost everyone 
intuitively understands what humor is, there exist innumerable contradictory theories and definitions that 
seek to explain its essence" CCo(s)nuc Chaos: Exploring Los trabajos de Per sites v Sisismunda 33). 
^ In his comprehensive study. The Semantic Mechanisms of Humor (1985), Victor Raskin categorizes the 
superiority theory as social-behavioral, the incongruity theory as cognitive-perceptual and the release 
theory' as psychoanalytical. Ines Arribas in La literatura de humor en la Espafia democrMca (1997) studies 
humor in the post-Franco novel and provides a thorough analysis of the superiority, incongruity and release 
theories. Patrick O'Neill in The Comedy of Entropy (1990) adds entropic humor theory to the critical 
literature on humor. He explains that entropic humor is the crumbling of ordered systems and the 
breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality. Entropic humor consists of three main branches; 1) satire. 
2) irony, 3) parody; each component has its own characteristics and each contributes to the erosion of 
traditional order and truths 
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century with philosophers such as Francis Hutcheson, James Beattie and Emmanuel 

Kant. The incongruity theory is also associated with black humor since it combines the 

violent extremes of horror and humor and causes people to become both horrified and 

amused. The third part of this chapter analyzes the release theory, which emanates from 

Freud's ideas on psychoanalysis. This approach to humor relates to an individual's 

release of forbidden thoughts, inhibitions and anxieties. The fourth part of the chapter 

explains O'Neill's entropic humor theory, which is related to satire, irony and parody. 

For O'Neill, entropic theory erodes truths and certainty and exposes the disruption of 

ordered systems. It reveals a loss of faith in religious, sociological, political and 

metaphysical systems, and reflects the breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality and 

social and moral conventions. The last part of this chapter discusses Henri Bergson's 

study of corrective laughter and Mikhail Bakhtin's view of camivalesque laughter. Thus, 

this chapter will provide an overview of theories on humor from the classics to the 

twentieth century, and offer new ways to study and interpret humorous episodes of 

picaresque novels and their context. 

According to the superiority theory (Raskin's social-behavioral theory), humor is 

derisive and expresses feelings of disparagement, hostility, malice and aggression toward 

an individual to demonstrate "superior knowledge, insights, backgrounds, and abilities" 

(Koller 9). One elevates one's status, feels superior, by degrading other persons and 

ridiculing their hardships, shortcomings and foolish actions. The superiority theory 

originates with the classical philosophers Plato (427-347 B.C.) and Aristotle (384-322 

B.C.). Both philosophers relate derisive humor to pleasure, dominance and superiority 
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that is engendered by people who ridicule and mock others. In the Philebus. Plato 

includes a discussion between Socrates and Protarchus concerning malice and the 

pleasure that is derived when people ridicule the misfortunes, weaknesses and ignorance 

of others: 

Socrates: Now, a person's malice shows itself, doesn't it, in pleasure 

at the misfortunes of those around him? 

Protarchus: Certainly. 

Socrates: And surely ignorance which we call a state of silliness is a 

misfortune? 

Protarchus: Of course. (47) 

Socrates then tells Protarchus there are three ways that people believe themselves to be 

superior. Individuals not only believe themselves to be richer, stronger and more 

handsome, but also think they are more intelligent: 

Socrates: Aren't there, then, just three respects in which anyone with 

this failing might be under a misapprehension about 

himself? 

Protarchus: What three? 

Socrates: To begin with there is money: people think they are richer 

than their possessions in fact justify. 

Protarchus: A good many people are in that condition, certainly. 
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Socrates; But there are even more who think they are stronger or 

more handsome than they really are, and that in every 

physical respect they surpass their actual state. 

Protarchus: True. 

Socrates; But the largest category is of those who are under some 

delusion on the third count—their moral and intellectual 

equipment (psyche)—and consider themselves notable for 

some excellence they don't have. 

Protarchus; I could not agree more. 

Socrates; And of all excellences surely the one that most people lay 

unqualified claim to is intelligence. They are full of rivalry 

on this score and a false pretense of intelligence. 

Protarchus; How right you are. 

Socrates; And surely we should be right to call every such state a 

misfortune? 

Protarchus; Heavens yes. (48) 

After discussing the three ways that people believe themselves to be superior to other 

individuals, Socrates questions whether or not it is right to ridicule the misfortunes of 

others. Protarchus concludes that it is not malicious for people to express joy about the 

misfortunes of enemies nor unjustifiable to ridicule the ignorance of friends; 

Socrates; But it is neither unjustifiable nor malicious to rejoice at the 

misfortunes of one's enemies, I take it? 
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Protarchus; Of course not. 

Socrates: Yet surely it is unjustifiable, as sometimes happens, to be 

pleased instead of distressed at the misfortunes of one's 

friends? 

Protarchus: Of course it is. 

Socrates: We said, didn't we, that ignorance is for all people a 

misfortune? 

Protarchus: And rightly. 

Socrates: In that case if we take delusions of intelligence, good 

physique, and the rest that we went through just now and 

said to occur in three forms, dubbing them ridiculous in 

weak subjects and detestable in powerful ones—should we 

still say, or not, that when one of our friends has this 

condition in a form harmless to others, it is a subject of 

ridicule? 

Protarchus: Certainly. (49) 

According to Socrates and Protarchus, friends are subject to ridicule when they 

demonstrate ignorance that is harmless to others. They continue their discussion 

concluding that malice produces a combination of pleasure and distress: 

Socrates: But we agree, too, that it is misfortune, in so far as it is a 

state of ignorance? 

Protarchus: Very much so. 
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Socrates: Do we enjoy laughing at it, or does it distress us? 

Protarchus: We enjoy it, of course. 

Socrates: But didn't we say that it was malice that produced pleasure 

at the shortcomings of our friends? 

Protarchus: It must be. 

Socrates: It follows from this argument, then, that when we laugh at 

the ridiculous aspects of our friends, the admixture of 

pleasure in our malice produces a mixture of pleasure and 

distress. For we agreed some time ago that malice was a 

form of distress; but laughter is enjoyable, and on these 

occasions both occur simultaneously. 

Protarchus: True. (49-50) 

Malice produces, then, a combination of pleasure and distress that occur simultaneously. 

The combination of pleasure and distress, as we shall see, is not uncommon in humorous 

episodes of picaresque fiction since characters gain pleasure and a sense of superiority by 

laughing at the ridiculous aspects and shortcomings of other characters. Thus, laughter 

can be enjoyable at the same time it is malicious and distressing. 

Continuing in the superiority vein, Aristotle, in the Poetics, explains that laughter 

is an expression of derision and disparagement toward inferior people. He holds that 

comedy is a representation of that which is ugly and distorted: 

Comedy, as we have said, is a representation of inferior people, not indeed 

in the full sense of the word bad, but the laughable is a species of the base 
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or ugly. It consists in some blunder or ugliness that does not cause pain or 

disaster, an obvious example being the comic mask which is ugly and 

distorted but not painful. (Poetics 19-21) 

For Aristotle, comedy differs from tragedy in that it is an imitation of inferior people, and 

humans laugh at individuals whose actions are ludicrous, ugly and deformed. Aristotle's 

assertion is significant if we consider the superiority theory since this understanding of 

humor relates to individuals who laugh at foolish and ridiculous actions of other people. 

Moreover, Aristotle considers those individuals who carry humor to excess to be vulgar 

buffoons and those who do not tells jokes to be boorish and unpolished: 

Those who carry humour to excess are thought to be vulgar buffoons, 

striving after humour at all costs, and aiming rather at raising a laugh than 

at saying what is becoming and at avoiding pain to the object of their fun; 

while those who can neither make a joke themselves nor put up with those 

who do are thought to be boorish and unpolished. (Nicomachean Ethics 

1780) 

Centuries after Plato and Aristotle had written about laughter and superiority, 

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) in the Leviathan (1651) added "sudden glory" to the 

superiority theory. Hobbes describes laughter as a "sudden glory" that is experienced by 

people who compare themselves to the weaknesses of others; 

Sudden Glory, is the passion which maketh those Grimaces called 

Laughter; and is caused either by some sudden act of their own, that 

pleaseth them; or by the apprehension of some deformed thing in another. 
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by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud themselves. And it is 

incident most to them, that are conscious of the fewest abilities in 

themselves; who are forced to keep themselves in their own favour, by 

observing the imperfections of other men. And therefore much Laughter 

at the defects of others, is a sign of Pusillanimity. For of great minds, one 

of the proper workes is, to help and free others from scorn; and compare 

themselves onely with the most able. (125) 

Hobbes's description of laughter and "sudden glory" is closely linked to the superiority 

theory since individuals experience a sense of dominance by comparing themselves to the 

infirmities and weaknesses of others. For Hobbes, laughter is the product of malicious 

joy that is accompanied by a condescending attitude and pride, which produces pleasure. 

Hobbes also explains that physical force, like laughter, is an act of survival that 

serves as an animalistic weapon of war. According to Hobbes, humans "obscure the 

glory" of others and use physical force to possess wealth, honor and power: 

Competition of Riches, Honour, Command, or other power, enclineth to 

Contention, Enmity, and War : Because the way of one Competitor, to the 

attaining of his desire, is to kill, subdue, supplant, or repell the other. 

Particularly, competition of praise, enclineth to a reverence of Antiquity. 

For men contend with the living, not with the dead; to these ascribing 

more than due, that they may obscure the glory of the other. (Hobbes 161) 

As Hobbes explains, humans engage in war to "kill, subdue, supplant, or repell" other 

individuals for wealth, honor and power. In addition, Hobbes maintains that war is a 
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natural state for humans and that people tight against each other for three principal 

reasons—competition, diffidence and glory; 

So that in the nature of man, we find three principal causes of quarrel. 

First, Competition; Secondly, Diffidence; Thirdly, Glory. The first, 

maketh men invade for Gain; the second, for Safety; and the third, for 

Reputation. The first use Violence, to make themselves Masters of other 

mens persons, wives, children, and cattell; the second, to defend them; the 

third, for trifles, as a word, a smile, a different opinion, and any other 

signe of undervalue, either direct in their Persons, or by reflexion in their 

Kindred, their Friends, their Nation, their Profession, or their Name. (185) 

Aside from maintaining that war is caused by competition, diffidence and glory, Hobbes 

believed that it was a natural state for humans; "they are in that condition which is called 

Warre; and such a warre, as is of every man, against every man. For Warre, consisteth 

not in Battle onely, or the act of fighting" (186). Patrick O'Neill explains that Hobbes 

viewed life as a helium omnium contra omnes, humans as wolves, and laughter as a 

powerful weapon of war; 

Laughter, in other words, is essentially a function of (perceived) 

superiority [...] This is the laughter of power, the jungle roar of triumph 

and the stripping of the teeth in the snarl of defiance [...] war was a 

natural state of humanity, yielding only gradually and grudgingly to an 

always threatened process of uneasy civilization. Life was a helium 

omnium contra omnes, a war of everybody against everybody, the 
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individual was perforce homo homini lupus, a wolf to his fellow man, and 

laughter—the mark of those who possess power—simply a socially 

acceptable device for showing one's teeth. (O'Neill 35) 

Humans become wolves in order to compete, survive and defeat their fellow men and 

laughter is a powerful weapon that is used to derisively and disparagingly degrade others. 

As we shall see in the Guzmm de Alfarache and the Buscon. it is not uncommon for 

characters to "show their teeth" and use laughter to deride and mock others. 

Another philosopher who considers the superiority theory is Rene Descartes 

(1596-1650), a contemporary of Hobbes. In The Passions of the Soul (1649), Descartes 

explains that derision, which is a combination of joy and hatred, results when a person 

perceives the misfortunes of others; 

Derision, or Mockery, a kind of Joy mixed in with Hatred which comes of 

our perceiving some small misfortune in a person we think deserving of it. 

We feel Hatred for the misfortune and Joy to see it in someone who 

deserves it: And when that occurs in a manner unforeseen the shock of the 

Surprise causes one to burst out laughing [. . .] But that misfortune must be 

small; for if it is great, one cannot believe that he who undergoes it 

deserves to, unless one be ill natured indeed, or feel much Hatred for him. 

(117) 

According to Descartes, a combination of joy and hatred produces laughter. Descartes's 

view of derision is closely associated with the superiority theory since a person who 
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experiences this joy and hatred feels superior to others by making fun of their foolish and 

ridiculous actions. 

The twentieth-century theorist Patricia Keith-Spiegel relates the theory of 

superiority to individuals who laugh at the foolish actions of others for a sense of 

supremacy and victory. In her article, "Early Conceptions of Humor; Varieties and 

Issues" (1972), Keith-Speigel relates the theoiy of superiority to a sense of dominance 

and triumph; 

The roots of laughter in triumph over other people (or circumstances) 

supplies the basis for superiority theories. Elation is engendered when we 

compare ourselves favorably to others as being less stupid, less ugly, less 

unfortunate, or less weak. According to the principle of superiority, 

mockery, ridicule, and laughter at the foolish actions of others are central 

to the humor experience. (6) 

In her discussion of the superiority theory, she believes that people experience elation 

when they compare themselves favorably to others, and that laughter is a useful weapon 

to mock and ridicule the misfortunes and foolish actions of other individuals. The idea of 

"triumph over other people" once again suggests that the superiority theory relates to war, 

survival and competition, and that individuals will go to any length to view themselves as 

superior. As we shall see in the Buscoa Pablos is defeated physically and emotionally, 

and characters, who consider themselves superior to him, use laughter to mock and 

ridicule him and his foolish actions. 
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In Ms comprehensive study. The Semantic Mechanisms of Humor (1985), Victor 

Raskin categorizes the superiority theory as "social-behavioral." He believes that those 

theories that are based on superiority, malice, aggression and derision can be categorized 

as "social-behavioral" since "one party is disparaged or aggressed by another party" (37). 

For him, the social-behavioral theory relates to derisive humor that expresses superiority. 

Raskin also explains that the social-behavioral theory is psychological since people use 

laughter to mock and ridicule the infirmities and weaknesses of others (37). Raskin's 

view of the social-behavioral theory as a psychological phenomenon harkens back to 

Hobbes' idea that people act as "wolves" and "show their teeth" by using laughter as a 

weapon to mock and ridicule others for superiority. 

According to Patrick O'Neill in The Comedy of Entropy (1990), the superiority 

theory was adequate in ancient Athens, but inadequate to describe the humor found in the 

literature of Chaucer, Rabelais, Shakespeare and Cervantes; 

The superiority theory, as it is generally called, no doubt owes its 

longevity to its powerful simplicity—it still survives in our own time in 

more sophisticated versions such as that propounded in Henri Bergson's 

essay on laughter, where, even though incongruity is advanced as the 

primary key to humour phenomenon, humour and laughter are still 

essentially seen as a punishment inflicted on the unsocial or at least as a 

castigation of stupidity. While the superiority theory may possibly have 

furnished an adequate explanation of humour and laughter in ancient 

Athens, however, it seems clear enough to us today that it can account 
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adequately only for a particular kind of humour and laughter, namely 

precisely that kind traditionally associated in literature with the derision of 

satire. It can certainly be argued that even by the time Hobbes was 

formulating the theoiy it was already, as we can see by virtue of hindsight, 

drastically inadequate as an account of much of the humour, for example, 

of Chaucer and Rabelais, Shakespeare and Cervantes. (36) 

Aside from explaining that humor and laughter are ways to discipline individuals who do 

not conform to society's expectations and norms, O'Neill associates the theory of 

superiority to the disparaging and deriding satire traditionally found in literature. 

O'Neill fiirther argues that the derision of satire associated with the theory of 

superiority was the only tme explanation of humor until a more sympathetic humor began 

to emerge during the Renaissance. According to O'Neill, sympathetic humor eventually 

displaced derisive humor and achieved its greatest popularity during the eighteenth 

century: 

The Renaissance, in fact, sees the beginnings of the emergence of that 

more differentiated, more complex sympathetic laughter which by the 

eighteenth century would come to be seen as the only true form of 

'humour,' even to the extent of displacing its derisive ancestor and 

relegating it largely to the contrasted realm of 'wit'. Though the 

eighteenth century glorification of sympathetic humour was eventually to 

be as one-sided in its turn as the earlier inability to conceive of any form 

of humour other than the derisive had been, its first stirrings during the 
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Renaissance mark a liigMy significant stage in the historical development 

of humour. (36) 

O'Neill then explains that in the eighteenth century a strong emphasis on tolerance and 

humanitarianism displaced the derisive humor of the superiority theoiy. For Mm, this 

was a "conceptual shift" from the emotional reaction of Hobbesean homo homini lupus 

(derisive) to the cognitive reaction of homo ludens (sympathetic and playful). 

Furthermore, O'Neill relates the cognitive reaction to the incongruity theory: 

Only in the eighteenth-century, however, with the new emphasis on 

libertarianism, tolerance, reason, and humanitarianism, was the ground 

ready for such a conceptual shift, and a less punitive and more playful 

view of laughter called for. The incongruity theory, in a word, pulled the 

teeth of the Hobbesean homo homini lupus and turned him into homo 

ludens. (43) 

Unlike the derisive and disparaging laughter of the superiority theory, the less punitive 

and more playful laughter of incongruity is based on cognition rather than emotion. 

Thus, incongruity is associated with humor that is warmhearted, sympathetic and playful 

rather than hostile, aggressive and derisive. 

The incongruity theory (Raskin's cognitive-perceptual theory) explains that two 

dissimilar incongruous ideas or concepts combine and present people with something 

unexpected and inappropriate that causes them to laugh. According to theorists, Francis 
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Hutcheson was one of the first pMiosophers to be linked to the theory of incongruity,^ In 

Ms Reflections Upon Laughter (1750), Hutcheson emphasizes that laughter"^ is caused 

when contrary ideas are brought together and combined: 

The cause of laughter is the bringiug together of images which have 

contrary additional ideas, as well as some resemblance in the principle 

idea; this contrast between ideas of grandeur, dignity, sanctity, perfection, 

and ideas of meanness, baseness, profanity, seems to be the very spirit of 

the burlesque; and the greatest part of our raillery and jest is founded upon 

it. (109) 

As Hutcheson states, laughter occurs when incongruous components or ideas are brought 

together and the contrast between the incongruities resembles what he refers to as "the 

very spirit of the burlesque." 

James Beattie in his "Essay on Laughter" (1776) also maintains that laughter 

results when two or more incongruous parts synthesize to become one object; 

' Incs Arribas, a twentieth-centuiy critic, lists the authors who have contributed to the establishment of the 
incongruity theory: "Los norabres de Hutcheson, Kant Schopenhauer, Hazlitt y mas recicntemente Monro, 
Clark. Martin. Shultz y McGhee figuran entre los autores mas notables que establecieron, discutieron y 
defendieron la validez de esta teoria, y que hacen de ella la teoria mas desarrollada y mas popular de las 
tres en toda la iovestigacioo sobre lo comico" (170). 

Hutcheson thought that laughter is caused by what one sees and perccivcs, more than feelings of 
superiority or inferiority : "Nay, farther, this is so far from truth, that imagined superiority moves our 
laughter, that one would imagine from some instances the very contrary: for if laughter arose from our 
imagined superiority, then, the more that any object appeared inferior to us, the greater would be the jest; 
and the nearer anyone came to an equality with us, or resemblance of our actions, the less we should be 
moved to laughter. But we see, on tlie contrary, that some ingenuity in dogs and monkeys, which comes 
near to some of our own arts, very often makes us merry; whereas their duller actions, in which they are 
much below us, are no matter of jest at all" (105). As Hutcheson argues, for instance, laughter arises even 
if the actions of certain animals such as dogs and monkeys are similar to those of human beings. Thus, 
laughter does not occur because animals are inferior to human beings, but comes about through perceived 
incongruities: dogs and monkey s acting like humans. 
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Laughter arises from the view of two or more inconsistent, unsuitable, or 

incongruous parts or circumstances, considered as united in complex 

object or assemblage, or as acquiring a sort of mutual relation from the 

peculiar manner in which the mind takes notice of them. (602) 

Once again, laughter does not relate to superiority or inferiority, but the way in which 

individuals perceive the combination of inconsistent, unsuitable, or incongruous 

components. Fourteen years after Beattie's essay was published, Emmanuel Kant, in his 

Critique of Judgment (1790), mentions that laughter occurs when there is a sudden 

transformation of an "expectation into nothing." Kant believes that the laughter that 

results from the "strained expectation into nothing" produces more frustration than 

pleasure: 

Laughter is an affection arising from sudden transformation of a strained 

expectation into nothing. This transformation, which is certainly not 

enjoyable to the understanding, yet indirectly gives it very active 

enjoyment for a moment. Therefore its cause must consist in the influence 

of the representation upon the body and the reflex effect of this upon the 

mind; not indeed, through the representation being objectively an object of 

gratification (for how could a delusive expectation gratify?), but simply 

through it as a mere play of representations bringing about an equilibrium 

of the vital powers in the body. (177-178) 
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In Kant's view, people develop certain expectations and anticipate a certain outcome. If 

the outcome is totally unexpected, the individuals' expectations are then reduced to 

"nothing" and the resultant laughter is accompanied by frustration. ̂  

Arthur Schopenhauer in The World as Will and Representation (1818) explains 

that laughter does not result from unfulfilled expectations, but rather the surprise and 

sudden perception of incongruities between concepts and real objects: 

Laughter results from nothing but the suddenly perceived incongruity 

between a concept and the real objects that had been thought through it in 

some relation; and laughter itself is just the expression of this incongruity. 

It often occurs through two or more real objects being thought through one 

concept, and the identity of the concept being transferred to the objects. 

But then a complete difference of the objects in other respects makes it 

strikingly clear that the concept fitted them only from a one-sided point of 

view. [...] All laughter therefore is occasioned by a paradoxical, and 

hence unexpected, subsuraption. (59) 

Schopenhauer holds that laughter resuhs when there is a difference between the 

conceptual understanding and perceptual experience. Thus, laughter is the simple 

reaction and expression to incongruous components. 

^ Ines Arribas comments on Kant's idea of the incongruity theory and supplies an example of how laughter 
arises from an unexpected occurrence that is reduced to "nothing:" "Cuaiido escuchamos un chiste (aqui, 
causa, de la riSa), deSaffoliamOs cieiMs exijectativas: aMiCipamoS su ContiJBjacioli y/o "desenlace". En el 
moniento clave del chiste. se volatizaa estas expectativas y sc reducen a la nada. La risa que sigue a! chiste 
no proviene del placer mental que hayamos recogido de la situaci6n comica: al contrario, segiin Kant, la 
caida en la nada produce mas bien la frustracion" (172). 
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A contemporary of Schopenhauer, William Hazlitt offered yet another interesting 

explanation of humor that can be related to incongruity in Lectures on the English Comic 

Writers (1819). Hazlitt's views differ from those of previous philosophers because he 

believes that sadness, fear and tears are significant with regard to incongruity. 

Depending on the element of surprise and the perception of the incongruity itself, Hazlitt 

states that that laughter can give way to tears: 

The mere suddenness of the transition, the mere baulking of our 

expectations, and turning them abruptly into another channel, seems to 

give additional liveliness and gaiety to the animal spirits; but the instant 

the change is not only sudden, but threatens serious consequences, or calls 

up the shape of danger, terror supersedes our disposition of mirth, laughter 

gives place to tears [.. .] The transition here is not from one thing of 

importance to another, or from a state of indifference to a state of strong 

excitement; but merely from one impression to another that we did not at 

all expect, and when we had expected just the contrary. (3-4) 

The element of surprise and an unexpected outcome can be related to incongruity. The 

sudden transition of laughter to tears is significant in picaresque fiction because many 

episodes begin humorously and end tragically, or vice versa. 

In addition, Hazlitt explains that the "essence of the laughable" is incongruous 

and that it can be divided into three different categories—laughter that is the result of a 

succession of events, the ludicrous that arises out of the improbable or distressing, or the 

ridiculous that stems from absurdity and improbability: 
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The essence of the laughable then is the incongruous, the disconnecting 

one idea from another, or the jostling of one feeling against another. The 

first and most obvious cause of laughter is to be found in the simple 

succession of events, as in the sudden shifting of a disguise, or some 

unlooked for accident, without any absurdity of character or situation. 

The accidental contradiction between our expectations and the event can 

hardly be said, however, to amount to the ludicrous: it is merely laughable. 

The ludicrous is where there is the same contradiction between the object 

and our expectations, heightened by some deformity or inconvenience, 

that is, by its being contrary to what is customary or desirable; as the 

ridiculous, which is the highest degree of the laughable, is that which is 

contrary not only to custom but to sense and reason, or is a voluntary 

departure from what we have a right to expect from those who are 

conscious of absurdity and propriety in words, looks, and actions. (5) 

The essence of the laughable is incongruous then, since it severs one idea from another, 

and the cause of laughter is linked to contradiction. The contradiction, or incongruity, 

between our expectations and events, if heightened by deformity, leads to the ridiculous, 

the highest form of the laughable.*' 

® In Ms study, Hazlitt treats three different categories of the essence of the laugablc-the shallow, the 
ludicrous and the ridiculous: "The first is the most shallow and short-lived; for the instant the immediate 
surprise of a thing's merely happening one way or another is over, there is nothing to throw us back upon 
our former expectation, and renew our wonder at the event a second time. The second sort, that is. the 
ludicrous arising out of the improbable or distressing, is more deep and lasting, either because the painful 
catastrophe excites a greater curiosity, or because the old impression, from its habitual hold on the 
imagination, still recurs mechanically, so that it is longer before we can seriously make up our minds to the 
unaccountable dev iation from it. The third sort, or the ridiculous arising out of absurdity as well as 
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The element of play, a less punitive approach to humor, has been associated with 

the incongruity theory. O'Neill believes that play and humor are linked to the general 

incongruity theory and the Kantian tradition of "purposiveness without purpose" (73). 

The groundbreaking study on play is Johan Huizinga's Homo Ludens (1938), in which he 

links the huiic or formalized play to "philosophical, ethical, and ideological systems, all 

of which are driven by reason and oriented towards civilization and progress'' 

(Yovanovich 9). For Huizinga, play is a basic existential phenomenon that permeates 

every aspect of social and cultural reality. Huizinga explains how "play is non-

seriousness" (5) that is characterized by freedom, secrecy and disguise; 

The formal characteristics of play we might call it a free activity standing 

quite consciously outside "ordinary" life as being "not serious," but at the 

same time absorbing the player intensely and utterly. It is an activity 

connected with no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. It 

proceeds within its own proper boundaries of time and space according to 

fixed rules in an orderly manner. It promotes the formation of social 

groupings which tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to stress 

their difference from the common world by disguise or other means. The 

function of play in the higher forms which concern us here can largely be 

derived from the two basic aspects under which we meet it: as a contest 

for something or a representation of something. These two functions can 

improbabilily, that is where the defect or weakness is of a man's own seeking, is the most refined of all" 

"Theories of humour that link humour and play clearly subscribe to the general incongruity theory 
developed during the eighteenth century , and clearly also this notion traces its more immediate ancestry to 
the Kantian tradition of 'purposiveness without purpose'" (73). 
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unite in such a way that the game "represents" a contest, or else becomes a 

contest for the best representation of something. (13) 

Huizinga believes that play is "not serious" and encourages individuals to freely detach 

themselves from the common world to form social groups that stress their differences by 

secrecy and disguise. In addition, Huizinga argues that the element of play is not 

materialistic since no material profit can be gained, and that it is derived from two basic 

aspects: contest and representation. 

Raskin, who categorizes the incongruity theory as "cognitive-perceptual," 

explains briefly that incongruity in humor, which is related to play, is a type of "fooling 

around": "Another interesting kind of incongruity in humor is evoked by those theories of 

humor which treat it as play. The motive of 'fooling around' in humor has been often 

observed even by those researchers who are not necessarily committed to the idea of 

play" (35). Raskin argues that "fooling around" offers a playful approach to presenting 

humorous material, in which an interesting relationship is established between humor and 

the element of play. 

According to O'Neill, play is both Indic and lusory  ̂ In addition, O'Neill explains 

that the element of play has a "dynamic" relationship to games and humor. He maintains 

that any one of the terms (play, games, humor) can transform into the other: 

Games and play, like anything else, can easily become forms of humour, 

while humour always has an element of the lusory in it, whether as a form 

® O'Neill explains that play in a generalized sense is ludic (81). He borrows Bernard Suits's term, lusory to 
refer to games: "Gaines, for Suits, who coins the term lusory to mean "proper to games," are further 
defined by four necessaiy conditions, namely a pre-lusory goal, lusory means, constituttve rules, and a 
lusory attitude" (78). 
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of play with the logic of the everyday or, like all jokes, as a form of game. 

All forms of play, finally, we may note, including humour, make possible 

ludic pleasure, games make possible specifically lusory pleasure as well, 

while humour similarly can provide both ludic and specifically humorous 

pleasure of either a precomic or comic character. The aesthetic text, and 

most especially the literary text, depends for its existence on this interplay 

of lusory and humorous experience The literary text is capable of 

providing ludic, both pre-lusory and lusory, and both comic and pre-comic 

pleasure. (84, 86) 

According to O'Neill, play and games can easily become forms of humor since they are 

both ludic and lusory. In the picaresque, as we shall see, games, play and humor share a 

dynamic relationship, and novels can include a combination of ludic and comic pleasures. 

Gordana Yovanovich in Plav and the Picaresque: Lazarillo de lormes. Libra de 

Manuel, and Match Ball (1999), explains that play does not exist in pure form and that it 

is a close relative to rituals, games, art, laughter and humor (9). Although Yovanovich 

mentions numerous scholars such as Nietzsche, Fink, Derrida, Wittgenstein and Gadamer 

to treat play, she borrows from Roger Cailois's study of formalized play and explains that 

it has two basic categories: ludic and paidia. According to Yovanovich, Cailois's idea of 

the ludic is intellectual and organized play, while his concept ofpaidia is spontaneous 

play that is based on a "paradigm of freedom" (9). In addition, she explains that 

Renaissance picaresque fiction and its modem avatars present anarchic forms of 
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Bakhtinian carnivalesque play that regenerate and redeempicaros in their communities.'^ 

For Yovanovich, play and carnivalesque laughter are celebratory and inseparable from 

grotesque figures and violent language; 

The celebratory attitude in carnivalesque laughter is present in Lazarillo de 

Tormes. Libro de Manuel, and Match Ball [...] this element transforms 

negative personal, social, and even cosmic forces because it changes our 

perspective on them. However, it is important to emphasize not only that 

play and carnivalesque laughter are celebratory in the usual sense of the 

word, but also that grotesque figures and crude, violent language are 

inseparable components of play and laughter. (9-10) 

Aside from discussing the importance of play and carnivalesque laughter in Lazarillo de 

Tormes. Libro de Manuel, and Match Ball. Yovanovich explains that black humor, which 

combines hilarity with seriousness, plays an important role in combining humor, laughter 

and play in picaresque fiction: "in the picaresque world-view, humour/laughter and play 

meet and open a door to a complex human and social reality. Black humour, what 

Unamuno called 'bufo-tragico,' plays a crucial role in this process" (12). For 

Yovanovich, black humor, which combines humor, laughter and play, not only "meshes" 

hilarity with seriousness, it presents readers with human and social reality. 

As we recall, according to Huizinga, play is a basic existential phenomenon that 

permeates all aspects of social and cultural reality (5). Marvin Koller studies humor as it 

relates to social and cultural reality and adds a sociological point of view to the 

' According to Yovanovich, picaresque realism in Lazarillo de Tormes. Libro de Manuel, and Match Ball is 
driven by carnivalesque laughter and human survival rather than social and moral issues (6). 
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incongruity theory in Humor and Society: Explorations in the Sociology of Humor 

(1988). He states that "defining something as humorous rests heavily upon one's past 

associations, experiences, values, and overall sociocultural backgrounds. Humor, then, is 

well within the province and purview of sociology" (7). Koller explains that 

"incongruity theory finds similarity or a connection between dissimilarities" and that it 

entails the formula of reductio ad ahsurdum, which involves "reducing a logical 

argument to absurdity and hence holding it up to ridicule or laughter" (7). Koller 

supplies an example of reductio ad absurdum and discusses how incongruity humorists 

apply this formula and derive pleasure by leading people into an "unexpected target:" 

A cartoonist employed this formula {reductio ad absurdum] when he drew 

a set of parallel ski tracks going to one side of a tree and the other track 

going to the other side, and then resumed their parallel paths after having 

safely passed the tree [...] Incongruity humorists, further, derive great 

satisfaction by leading persons in one direction but, in the end, thrusting 

their barbs from another angle into an unexpected target. (7) 

Koller stresses the importance of an unexpected outcome and the element of surprise 

when dealing with the incongruity theory. In addition, he explains that incongruity 

humorists enjoy misleading people by making them believe one thing, when something 

else unexpected happens. 

For Raskin, what he calls the cognitive-perceptual emphasizes incongruity 

between concepts and real objects, and stresses the inappropriateness and paradox 

between two incongruous elements (31). His cognitive-perceptual theory stresses the 
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differences between dissimilar ideas and concepts since "incongruent components are 

somehow brought together, synthesized, made similar" (31-32). Raskin concludes that 

the element of surprise is significant with regard to incongruity and humor. He explains 

that surprise in a joke causes people to laugh when the incongruent components combine 

and synthesize (33). 

Some theorists consider the combination of two dissimilar concepts, horror and 

humor (black humor), to be related to the incongruity theory.'" As many scholars have 

noted, black humor, which combines the violent extremes of horror and humor, causes 

people to become emotionally confused." According to Mathew Winston in ̂ 'Humour 

noir and Black Humor" (1972), black humor is "a tone in drama and fiction which is 

simultaneously frightening or threatening and farcical or amusing" (273). Winston 

maintains that people become emotionally and intellectually confused when they are 

confronted with situations that involve the combination of horror and humor (273). For 

Terry Heller, in "Notes on the Technique in Black Humor" (1993), horror and humor 

form a continuum in modern fiction and the proportions of humor vary along two 

Hamlin Hill maintains that black humor is also associated with incongruities: "Black humor might best 
be defined as the realist comic exploitation of the incongruities between overt social values (chiefly sexual) 
and its audience's covert impulses" ("Black Humor; Its Causes and Cure" 347). 
" There are numerous studies on black humor that can be related to the subject at hand: Barbara Bennett, 
Comic Visions. Female Voices: Contemporary Women Novelists and Southern Humor (1998); Douglas 
Davis, ed.. The World of Black Humor: An Introductory Anthology of Selections and Criticism (1967); 
John D. Erickson, "Surrealist Black Humor as Oppositional Discourse" (1988); Terry Heller, "Notes on the 
Technique in Black Humof (1979-80); Hamlin Hill, "Black Humor: Its Causes and Cure" (1993); Bruce 
JanofF. "Black Humor, Existentialism, and Absurdity: A Generic Confiision." (1974); Jolm Morreall, 
Taking Laughter Seriously (1983); Patrick O'neill. "The Comedy of Entropy: The Contexts of Black 
Humor" (1993); Jerry Palmer, Taking Humour Seriously (1994); Alan Pratt, "The Nature of Black Humor" 
(1993); Max F. Schultz, "Toward a Definition of Black Humor" (1993); Brom Weber, "The Mode of 
"Black Humor"" (1973); and Mathew Winston, "Humour Noir and Black Humor" (1972). 
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intersecting diagonals. The reader feels suspended when the lines intersect and feels 

horrified or amused when the lines are farthest apart; 

The juxtaposition of horror and humor in modern fiction may form a kind 

of continuum in which the proportions of humor and horror vary along 

two intersecting diagonals. Where the lines intersect, the proportions of 

the two effects are equal and the reader is likely to feel suspended between 

two opposing extremes. Where the lines are furthest apart, the reader may 

feel horrified or amused but little or none of the opposing effect. (198) 

As Heller explains, black humor in modem fiction suspends or distances readers between 

the opposing extremes of horror and humor.' ̂  Readers of black humor fiction, therefore, 

become emotionally and intellectually confused and experience different emotional 

reactions. 

The "theater of the absurd" can also be related to black humor fiction. For 

Winston, the tone of black humor is categorized into two classes; absurd and grotesque. 

Winston believes that absurd black humor, which is "the lighter side of black humor," has 

close affinities to what Martin Esslin calls the "theater of the absurd.'" According to 

Esslin, the theater of the absurd is the latest example of all '^humour noir of world 

literature" (364) and that it "strives to express its sense of senselessness of the human 

condition and the inadequacy of the rational approach by the open abandonment of 

rational devices and discursive thought" (6). Grotesque black humor becomes obsessed 

In another article, Matthew Winston maintains that black humor causes readers to become suspended 
during a point in which laughter and tears are indistinguishable: "Black humor includes the reader within 
its fictional world and implicates him, implicates us. in its absurdity by keeping us always off balance. We 
are manipulated into a rapid shuttling between horror and farce or are suspended at that tense point where 
laughter and tears are indistinguishable" ("The Ethics of Contemporary Black Humor" 279). 
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with the human body and the way that it is distorted and disfigured. Winston states that 

bodily parts are exaggerated and people become animals or objects: 

The grotesque form of black humor is obsessed with the human body, with 

the ways in which it can be distorted, separated into its component parts, 

mutilated, and abused. People become animals or objects, or share their 

traits, or are likened to them. Bodily parts are exaggerated or distorted. 

The body's inability to keep to its proper confines is comic, as Henri 

Bergson has shown in Le rire. but it also makes us fear that such horrible 

distortion could happen to us. The threat becomes stronger when a 

character is mutilated, but a comic element is added if the character is 

untroubled by his mishaps or if the mutilation is acted or narrated 

farcically. (282-283) 

As a highly visual and cinematic form, grotesque black humor treats a variety of different 

techniques such as exaggeration, distortion and mutilation of the human body in a 

humorous manner. Although grotesque black humor is amusing, since it transforms 

people into animals and objects, it is also threatening because it makes readers believe 

that they too could be the victims. Peter L. Podol, in "The Grotesque Mode in 

Contemporary Spanish Theater and Film (1985)," explains that black humor and the 

grotesque are extremely visual and graphic in nature: 

Both Black Humor and the broader category of the grotesque are 

characterized by an inherent dialectical quality which is generally 

expressed in an extremely visual manner. In order to evoke a visceral 
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response in the reader or viewer, they emphasize the base and the ungainly 

in human beings in as graphic a manner as possible. In the twentieth 

century, this tendency has increased as writers and artists strove to 

stimulate the senses of their audiences, using new media such as film and 

new techniques in the theater to expand the potential for the generation of 

the grotesque. (196) 

In my view, grotesque black humor scenes in picaresque novels are narrated in a 

cinematic, frame-by-frame form. The Lazarillo de Tormes. the Guzman de Alfarache 

and the Buscon all contain some cinematic episodes that incorporate techniques such as 

exaggeration and distortion of the human body, and it is not uncommon to encounter 

graphic episodes of bodily humor in these novels. 

In his description of grotesque black humor, Winston asserts that death dominates 

and it never occurs in a dignified manner. According to him, death separates body and 

spirit, and the human corpse {rigor mortis) is reduced to a physical manifestation 

{reductio adadsurdum): 

Death dominates, but it occurs in a ridiculous manner and is never 

dignified. Death is the final divorce between body and spirit, the ultimate 

For example, Lazarillo vomits a badly chewed sausage on the Blind Man, Guzman vomits a "tortilla," 
and Pablos defecates while sleeping in his bed. Barbara Bennett explains that scatological humor is 
characterized by graphic obscenities of bodily excretions and functions; This type of humor can be tenned 
scatological [...] Obscenities in this sense include not only bodily excretions and functions but also sexual 
organs and obscene language, especially when written about in a grapliic, earthly tone" (Comic Visions. 
Female Voices: Contemporary^ Women Novelists and Southern Humor 75). Mikhail BaHitin refers to 
grapliic images as "grotesque bodily imagery:" "The body copulates, defecates, overeats, and men's 
speech is flooded with genitals, bellies, defecations, urine, disease, noses, mouths, and dismembered parts. 
Even when the flood is contained by norms of speech, there is still an eruption of these images into 
literature, especially if the literature is gay or abusive in character. The common human fund of familiar 
and abusive gesticulations is also based on these sharply defined images" (Rabelais and His World 319). 
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disjunction in a form that dwells on violent incongruities. Often it is 

reduced to its physical manifestation, the corpse, which is man become 

thing; rigor mortis is the reductio ad adsurdum of Bergsonian automatism. 

(283) 

Death and humor combine violent incongruities that cause laughter and mixed emotional 

reactions. Grotesque black humor treats death as a ridiculous occurrence, reducing 

lifeless corpses to things. The horrible description of the decomposed, quartered body of 

Pablos's father in the Buscon is an excellent example of a human corpse (rigor mortis) 

that is reduced to a physical manifestation {reductio adahsurdum), which is first fed to 

the crows and then used for filling in pastries. 

Humor that deals with death can be related to the third general theory on humor, 

which is known as the release theory (Raskin's psychoanalytical theory). This 

understanding of humor, which emanates from Sigmund Freud's ideas on psychoanalysis, 

focuses on an individual's release of forbidden thoughts, inhibitions and anxieties. 

According to Freud in his study Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconcious (1905), 

release humor that deals with death is called galgenhumor (gallows humor).A term 

" As we shall see in the Buscon. Alonso Ramplon describes how he quartered the corpse of Pablos's father 
(Hicele cuartos) and left the body in the streets (diie par sepultura las carninos) as food for crows 
(haciendo mesa franca a losgrajos). He then explains how it is customary for pastiy makers to pick up the 
remains of corpses, using them for filling pastries (los de a cuatro) (163). 

Freud explains that galgenhumor is the crudest form of humor: "Humour is the most easily satisfied 
among the species of the comic. It completes its course within a single person; another person's 
participation adds nothing new to it. I can keep to myself the enjoyment of the humorous pleasure that has 
arisen in me, without feeling obliged to communicate it. It is not easy to say what happens in a person 
when humorous pleasure is generated; but we can obtain some insight if we examine the cases in which 
humour is communicated or sympathized with, cases in which, by an understanding of the humorous 
person, we arrive at the same pleasure as his. The crudest case of humour-what is known as Galgenhumor 
[literally, 'gallows humour']" (284). 
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used as early as 1739'^' to describe jokes by prisoners about to be executed, gallows 

humor is referred to by Freud as the "crudest case of humour" (284) and was one way for 

people to cope with repressed anxieties. In order to understand galgenhumor, Freud 

supplies an example of a criminal who asks to wear a scarf on the way to his execution so 

he will not catch cold (285). Although the gallows humor in this example may seem 

cruel and callous, Freud maintains that laughter is provoked by the criminal's 

indifference to his deadly fate; 

The situation that ought to drive the criminal to despair might rouse 

intense pity in us; but that pity is inhibited because we understand that he, 

who is more closely concerned, makes nothing of the situation. As a 

result of this understanding, the expenditure on the pity, which was 

already prepared, becomes unutilizable and we laugh it off. We are, as it 

were, infected by the rogue's indifference—though we notice that it has 

cost him a great expenditure of psychical work. (286) 

As Freud maintains, instead of feeling pity for the rogue who is about to be executed, one 

laughs at the indifference of the criminal, who with great expenditure of psychical work, 

approaches his death with humor.Gallows humor, a way to cope with a rogue's 

execution, is significant with regard to release humor. 

J. Jerome Zolten explains that gallows humor first appeared in English literature in 1739; "The term 
"gallows" joke appeared originally in Joe Miller's Jests, a compendium of English humor first published in 
1739. It concerns two brothers about to be executed for a crime" ("Joking in the Face of Tragedy" 306). 
" In the Buscon. Alonso Ramplon describes how Pablos's father approached his execution in a humorous 
manner; "Iba con gran descnfado. miiando a las ventanas y haciendo corteslas a los que dejaban sus oficios 
por mirarle; Mzose dos veces los bigotes; mandaba descansar a los confesores, v ibales alabando lo que 
decianbueno" (162-163). 
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Freud also relates release humor to "innocent" and "tendentious" jokes, which are 

useful in releasing repressed inhibitions and forbidden thoughts. According to Freud, 

innocent jokes are abstract and serve no particular aim (106-107). Tendentious jokes, 

which can be obscene, aggressive, cynical, or skeptical, have the purpose of venting 

socially unacceptable thoughts and "run the risk of meeting with people who do not want 

to listen to them" (107). Freud explains that tendentious jokes have two main purposes. 

"It is either a hostile joke (serving the purpose of aggressiveness, satire, or defence) or an 

obscene joke (serving the purpose of exposure)" (115). In addition, Freud maintains that 

the yield of pleasure (laughter) at a tendentious joke corresponds to the "psychical 

expenditure" saved by not having to repress forbidden thoughts; 

We are inclined here to go more deeply into the distinctions between the 

psychological situation in the cases of an external and an internal obstacle, 

for we have a suspicion that the removal of an internal obstacle may make 

an incomparably higher contribution to the pleasure. But I suggest that at 

this point we should exercise moderation and be satisfied for the moment 

with establishing what remains the essential point for us. The cases of an 

external and an internal obstacle differ only in the fact that in the latter an 

already existing inhibition is lifted and that in the former the erection of a 

new one is avoided. That being so, we shall not be relying too much on 

speculation if we assert that both for erecting and for maintaining a 

psychical inhibition some 'psychical expenditure' is required. And, since 

we know that in both cases of the use of tendentious jokes pleasure is 
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obtained, it is therefore plausible to suppose that this yield of pleasure 

corresponds to the psychical expenditure that is saved [...] We take note 

of the fact that "economy in expenditure on inhibition or suppression" 

appears to be the secret of the pleasurable effect of tendentious jokes. 

(145-146) 

For Freud, then, tendentious jokes produce pleasure and satisfaction for an individual, 

and "psychical energy" is saved by not having to repress unacceptable thoughts and 

anxieties and lifting internal inhibitions.'^ The release of forbidden thouglits and 

inhibitions can be associated with Pablos and his feelings toward his family in the 

Buscon. As we shall see, Pablos ridicules his mother, father and uncle as a way to release 

repressed thoughts and anxieties associated with his ancestry. 

Although Freud holds that the release theory relates to psychical energy that is 

saved by not having to repress forbidden thoughts and inhibitions, Raskin explains that 

release theory is psychoanalytical because it deals with suppression and repression. For 

Raskin, the psychoanalytical theory explains "that a human being operates under a great 

number of constraints—to be logical, to think clearly, to talk sense" (38). Moreover, 

Raskin explains that the basis for the psychoanalytical theory "is that laughter provides 

relief for mental, nervous and/or psychic energy and thus ensures homeostasis after a 

struggle, tension, strain, etc." (38). Raskin's psychoanalytical theory harkens back to 

In his discussion of Freud's theory of humor, John Paikin relates hostile feelings to psychic freedom; 
"For Freud therefore jokes can. with an attractive saving of energy, express hostile feelings, whilst they 
also enshrine psychic fireedom, for instance the freedom from the constraint which in normal circumstances 
prevents the uninhibited expression of hostility" (Humour Theorists of the Twentieth Century 41). 
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Freud's interpretation of the release theory: a person uses humor and laughter to cope 

with repressed anxieties and forbidden thoughts. 

Aside from the general theories on humor discussed above—superiority, 

incongruity, release-Patrick O'Neill added entropic humor theory to the critical literature 

regarding humor. For O'Neill, entropic humor, which is related to satire, irony and 

parody, reveals a loss of faith, disillusionment, with psychological, sociological and 

metaphysical systems, and consists of a grotesque distortion and breakdown of ordered 

systems: 

The disillusionment is comprehensive, involving a loss of faith in 

psychological, sociological, and metaphysical systems alike, as well as in 

our own ability to replace the ailing systems by satisfactory surrogates. 

The resulting thematic characteristics, as far as fiction is concerned, 

include the following: most important, the "refusal to treat tragic materials 

tragically" but rather to subject them to comic, even grotesque distortion; 

this accompanied by a detached, uninvolved observation of the despairing, 

the fantastic, the outrageous, a mocking apocalyptic tone of cosmic irony 

in which no attempt at the correction of vices or the praise of virtues can 

be discerned, and an ironic undercutting of the fictional undertaking itself, 

which is thus implied to be no more trustworthy than any other intellectual 

system. (25-26) 

In short, entropic humor is the distortion and disorder of traditional perceptions of reality 

and the breakdown of ordered systems. Not only do thematic characteristics relate to 
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disillusionment within a failing system, they treat tragic events humorously. As O'Neill 

states, the "loss of faith" and disruption of ordered systems within narrative texts is a 

metaphor for the notion of "entropy," which is the measure of disorder within a 

thermodynamic system. He explains that the notion of entropy refers to the "crumbling 

of ordered systems, the breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality, the erosion of 

certainty" (8).^® In addition, he mentions that there are three laws of thermodynamics 

that explain the scientific notion of entropy^® and that it is fair to apply the term entropy 

metaphorically to thematic content of fictional works: 

In narrative texts [...] we shall be looking for the dual exploitation of the 

notion of entropy, as used in both thermodynamic and information theory. 

In the former sense [thermodynamic] the term metaphorically suggests 

that erosion of certainty which is the thematic thread linking all our texts; 

"The concept of entropy was proposed in 1850 by the German physicist Rudolf Clausius and is 
sometimes presented as the second law of thermodynamics [. . .]. According to this law, entropy increases 
during an irreversible process such as the spontaneous mixing of hot and cold gases, the uncontrolled 
expansion of a gas into a vacuum, and the combustion of a fuel" (Encvclopgdia Rritannica 2002). The 
Columbia Encyclopedia defines entropy as the: "quantity specifying the amount of disorder or randomness 
in a system bearing energy or information. Originally defined in thermodynamics in terms of heat and 
temperature, entropy indicates the degree to which a given quantity of thermal energy is available for doing 
useM work-the greater the entropy, the less available the energy. [...] According to the second law of 
thermodynamics, during any process the change in entropy of a system and its surroundings is either zero 
or positive. In other words the entropy of the universe as a whole tends toward a maximum. This means 
that although energy cannot vanish because of the law of conservation of energy, (...] it tends to be 
degraded from useful forms to useless ones" (The Columbia Encyclopedia, 2001), 
^ "The first law states that in any closed system-any system, that it to say, theoretically isolated from the 
rest of the universe-the total quantity of energy remains constant. This is generally know n as the principle 
of the conserv ation of energy , and implies that energy can be neither created nor destroyed, but only 
transformed. Heat can be converted into work (and work can be converted into heat), but the total amount 
of heat (or work, or energy) in a closed system remains constant. The tliird law states that every substance 
has a definite quantity of available energy to do work and that that quantity approaches zero as the 
temperature approaches absolute zero. The second law, the most interesting one for our purposes, focuses 
on the quality rather than the quantity of such energy available for doing useful work" (7-8). 
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in the latter sense [information] the term points to that exploitation of 

uncertainty which is the key technique of humour and narrative alike. (10) 

As O'Neill states, entropy is what links narrative texts that deal with the erosion of 

certainty and traditional perceptions of reality. Humor then becomes a measure of 

disorder and erosion of all truths and certai nty within ordered systems, and becomes "the 

humour of uncertainty, lost norms, lost confidence, the humour of disorientation, the 

comedy of entropy" (O'Neill 50). 

O'Neill explains that there are three major literary modes of entropic comedy: 

satire, irony and parody. In this dissertation, we will see that these three literary modes-

satire, irony and parody—are related to specific episodes of humor in picaresque novels. 

In the picaresque world-view, the "comedy of seeing" could be related to social 

relationships and the incorrigible aspects of society. O'Neill believes that entropic satire 

is a "comedy of seeing" that is related to observation and evaluation: 

Entropic satire ranges, as we might say, from the purposefully engaged to 

the metasatirically disengaged. In its engaged form the emphasis of 

entropic satire is on the observed object, that is to say social relationships. 

In its disengaged form the emphasis is on the observing subject (though 

still within the realm of story rather than on the level of discourse). To 

this extent entropic satire, as already suggested, is a comedy of seeing, 

observation, evaluation. (137) 

While entropic satire is "engaged," we share with the entropic narrator a vision of a 

disordered society. Entropic satire, in its "disengaged" form, emphasizes the shift from 
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the society observed to the observing subject. O'Neill maintains that social anomie (a 

lawless state of society) becomes psychological anomie in that the focus changes from 

social instability to individual alienation and isolation (138). 

Furthermore, entropic satire acknowledges disorder and represents the 

lawlessness (anomos) and corruption of society. Entropic satire emphasizes the 

breakdown of social conduct and beliefs, and is an observational and voyeuristic mode of 

entropic comedy: 

Entropic satire typically focuses not on a corrigible part but on the 

incorrigible whole. Entropic satire has to do with what Durkheim called 

social anomie: a "lawless" (anomos) state of society where normative, 

rule-oriented, authoritative, prescribed standards of conduct and belief 

have irreparably broken down [...] Entropic satire is merely descriptive, 

observational, revelatory, apocalyptic, voyeuristic. The entropic narrator 

limits himself to recording: if the reader is capable of seeing even implicit 

possibilities of correction it is the reader's affair; the narrator limits 

himself to revelation. (143) 

Whereas normative satire^' has the intention of correcting individuals who are considered 

eccentric to the social norm, entropic satire directs its attention to the part of society that 

O'Neill explains that normative satire emphasizes an "ameliorative" intent, which exposes human vices 
and holds them up to ridicule; "All traditional definitions of satiie-which is to say of normative satire-
stress its ameliorative intent; satire exposes human vices and follies to ridicule or scom with the avowed or 
implicit intention of correcting them. The correction is assumed to be of at least potential benefit both to 
society and to the deviant individual's whose aberrant behavior is pilloried; it is toth social and moral in 
intent" (142). He also points out that traditional, normative satire has three distinguishable moments called 
"deitic." "apodeictic," and "apotropaic;" "What we might call the deictic moment, pointing to and 
identifying the wrong to be righted, the vice to be corrected, the folly to be laughed into line; the apodeictic 
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cannot be changed; "It is typical of these worlds of entropic satire that they remain 

entirely unchanged, totally impassive to any impact, ameliorative or otherwise, on the 

part of the characters who play out their parts in them" (O'Neill 201). For O'Neill, 

entropic narrators, similar to picaresque narrators, may express their satiric points of view 

against a particular system, but are unsuccessful in morally or socially altering the system 

as a whole. 

While entropic satire focuses on disorder in terms of social relationships, entropic 

irony concentrates on disorder in the human condition; "The former [entropic satire] is a 

comedy of observation, of seeing, as we might say, a vision of the disruption and 

breakdown of social and moral conventions; the latter [entropic irony] is a comedy of 

knowing, or rather a comedy of ignorance, a Socratic, ironic, knowing that we can never 

know anything" (O'Neill 133). In my view, the fact that "we can never know anything" 

indicates that entropic irony relates to skepticism. O'Neill points out that entropic irony 

does not emphasize the relationship between characters and their social worlds, but is an 

existential mode that has to do with the "relationship between character and discourse-

world" (201). According to him, entropic irony is a "comedy of interpretation" that is 

concerned with the duplicity of meaning (138). In addition, O'Neill argues that satire 

could be a literary expression of normative humor—the humor of order—or entropic 

humor—the humor of disorder; "Normative satire aims at the elimination of the difference 

between its two terms, what is and what should be, while entropic satire accepts and even 

moment, the at least implied process of necessaiy correction, righting, re-education; and the apotropaic 
moment, the warding off of the potential threat to order and the normal previously identified" (142). 
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seems to rejoice in the difference" (133). For O'Neill, irony, whether normative or 

entropic, "says one thing and insinuates that it means something else" (133). 

Entropic parody, O'Neill's third mode, "has to do with the discoursing of worlds, 

and the characters become increasingly less important as the question of structuration of 

their world becomes increasingly foregrounded" (261). In addition, he refers to Jean-

Francois Lyotard's view that the postmodern condition is defined by "incredulity towards 

metanarratives," the shattering of belief in systems of all kinds; 

In place of such a belief in the authority of a single central and verifiably 

true explanation, a single legitimization of the reality we inhabit, 

postmodernist thinking invents new realities, new possible explanations, 

the possibility of whose existence is more interesting than their claim to 

truth. (262) 

As a postmodern way of thinking, entropic parody invents new realities, new possible 

explanations, and displaces the authoritative discourse of truth. The "metanarratives" in 

turn cause the breakdown of ordered systems. 

According to O'Neill, entropic parody also consists of three submodes: 1) 

character-based, 2) reader-based and 3) language-based. Character-based entropic 

parody deals with the litdic manipulation of characters by a sovereign narrator and the 

focus is "on the element of narrative play in the construction of the character's world" 

(261). Reader-based entropic parody is focused on reader's ability to "play competently 

the narrative game whose rules we are allowed to learn only as we play, only as the 

narrator allows us to learn" (262). The third submode is language-based and is not 
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focused on the game the narrator wants the reader to play, but rather the game "that 

reader and narrator alike have no option but to play and whose rules are the always 

unstable rules of language itself, a narrative in which we all function as characters" (262). 

O'Neill's spectrum of entropic literary modes—satire, irony and parody—offer a 

fruitful method of analyzing humorous episodes of picaresque novels. Entropic satire, 

irony and parody all share attributes that contribute to the breakdown of ordered systems, 

and each literary mode can be viewed as an erosion of certainty of sociological, 

psychological and metaphysical systems. As we shall see, in the case of entropic satire, 

emphasis is given to observation and the narrator/protagonists' relation to the external 

world. Entropic irony focuses its attention on discourse and the narrator/protagonists' 

interpretation of information. Entropic parody, with its three submodes—character-based, 

reader-based and language-based—invents new realities to displace old realities. 

Besides the general theories on humor—superiority, incongruity, release and 

entropic—there are other important theorists who contribute to the study of humor. For 

example, two seminal studies that contribute to the theory on humor are Henri Bergson's 

study of corrective laughter and Mikhail Bakhtin's analysis of camivalesque laughter. 

These studies on laughter, along with the general theories on humor, will be helpful to 

study humorous episodes in picaresque novels as they relate to their context. 

In the notable study Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic (1911), 

Bergson explains that laughter can be viewed as a social weapon to correct individuals 
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who are unsocial and deviate from the norms of society. His theory of laughter also 

functions as a social corrective and is a way to criticize and humiliate people: 

Laughter is, above all, a corrective. Being intended to humiliate, it must 

make a painful impression on the person against whom it is directed. By 

laughter, society avenges itself for the liberties taken with it. It would fail 

in its object if it bore the stamp of sympathy or kindness [...] the laugher 

immediately retires within himself, more self-assertive and conceited than 

ever, and is evidently disposed to look upon another's personality as a 

marionette of which he pulls the strings. (176-178) 

For Bergson, laughter, when used as a corrective to humiliate and control individuals 

who deviate from the norm, makes the "laugher" confident and conceited. In addition, 

the person who is targeted by laughter is described by Bergson as a puppet whose strings 

are manipulated and controlled by the "laugher." Bergson also maintains that individuals 

are "comic" when they do not associate with their fellow beings, and laughter is used to 

criticize and reprove their absentmindedness: 

Any individual is comic who automatically goes his own way without 

troubling himself about getting into touch with the rest of his fellow 

beings. It is the part of laughter to reprove his absentmindedness and 

wake him out of his dream. (121) 

^ John Parkin explains that Bergson viewed laughter as a way to make people conform to societal norms: 
"Bergson would have it that laughter aims to impose conformity on the ecccntric, and this indeed can be 
one of the implications of a satiric response, for it makes little sense to assert a value if one does not want 
other people to respond by applying and imposing it" rHumour Theorists of the Twentieth Century 25). 
William Paul states that Bergson related laughter to a stable socicty: "For Bergson, the emphasis is on the 
social, with the stability of society as a whole the aim of laughter" (Laagfaiim Screaming: Modem 
Hollywood Horror and Comedy 49). 
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Bergson holds that individuals should be aware of their social surroundings and should 

imitate others in society to avoid harsh criticism. According to him, if an individual 

decides to depart from the social norm and does not "model himself on his environment," 

then the person will face the threat of correction in society. The function of laughter, 

which is a kind of "social ragging," humiliates those who do not conform to societal 

norms: 

Society, properly so-called, proceeds in exactly the same way. Each 

member must be ever attentive to his social surroundings; he must model 

himself on his environment; in short, he must avoid shutting himself up in 

his own peculiar character as a philosopher in his ivory tower. Therefore 

society holds suspended over each individual member, if not the threat of 

correction, at all events the prospect of a snubbing, which, although it is 

slight, is none the less dreaded. Such must be the function of laughter. 

Always rather humiliating for the one against whom it is directed, laughter 

is, really and truly, a kind of social "ragging." (121-122) 

According to Bergson, society uses laughter to punish and humiliate unsocial individuals 

who do not conform to social norms. By not imitating the social surroundings or not 

being attentive to the external environment, a person is likely to be threatened and 

"corrected" by society through the use of laughter. Bergson mentions that society targets 

and laughs at unsocial people who are mechanistic and rigid in behavior (48). 

Apart from Bergson's analysis of corrective laughter, a study that treats the 

importance of folk humor during the Middle Ages and Renaissance is Mikhail Bakhtin's 
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Rabelais and His Wortd (1984). Bakhtin explains that folk humor at carnival time 

signified the symbolic destruction of authority and official culture: 

A boundless world of humorous forms and manifestations opposed the 

official culture and serious tone of medieval ecclesiastical and feudal 

culture. In spite of their variety, folk festivities of the carnival type, the 

comic rites and cults, the clowns and fools, giants, dwarfs, and jugglers, 

the vast and manifold literature of parody—all these forms have one style 

in common; they belong to one culture of folk carnival humor. (4) 

In Bakhtin's view, carnival was a time of folk festivities and manifestations that opposed 

the dominant ruling order. He explains that the manifestations of folk culture consisted 

of three distinct forms; ritual spectacles, comic verbal compositions and various genres of 

billingsgate (curses, oaths, popular blazons) (5). Ritual spectacles, the first manifestation 

of folk culture that Bakhtin mentions, involved carnival pageants, processions and comic 

shows of the marketplace. The spectacles would celebrate the "feast of fools" {festa 

sMtorum), the "feast of the ass," and Easter laughter (risus paschal is). Other events 

related to ritual spectacles involved parish feasts in which giants, dwarfs, monsters and 

trained animals would participate, and agricultural feasts such as the harvesting of grapes. 

For Bakhtin, ritual spectacles were "nonofficial," "different," and "extrapolitical;" 

They were sharply distinct from the serious official, ecclesiastical, feudal, 

and political cult forms and ceremonials. They offered a completely 

different, nonofficial, extraecclesiastical and extrapolitical aspect of the 

world, of man, and of human relations; they built a second world and a 
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second life outside officialdom, a world in which all medieval people 

participated more or less, in which they lived during a given time of the 

year. (5-6) 

The ritual spectacles, which were nonofficial and extraecclesiastical, offered medieval 

people a different way of life and opposed the official ruling order. According to 

Bakhtin, the rituals were based on laughter, were free from religious and ecclesiastical 

dogmatism, and parodied the Church's cult: 

The basis of laughter which gives form to carnival rituals frees them 

completely from all religious and ecclesiastical dogmatism, from all 

mysticism and piety. They are also completely deprived of the character 

of magic and prayer; they do not command nor do they ask for anything. 

Even more, certain carnival forms parody the Church's cult. All these 

forms are systematically placed outside the Church and religiosity. They 

belong to an entirely different sphere. (7) 

The carnival rituals, which parody the Church, are similar to the picaresque world that 

existed outside of the Church's domain. Andrew Morton's ideas on Bakhtin's 

carnivalesque as a parody of the Catholic Church, state and daily existence are applicable 

to the study of humor in picaresque literature. Horton explains in "The Mouse Who 

Wanted to F—k a Cow; Cinematic Carnival Laughter in Dusan Makavejev's Films" 

(1991), that Bakhtin believed carnivalesque to be a parody of the dominant ruling order; 

The carnivalesque is not only a celebration but a critique, and often a 

parody, of the other life; that of the Catholic church, the state, and daily 
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existence. Thus, within such a popular festive framework in the Middle 

Ages, parodies per se played a major role. In particular, parodies of sacred 

texts (parodia sacra) were especially popular. (223) 

Bakhtin maintains that carnival was a universal spectacle that reflected the revival and 

renewal of the world; 

Carnival is not a spectacle seen by the people; they live in it, and everyone 

participates because its very idea embraces all the people. While carnival 

lasts, there is no other life outside it. During carnival time life is subject 

only to its laws, that is, the laws of its own freedom. It has a universal 

spirit; it is a special condition of the entire world, of the world's revival 

and renewal, in which all take part. Such is the essence of carnival, 

vividly felt by all its participants [...] Thus carnival is the people's second 

life, organized on the basis of laughter. It is a festive life. Festivity is a 

peculiar quality of all comic rituals and spectacles of the Middle Ages. 

All these forms of carnival were also linked externally to the feasts of the 

Church. (7-8) 

According to Bakhtin, carnival time, like the picaresque, is subject to its own laws, the 

laws of its own freedom. In addition, carnival represented a person's "second life" and 

emphasized a festive atmosphere, one that was linked externally to Church feasts.^^ He 

^ Claudio Guillen explains that Bakhtin views carnival as a representation of the inversion and parody of 
the ruling order; "La fiesta es juego y representacion, sin mas leyes que las de la libertad. La fiesta entnega 
las jerarquias y prohibidoncs tradicionales al dominio de la parodia y la inversion, inventandose otra vida, 
un "mundo al rev&." No se trata de experiencias aisladas o individuales" (Multiples moradas: Ensavo de 
literatuia comparada 260-261). 
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holds that the feast of carnival opposed the official feast of the Church by suspending 

hierarchical rank, privileges, norms and prohibitions (10). 

In addition, Bakhtin states that laughter was an essential aspect of carnival time. 

He explains that carnival laughter was festive, universal and ambivalent: 

Let us say a few initial words about the complex nature of carnival 

laughter. It is, first of all, a festive laughter. Therefore it is not an 

individual reaction to some isolated "comic" event. Carnival laughter is 

the laughter of the people. Second, it is universal in scope; it is directed at 

all and everyone, including the carnival's participants. The entire world is 

seen in its droll aspect in its gay relativity. Third, this laughter is 

ambivalent; it is gay, triumphant, and at the same time mocking, deriding. 

It asserts and denies, it buries and revives. Such is the laughter of carnival 

[.. .] it is also directed at those who laugh. (11-12) 

Bakhtin believes that carnival laughter is the laughter of the people. Thus, it is universal. 

In addition, although he mentions that carnival laughter is celebratory since it is gay and 

triumphant, it is also deriding since it can target those who laugh. 

Bakhtin also argues that the laughter of carnival is subversive because it liberates 

the lower classes from the fear that is instilled in them by the dominant ruling order. 

According to him, laughter, which is politically dangerous, "liberates not only from 

external censorship but first of all from the great interior censor; it liberates from the fear 

that developed in man during thousands of years: fear of the sacred, of prohibitions, of 
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the past, of power" (94). For ruling groups of the ecclesiastical establishment, laughter 

was an intimidating force that created no tenets: 

Laughter created no dogmas and could not become authoritarian; it did not 

convey fear but a feeling of strength. It was linked with the procreating 

act, with birth, renewal, fertility, abundance. Laughter was also related to 

food and drink and the people's earthly immortality, and finally it was 

related to the future of things to come and was to clear the way for them. 

Seriousness was therefore elementally distrusted, while trust was placed in 

festive laughter. (95) 

Laughter strengthened the lower classes, and the seriousness of the official order was 

never trusted. Instead, the lower classes placed their trust in festive laughter, which was 

linked to birth, renewal, fertility, abundance, food and drink. Festive laughter, then, gave 

the lower classes a feeling of power and immortality at the same time it opposed the 

ruling order. As we shall see in some humorous episodes of picaresque novels such as 

the Lazarillo de Tormes. authority figures representative of the dominant culture are 

mocked and ridiculed through laughter, stimulated by discourse, silence and skepticism. 

In addition, Bakhtin holds that carnival laughter during the Renaissance was a 

way of conceptualizing reality and a way for individuals to understand the world, its 

complex ideologies and philosophical meaning; 

The Renaissance conception of laughter can be roughly described as 

follows; Laughter has a deep philosophical meaning, it is one of the 

essential forms of the truth concerning the world as a whole, concerning 
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history and man; it is a peculiar point of view relative to the world; the 

world is seen anew, no less (and perhaps more) profoundly than when 

seen from the serious standpoint. Therefore, laughter is just as admissible 

in great literature, posing universal problems, as seriousness. Certain 

essential aspects of the world are accessible only to laughter. (66) 

According to Bakhtin, laughter was excluded from the official spheres of society and 

belonged only to the low genres, "showing the life of private individuals and the inferior 

social levels" (67). Nonetheless, as a particular point of view, laughter offered a form of 

truth about the external world and its universal problems. 

Aside from explaining that carnival laughter had "deep philosophical" 

implications during the Renaissance, Bakhtin also discusses the importance of comic 

verbal compositions, the second manifestation of folk culture. The comic verbal 

compositions were religious and ecclesiastical parodies that were written in Latin and in 

the vernacular. Some of the comic verbal compositions were associated with "Monkish 

pranks" (joca monacorum), "Paschal laughter" {ristispaschalis), "Sacred parody" 

iparodia sacra), parodical liturgies ("The Liturgy of the Drunkards," "The Liturgy of the 

Gamblers"), parodies of Gospel readings and sacred prayers (the Lord's prayer, the Ave 

Maria) and pai odies of litanies, hymns, psalms and Gospel sayings (14). 

The third manifestation of folk culture to which Bakhtin refers is the various 

genres ofbillingsgate, which included curses, oaths and popular blazons (5). He holds 

that profanities and oaths became part of the marketplace speech since they were 

excluded from the realm of official speech: 
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Profanities and oaths were not initially related to laughter, but they were 

excluded from the sphere of official speech because they broke its norms; 

they were therefore transferred to the familiar sphere of the marketplace. 

Here in the carnival atmosphere they acquired the nature of laughter and 

became ambivalent. (17) 

According to Bakhtin, the nonofficial culture opposed the official culture by using 

language that was abusive and profane. The abusive language not only included insulting 

words and expressions, but many lengthy and complex proverbs that were excluded from 

official speech and language. As Bakhtin argues, the language of the marketplace was a 

new type of carnival familiarity that reflected new speech patterns. 

In conclusion, although humor does not exist in pure form, it has a distinct 

orientation, definite principles of selection, definite ways of seeing the world and 

conceptualizing reality, which are linked to thematic unity and environment. An 

overview of general theories on humor—superiority, incongruity, release and entropic— 

beginning with the classics to twentieth-century theorists provides a background for 

interpreting humorous episodes of representative picaresque novels. The superiority 

theory, which harkens back to Plato and Aristotle, addresses a class of humor that 

expresses feelings of malice, derision, hostility and aggression. In picaresque fiction, 

superiority humor occurs when characters mock or laugh at the weaknesses, foolish 

actions and misfortunes of others in order to feel superior. The incongruity theory, which 

gains its popularity in the eighteenth century, suggests that humor results when 

incongruent components combine and present an unexpected occurrence. In picaresque 
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works, this understanding of humor is sometimes, associated with black humor, which 

combines the incongruities of horror and humor in graphic cinematic scenes that begin 

humorously and end tragically or vice versa. It is also related at times to the element of 

play since it is "not-serious" and represents a type of "fooling around ." The release 

theory, based on Freud's theories of psychoanalysis, relates to an individual's release of 

forbidden thoughts and inhibitions. Characters in picaresque novels release repressed 

thoughts and ideas that would otherwise be suppressed by the dominant ruling order. 

Entropic theory, which is related to satire, irony and parody, is linked to the loss of faith 

in religious, sociological, political and metaphysical systems. In picaresque fiction, 

entropic humor theory reflects the breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality and 

social and moral conventions, exposes the disruption of ordered systems, and erodes 

truths and certainty. Other approaches to humor that appear in picaresque fiction can be 

related to Bergson's corrective laughter and Bakhtin's carnivalesque laughter. Laughter 

in picaresque fiction is sometimes a social weapon to correct those who deviate from the 

norms of society, and at other times carnivalesque laughter signifies the symbolic 

destruction of authority and official culture. By employing the general theories on humor 

and relating them to primary themes and narrator/protagonists' points of view, this 

dissertation offers a new method to study and interpret humorous episodes of picaresque 

fiction. 
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CHAPTER 2 
The Entropic Narrator in Lazarillo de Tormes (1554) 

Although superiority, incongruity and release elements of humor are obvious 

when considering primary themes and the narrator/protagonist's point of view in 

Lazarillo de Tormes. entropic humor proves to be more subtle in the study of the novel 

and the breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality, the crumbling of ordered systems 

and the erosion of truth and certainty related to contemporaneous society and culture of 

Spain. As we recall, entropic humor has three submodes—satire, irony and parody—and 

each contributes to the disorder and disruption of ordered systems. This chapter uses the 

first two submodes—satire and irony—to explain how the entropic narrator exposes a 

disruption of traditional moral conventions and reveals a loss of faith of the social, 

political, religious and metaphysical systems of Spain during the sixteenth century. 

Entropic satire in this novel relates to disorder in terms of social relationships. It is 

descriptive, observational, revelatory, apocalyptic and voyeuristic, focusing attention on 

the incorrigible aspects of society, and depicts "a 'lawless' state of society where 

normative, rule-oriented, authoritative, prescribed standards of conduct and belief have 

irreparably broken down" (O'Neill 143). According to Patrick O'Neill, the entropic 

narrator is limited to recording and revealing (143) and it is "typical that worlds remain 

entirely unchanged, totally impassive to any impact, ameliorative or otherwise, on the 

part of the characters who play out their parts in them" (201). As we shall see, Lazaro, 

the entropic narrator, focuses his attention on the incorrigible and describes a decaying 

Spanish society filled with corrupt individuals who destroy traditional conventions of 

order and truth. Lazarillo, the experiencing character, observes the corruption and 
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lawlessness of society, but is by no means able to improve the system. On the other 

hand, Lazaro, the narrator/protagoni st, contributes to the subversion of the ordered 

system through discourse, silence and skepticism. This relates to entropic irony since 

emphasis is given to the duplicity of meanings within the novel and language that is laden 

with metaphors, images and symbols that criticize the ailing systems of lost norms and 

ideals. 

The first part of the chapter provides historical information concerning the 

increased anticlericalism in Europe during the Reformation and the resurgence of 

Academic and Pyrrhonian skepticism in Spain during the sixteenth century. These two 

movements are intricately related to the narrator/protagonist's point of view and primary 

themes linked to the breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality and the erosion of 

truths, certainty and order in the novel. The second part of the chapter studies Lazarillo's 

social relationship with the Blind Man in tratado I. Lazarillo observes the Blind Man's 

vices and corruption, but is unable to change his master's ways or improve society. The 

tratado also relates to the superiority theory and illustrates how humor, physical violence 

and a sense of superiority contribute to a more profound understanding of the relationship 

between Lazarillo and the Blind Man. This part of the chapter also treats grotesque black 

humor, a combination horror and humor that is associated with Lazarillo's physical 

deformities resulting from a jarrazo administered by his master. The third part of the 

chapter treats entropic satire as it relates to anticlericalism in tratado II. As a servant of 

the Priest of Maqueda, Lazarillo observes in his master the breakdown of social and 

moral conventions and ultimately loses faith in a representative of the Church who ought 
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to be respectable, well-mannered, caring and compassionate. Entropic irony is also 

significant in this episode because the narrator uses powerful language to humorously 

present sacred material, which in turn contributes to the subversion of the religious 

system. Moreover, language relates to grotesque black humor and the facial mutilation 

Lazarillo receives from the unexpected garrotazo. Interestingly, Lazaro, the entropic 

narrator, distances himself and partially narrates this violent episode in the third person. 

In addition, Lazarillo's discourse is associated with the release theory and his innermost 

thoughts concerning death. As we shall see, the narrator presents death humorously and 

Lazarillo saves psychical energy by not having to repress thoughts and inhibitions.^'^ The 

fourth part of the chapter examines the protagonist's discourse in the third tratado 

regarding death that reveals Lazarillo's complete loss of hope, an action that erodes 

Catholic principles and traditional perceptions of reality. In an emotional outburst, 

Lazarillo lifts internal inhibitions and saves psychical energy once again. Aside from 

examining the release of Lazarillo's innermost thoughts concerning death in this tratado, 

we shall see how the Squire's hypocritical appearance and conduct represent entropic 

satire and a world of lost ideals in Spanish society during the 1550s. Furthermore, this 

part of the chapter examines the incongruity theory and the resultant humor that 

dominates in the funeral procession episode. The fifth part of the chapter illustrates how 

entropic satire and irony are linked to anticlerical ism, discourse, silence and skepticism in 

tratado IV. Language and silence inform the reader of a Spanish society in decay and 

According to Sigmund Freud, the release theory relates to humor that produces pleasure and satisfaction 
for an indivadual, and "psychical energy " is saved by not having to repress unacceptable thoughts and 
anxieties (145-146). Thus, humor serves as a release mechanism from repressed anxieties and forbidden 
thoughts. 
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reveals a breakdown of the religious system by explicitly and implicitly describing the 

Monk of Mercy's promiscuity, false devotion and homosexuality. Once again, entropic 

irony and language demonstrate a loss of faith in the religious system and deteriorate 

social and moral conventions. The next part of the chapter treats entropic satire and 

Lazarillo's role as a voyeur and histor^^ in tratado V. As an observer, Lazarillo views the 

corruption of a hostile society, and becomes disillusioned by an unscrupulous Pardoner 

who is a hypocrite that represents lawlessness and deceit. Moreover, the narrator 

presents an episode that reveals strong anticlerical tones and images that seek to change 

the social values of Spain. The seventh part of the chapter considers entropic satire and 

the view of Lazarillo as an homhre de Men in Spanish society. The last part of the 

chapter will employ insights regarding entropic satire and irony to analyze the arranged 

relationship {el caso) between Lazaro, his wife and the Archpriest of San Salvador in 

tratado VII. Entropic satire exposes the Archpriest's social and moral corruption, the 

disruption of traditional norms, order and truth, as well as the defiling of the sacrament of 

marraige. In addition, Lazarillo's discourse, thoughts and silence represent those of a 

philosophical skeptic in that he suspends judgment concerning his marital status. This 

skeptical attitude, which admits no truth, challenges Catholic dogma, and contributes to 

the crumbling of metaphysical views held in Spain during the sixteenth century. Entropic 

^ Robert L. Fiore studies the role of the histor as "an inquirer and observer who examines the past, and 
presents the reader with his version of the truth" (Lazarillo de Tonnes. 1984, 6). According to Robert 
Scholes and Robert Kellogg, the histor, or eyewitness, narrates the observations of his/her environment. 
This mimetic impulse, which "owes its allegiance not to truth of fact but to truth of sensation and 
environment," leads to a "sHce of life" narration (The Nature of Narrative 13). Ulrich Wicks explains how 
the narrator, distanced from the narration, observes society and environment. He states that the narration is 
"split between an experiencing T and a narrating T and thus gives us two levels, the plane of narration 
and the plane of action, the difference between which is called the narrative distance" ("The Nature of 
Picaresque Narrative: A Modal Approach" 244). 
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irony links the title to the final two sentences of the novel when Lazaro, the entropic 

narrator, makes a reference to the Cortes of 1538, comparing his "success" to that of the 

emperor, Charles V. A study of entropic humor, along with the superiority, incongruity 

and release theories, in Lazarillo de Tormes offers a new perspective on the breakdown 

of traditional perceptions of reality and social and moral conventions of Renaissance and 

Counter-Reformation Spain, Before addressing the importance of entropic satire and 

irony throughout the novel, it will first be important to discuss the rising interest of 

anticlericalism in Europe during the Reformation and the resurgence of Academic and 

Pyrrhonian skepticism in Spain during the sixteenth century. 

Dissatisfied with the decline of the medieval Christian Church, Renaissance 

writers during Europe's fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries aspired to return the 

Catholic Church to its origins. Not only did humanists such as Martin Luther (1483-

1546) and Desiderius Erasmus (1463-1536) believe that church intermediaries obstructed 

a direct contact between human soul and divine spirit, they also attacked clerical and 

pontifical corruption within the ecclesiastical establishment through the publication of 

anticlerical letters and critical literary pieces. Revolutionary ideas diffused throughout 

much of Europe with the invention of Gutenberg's printing press in the fifteenth century 

and many individuals and congregations began to support Lutheran and Erasmian 

thought.^® As a result, numerous literary works thereafter were published in the 

Everett Hesse explains that the Protestant Reformation, along with the invention of the printing press, 
brought about significant changes in Spain. In addition, Hesse mentions that the printing press 
disseminated ideas against the ruling order and the literature of the time began to satirize social, moral and 
religious hypocrisy: "Just prior to Lazarillo's life in fiction, the real world, while predominantly Catholic, 
had been shaken by the Protestant Reformation, the inroads of a pagan Renaissance, and the spirit of 
adventure fomented by the discovery of silver and gold and the geographical explorations in the New 
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vernacular languages that contained anticlerical images and ideas.Geoffrey Dickens 

states: "between 1517 and 1520, Luther's thirty publications probably sold well over 

300,000 copies. [...] For the first time in human history a great reading public judged the 

validity of revolutionary ideas through a mass-medium which used the vernacular 

languages together with the arts of the journalists and the cartoonist" (51). Reformers 

used the printing press to influence individuals who were against the clergy and their 

practices within the Catholic Church. Elizabeth Eisenstein explains that the printing 

press was used by Protestants to gain popular support by masses of people who were 

unversed in Latin. Thus, the printing press was a useful tool that reformers used to 

combat the official order and expose the many aspects of the Church they believed 

needed change: 

Protestantism surely was the first fully to exploit its potential as a mass 

medium. It was also the first movement of any kind, religious or secular, 

to use the new presses for overt propaganda and agitation against an 

World. Less than a century before, the invention of the printing press had proven a powerful weapon for 
the unshackling of the human mind and the dissemination of new ideas wliich challenged the established 
order of things. The urban population was increasing and new cities and centers of learning and commerce 
were springing up. (...] Inspired by the works of Erasmus, humanistic writers like Luis Vives and Alfonso 
and Juan de Vald6s, the last names having criticized the novels of chivalry for their lack of verisimilitude 
regarding human nature, were in the vanguard of a refonn movement that was to have repercussions in 
many phases of human life: moral, social, religious and intellectual. As a result, literature began to depict 
reality more and more vividly by presenting life-like situations which stressed the human foibles with a 
disarming candor. By satirizing tlic social, moral, and religious hypocrisy of that day, the realistic literature 
of the Spanish Renaissance brought the comic to the forefront" ("The Lazarillo de Tormes and the Way of 
tlie World" 163-164). 

According to Alexander Parker, Erasmian humanists in Spain during the sixteenth century produced 
literature that satirized social and moral hypocrisy: "Spanish Erasmian humanists did produce between 
1530 and 1560 a literature, some of it not published till the nineteenth century , that within a more or less 
realistic social firamework satirized the moral and religious hypocrisy of the times. It is out of this climate 
of a social satire bom of the urge to religious reform that La:^llo de Tormes emerged in 1554" (Literature 
and the Delinquent (20). 
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established institution. By pamphleteering directed at arousing popular 

support and aimed at readers who were unversed in Latin, the reformers 

unwittingly pioneered as revolutionaries and rabble rousers. (303-304) 

For Protestants during a time of increasing support for the Reformation, the printing press 

was an ideal method to influence the masses of society and combat the official order by 

rejecting the practices of the clergy and the Catholic orthodoxy, and it was an essential 

tool that contributed to the rising anticlericalism in Europe during the sixteenth century. 

But what is anticlericalism? Although many critics and scholars have provided 

different definitions of anticlericalism. Bob Scribner refers to two different kinds: 

behavioral and psychological. Behavioral anticlericalism expressed hostile actions 

against the clergy such as verbal abuse and harassment to physical attacks.^^ The other 

type of anticlericalism referred to by Scribner is psychological in nature with "emotional 

and affective dimensions" (147).^^ This type of anticlericalism can be seen in the critical 

Hans-Jurgen Goertz provides an interesting historical example of a physical attack against a monk in the 
town of Ittingcn; "In Ittingen Cloister peasants broke in and stripped a monk of his clothes in a demeaning 
manner. They tore off his habit, starting with his cowl, and mocked the naked monk with derisive laughter, 
until a pro-Refonnation preacher took mercy on his Catholic colleague and threw his own robe over him 
("'What a Tangled and Tenuous Mess the Clergy is! Clerical Anticlericalism in the Reformation Period" 
500). 
® Scribner cites some historical examples of psychological attacks against clerical members in Northern 
Europe during the sixteenth centuiy. One example describes how the citizeniy attacked Johann Weber, a 
priest appointed by the Archbishop of Mainz, bccause they preferred the evangelical preacher whom he 
was to replace: "From Michaelmas 1525 the citizenry began a consistent campaign against this hated priest, 
standing before his parsonage each day singing slanderous songs and showering him with abuse, affixing 
libels to his door, blocking the cntiy with skulls and a bier, pelting the house with stones, breaking open the 
wooden sliutters on his bedroom and hurling a rock through the unprotected window. He enjoyed little 
nocturnal peace during that time, and his complaints to the town council and the Elector of Mainz proved as 
fruitless as his attempts to sleep. On the feast of the Visitation of the Virgin, 2 July 1527 a mob tried 
unsuccessfully to break into Ms house, defeated only by the thickness of the door and the strength of its 
locks. As a result of such hostility. Weber found it impossible to find a sexton, and he and his chaplain had 
to carry out all the duties in the parish church themselves. On the night of Sunday. 17 August, another mob 
stood outside chanting abuse and the refrain "Death to monks and priests, in the Devil's name!" They 
defecated on his doorstep and smeared their ordure on the locks and door handle. Weber had now had 
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tones and sentiment satirizing religious authority figures in picaresque literature 

published in Spain during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.^" Such is the case with 

Lazarillo de Tonnes. As Walter Holzinger explains, "the great majority of characters 

attacked are churchmen (five of the seven characters with tratados dedicated to them 

enough, and the next day he tendered his resignation to the Archbishop" ("Anticlericaiism in the Cities" 
154-55). Scribner also refers to other instances of strife that existed between evangelical preachers and 
orthodox priests. The evangelists were those iadividuals who would strive to become truly Christian; they 
were also preoccupied and frustrated with the church estd)lisliment and its officials. At times, the 
evangelists would interrupt mass, directly criticize and confront the parish priests and verbally degrade 
religious authority figures in front of their congregations; "Many evangelical preachers had a flair for 
confrontation, as in the case of the evangelical preacher in Neustadt a.d. Orla, who stage-managed a 
showdown on Sunday, 11 October 1523 by leading a crowd of followers into the parish church during the 
sermon, which he disrupted by inteijections, confutations and abuse. He challenged the orthodox preacher 
to climb down from the pulpit and let him have a go, for he knew more about Scripture. The tumult was 
such that the orthodox preacher adjudged it safer to retreat. The incident repeated itself two weeks later, on 
Sunday, 25 October, when the evangelical preacher staged a confrontation with the vicar of the parish 
church, this time accompanied b}' a jeering crowd who followed the unfortunate priest through the streets 
so that he went in fear of his life. The town council watched these developments impassively, giving the 
impression that it was not too displeased with the turn of events, possibly hoping that direct action would 
lead to the expulsion of the orthodox clergy without it having to soil its hands" ("Anticlericalism in the 
Cities" 159). 
^ For a variety of approaches to the Spanish picaresque, see: Francisco Rico. La novela picaiesca v el 
punto de vista (1989); Maurice Molho, Introduccion al pensamiento picaresco (1972); Gustavo A. Alfaro, 
La estructura de la novela picaresca (1977); Alan Francis, Picaresca. decadencia, historia: aproximacion a 
una realidad historico-literaria (1978); Jenaro Talens, Novela picaresca v practica de la transgxesion (1975); 
Edward H. Friedman, The Antiheroine's Voice: Nanative Discourse and Transformations of the Picaresque 
(1987); Peter N. Dunn, The Spanish Picaresque Novel (1979). Studies that deal with the continuity of the 
picaresque novel are; Frank Wadieigh Chandler, The Literature of Roguery (1907), Romances of Roauerv; 
An Episode in the History of the Novel (1899); Robert Alter, Rogue's Progress; Studies in the Picaresque 
Novel (1964); Alexander A. Parker, Literature and the Delinquent. The Picaresque Novel in Smin and 
Europe. 1599-1753 (1%7); Thomas Hanrahan, La muier en la novela picaresca espaflola (1967); Stuart 
Miller, The Picaresque Novel (1967); Christine J. Whitboum, ed., Knaves and Swindlers; Essavs on the 
Picaresque Novel in Europe (1974); Harry Sieber, The Picaresque (1977); Richard Bjomson, The 
Picaresque Hero in European Fiction (1977); Alexander Blackburn, The Myth of the Picaro; Continuity and 
Transformation of the Picaresque Novel, 1554-1954 (1979); Marcel Bataiflon, Picaros v picaresca (1969); 
Helen Reed, The Reader in the Picaresque Novel (1984); W. M. Frohock, "The Idea of Picaresque" (1967); 
Jose A. Maravall, La literatura picaresca desde la historia social (siglos XVI y XVII) (1986). Key studies 
on the picaresque as a literary history, system, mode and concept include; Fernando Cabo Aseguinoiaza. El 
concepto de aenero v la literatura picaresca (1992); Peter N. Dunn, Spanish Picaresque Fiction; A New 
Literary History (1993); Manuel Criado de Val, ed.. La oicaiesca; Origenes. tcxtos v estnictmras (1979); 
Claudio Guillen, "Toward a Definition of the Picaresque" (1971). "Genre and Countergenre; The 
Discovery of the Picaresque" (1971); Howard Mancing, "The Picaresque Novel; A Protean Form" (1979); 
Ulrich Wicks, ''Picaro, Picaresquc; The Picaresque in Literaiy Scholarship" (1972); "The Nature of 
Picaresque Fiction; A Modal Approach" (1974). Bibliographies on the picaresque include; Joseph V. 
Ricapito, Bibliografia razonada v anotada de obras maestras de la picaresca espaiiola (1980); Joseph L. 
Laurenti, Bibliografia de la literatura picaresca: Desde sus origenes hasta el presente (1973). 
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hold positions in the Church and are accompanied by many incidental anticlerical 

assertions)" (230). As we shall see, the anticlericalism of the novel is related to entropic 

humor in that Lazaro, as adult narrator, contemplates, comments and judges the actions of 

religious members throughout the novel, and, as a histor, Lazarillo observes incorrigible 

aspects and vices of Spanish society. 

Aside from the growing interest of anticlericalism during the sixteenth century, 

there was also a resurgence of Academic and Pyrrhonian skepticism sparked many 

debates involving the Catholic Church's criterion of religious knowledge, its "rule of 

faith." Many Reformation thinkers began to question the Church's authority to interpret 

the Bible and fervently criticized the establishment's view of religious truth. In fact, it 

was Luther in 1519 who denounced and denied the complete authority of the Pope and 

the Church's accepted criterion of religious truth. He explained that the Pope's Councils 

could err since they were composed of human beings and claimed that all Christians had 

the power to discern what is right and wrong when considering matters of faith. By 

challenging the Church's standard of true knowledge, Luther and his followers rejected 

the entire framework by which the orthodoxy had been determined for centuries; 

For centuries, asserting that a proposition states a religious truth meant 

that it was authorized by Church tradition, by the Pope, and by councils. 

To claim that these standards could be wrong was like denying the rules of 

logic. The denial of the accepted criteria would eliminate the sole basis 

for testing the truth of a religious proposition. To raise even the 
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possibility that the criteria could be faulty was to substitute another 

criterion by which the accepted criteria could be judged. (Popkin 3) 

As Luther and his followers continued to refute the Church's standard of religious truth, 

skepticism became a first-line defense of Catholicism, Catholics argued that Luther's 

idea of religious knowledge would ultimately lead to anarchy since anybody could claim 

a standard of truth. Richard H. Popkin in his book The History of Skepticism from 

Erasmus to Spinoza states that the Reformers: 

were continually occupied with trying to justify their own type of 

subjective, individual criterion, and at the same time were using this 

criterion as an objective measure by means of which they condemned as 

heresies their opponent's appeals to conscience. (5) 

While certain Reformation groups such as the Zwickau prophets, the Anabaptists and the 

anti-Trinitarians opposed the establishment's "rule of faith" and repeatedly tried to justify 

their own meanings of religious truth and knowledge, one Counter-Reformation scholar 

who accepted the Church's religious views and defended Catholicism was Erasmus of 

Rotterdam. For Erasmus, there was no point in refuting the Church's standard of truth 

since humans did not know religious truth with any certainty: "the superstructure of the 

essential belief, is too complex for a man to judge" (Popkin 6). Erasmus also 

underscored this idea in The Praise of Folly by explaining that "Human affairs are so 

obscure and various that nothing can be clearly known" (84). By acknowledging that 

humans were incapable of knowing true knowledge, Erasmus was defending a position 

held by the Academic Skeptics. Academic skepticism, which became available mainly 
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through the writing of Cicero, Diogenes Laertius and Saint Augustine, stressed that the 

dogmatic philosopher "could not know with absolute certainty the propositions he said he 

knew" (Popkin xiii). Since Erasmus believed that the superstructure of essential belief 

was too complex for humans to judge, he claimed that it was easier to assimilate a 

skeptical attitude, to suspend judgment and to accept the age-old wisdom of the Catholic 

Church. By suspending judgment and accepting the Church's criterion of religious truth, 

Erasmus was also representing the Pyrrhonian skeptics. Pyrrhonism, which harkens back 

to the classical writings of Sextus Empiricus, believed that "there was insufficient and 

inadequate evidence to determine if any knowledge was possible, and hence that one 

ought to suspend judgment on all questions concerning knowledge" (Popkin xiii). In 

Lazarilio de Tormes, the narrator/protagonist assimilates a skeptical attitude similar to 

that of Erasmus in that at times he admits no truths and suspends judgment. It is Lazaro 

who, like Erasmus, divulges, dissimulates and withholds information, and silence reflects 

a philosophical skepticism. The narrator/protagoni st' s point of view is entropic, and 

discourse and silence reveal a breakdown of social and moral conventions as well as 

traditional perceptions of reality. 

Entropic humor is evident throughout the first tratado and is linked to Lazarilio's 

social relationship with his first master, the Blind Man. Lazarilio, who believes that the 

Blind Man will care for him, realizes that his master is anything but the buen homhre his 

mother describes. Lazarilio observes the Blind Man's malicious conduct, but is unable to 

alter his master's cruel behavior and thereby improve Spanish society. This is 

characteristic of entropic satire since the narrator's attention is focused on his master's 
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incorrigible aspects—cruelty, hostility and anger.The Blind Man's malicious behavior 

is also related to the superiority theory because he competes with Lazarillo for 

dominance, power and control. In episodes that involve superiority, both characters are 

situated around intangible objects (torojarro, longaniza, riabo, pilar) and burlas lead to 

incidents of anticipated violence and humor. 

The first episode of superiority occurs in the stone bull episode at the beginning of 

the novel. As the Blind Man and Lazarillo leave Salamanca, they arrive at the entrance 

of a bridge where they see an "animal de piedra."^^ The Blind Man, with hostile 

intentions of educating Lazarillo, says; "Lazaro, llega el oido a este toro y oiras gran 

ruido dentro del" (23).^'^ When a naive Lazarillo, trusting his master, puts his ear against 

the stone bull, the reader anticipates the humorous violence that is about to occur. The 

Blind Man, then, smashes Lazarillo's head against the stone bull and teaches the boy a 

In an interesting article, Stanley Nowak explains that the Blind Man's character is dominated by anger, 
representing one of the seven capital sins (900). In addition. Nowak explains that Lazarillo internalizes his 
master's irrational anger and "the events leading up to and surrounding his departure bode ill for Ms moral 
and persoaal development and seem to prefigure the moral blindness he will experience in Tratado 
Septimo" ("The Blindman's New Function: An Exemplum of the Capital Sin of Anger in Lazarillo de 
Tonnes" 905). 

Fiore states that humor, along with hunger, violence and education, are integral aspects of the first 
tratado: "The episodes which revolve around inanimate objects (the bull, the sack, the jar of wine, the 
grapes, the turnip, and the pillar) have some elements of humor and arc related to Lasairillo's education. 
The humor as well as the education stem from hunger, violence, and cunning, and Lazarillo, as a student of 
'fuerzay mafia' ( effort and cunning'), leams his lessons well, teaches the teacher a trick or two, and 
graduates, as it were, cum laude" (Lazaiillo de Tonnes, 1984, 48). 

Jose Madrigal explains that the "animal de piedra" represents the decay in society that is impossible for 
Lazarillo to changc; "El hecho de que la ftgura sea piedra, simbolo de durcza y duracion, refuerza la idea de 
degeneracion y declinacion que Lazaro no solo va a encontrar, sino que se va a ver imposibilitado a 
cambiar en su trayectoria simboliai con los tres amos, quienes comprimen los tres estados mas 
representativos de aquella sociedad: el ciego, lo laico; el clcrigo, lo religiose, y el escudero. lo noble" ("El 
simbolismo como veMculo tematico en el Lazarillo de Tonnes" 409). 

Citations are from Francisco Rico's edition of Lazarillo de Tonnes (1992), with page numbers in 
parentheses. 
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lesson concerning the illusions and deceptions of the world. The narrator emphasizes 

the young boy's pain in a humorous manner; "Y corao sintio que tenia la cabeza par de la 

piedra, afirmo recio la mano y diome una gran calabazada en el diablo del toro, que mas 

de tres dias me duro el dolor de la comada" (23). With this humorous lesson, the Blind 

Man establishes superiority, and his cruel burla teaches the boy that he lives in a society 

of untrustworthy people. The Blind Man also tells the boy it is necessary for him to be 

one step ahead of the devil: "Necio, aprende, que el mozo del ciego un punto ha de saber 

mas que el diablo. Y rio mucho la burla" (23). The Blind Man's laughter is an example 

of Hobbes's description of laughter as a "sudden glory" that is experienced by people 

who compare themselves to the weaknesses of others.Lazarillo's master not only 

maintains a dominant status by using violence and aggression, he also uses laughter as a 

weapon to mock and ridicule the boy's eagerness to trust deceitful people. This episode 

also portrays the Blind Man as a corrupt individual in a rather lawless society. 

Throughout the tratado, he beats the young boy and the narrator makes light of it using 

humor. The graphic episodes that involve the Blind Man's cruelty toward Lazarillo not 

only expose the vices and hypocrisy of a Spanish society in decay, they also represent a 

breakdown of social and moral conventions and traditional perceptions of reality. 

For Nowak, the stone bull is a symbol of the Blind Man's anger; "The stone statue of the bull, against 
which Lazarillo has his head banged, is a complex symbol of anger, joining the hard unforgiving stone with 
the irrationality associated w ith the image of the "bull" ("The Blindman's New Function: An Exemphim of 
the Capital Sin of Anger in Lazarillo de Tormes" 901). 
^ "Sudden Glory , is the passion which maketh those Grimaces called Laughter, and is caused cither by 
some sudden act of their own, that pleaseth them; or by the apprehension of some deformed thing in 
another, by comparison whereof they suddenly applaud themselves. And it is incident most to them, that 
are conscious of the fewest abilities in themselves; who are forced to keep themselves in their own favour, 
by observ ing the imperfections of other men. And therefore much Laughter at the defects of others, is a 
sign of Pusillanimity. For of great minds, one of the proper workes is, to help and j&ee others from scom; 
and compare themselves onely with the most able" (Leviathan 125). 
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Another instance of extreme physical violence that illustrates the Blind Man's 

aggression toward Lazarillo which involves superiority humor occurs in the wine jar 

episode. Both characters are situated around an intangible object (jarro) and Lazarillo's 

deceit leads to an incident of anticipated violence and humor. The burla begins when 

Lazarillo steals from his master to avoid starvation. The narrator describes Lazarillo's 

struggle to survive and humorously personifies the avariento fardel in which the Blind 

Man hoards his food: 

El traia el pan y todas las otras cosas en un fardel de lienzo, que por la 

boca se cerraba con una argolla de hierro y su candado y su Have; y al 

meter de todas las cosas y sacallas, era con tan gran vigilancia y tanto por 

contadero, que no bastara hombre en todo el mundo hacerle menos una 

migaja. Mas yo tomaba aquella laceria que el me daba, la cual en menos 

de dos bocados era despachada. Despues que cerraba el candado y se 

descuidaba, pensando que yo estaba entendiendo en otras cosas, por un 

poco de costura, que muchas veces del un lado del fardel descosia y 

tomaba a coser, sangraba el avariento fardel, sacando no por tasa pan, mas 

buenos pedazos, torrenzos y longaniza. ^^ (27-29) 

In an interesting article. Andre Miclialski maintains that Lazarillo's first three masters not only deprive 
the boy of food and drink, but also fail to show him love and affection. According to Michalski, the failure 
to care for Lazarillo is linked to social chaos and the subversion of the feudal hierarchy. "En el Lazarillo de 
Tormes. el autor anonimo se vale de esos significados tradicionales y simbolicos del pan para expresar el 
caos social que rodea al protagonista. Los tres primeros ainos de Lazaro fallan en el deber expreso de 
alimentar a su criado suministrandole pan en cantidad suficiente, subvirtiendo asi a la jerarquia feudal 
imperante y la relacion amo-criado. Lo privan no solo de sustento material, sino tambien de la caridad y 
aun carifio que el amo debe tener para con el criado en la sociedad precapitalista, en que todavia no existe 
la institucion del criado con contrato y a sueldo fijo. [...] Al insistir de tal modo en la privacion de pan que 
sufre Lazaro de parte de sus amos, el autor indirectamente nos pinta la corrupcion de la jerarquLi social y la 
terrible soledad en que vive el muchacho, privado no solo de pan, pero sobre todo del amor y de la 
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For Lazarillo, the only hope he has to survive is by using the deceitful tactics his master 

has taught him. Moreover, the narrator humorously describes a situation that would 

otherwise be serious, using language to give the fardel human characteristics. 

After humorously personifying the sack, the narrator carefully describes the next 

trick, that of stealing wine from a jar that the Blind Man guards between his legs. Once 

again, the narrator uses language humorously to illustrate how Lazarillo steals his 

master's wine in order to alleviate his thirst; 

Yo, como estaba hecho al vino, moria por el, y viendo que aquel remedio 

de la paja no me aprovechaba ni valia, acorde en el suelo del jarro hacerle 

una fuentecilla y agujero sotil, y delicadamente, con una muy delgada 

tortilla de cera, taparlo; y al tiempo de comer, fmgendo haber frio, 

entrabame entre las piernas del triste ciego a calentarme en la pobrecilla 

lumbre que teniamos, y al calor della, luego derretida la cera, por ser muy 

poca, comenzaba la fuentecilla a destilarme en la boca, la cual yo de tal 

manera ponia, que maldita la gota se perdia. Cuando el pobreto iba a 

beber, no hallaba nada, espantabase, maldeciase, daba al Diablo el jarro y 

el vino, no sabiendo que podia ser. [...] Tantas vueltas y tientos dio al 

jarro, que hallo la fuente y cayo en la burla. (31 -32) 

At this point in the episode, Lazarillo believes that he has superior knowledge to that of 

the Blind Man by deceiving his master. However, the Blind Man's senses are sharp and 

it does not take him long to realize that he is now the victim of trickery and deceit. 

comprension humanos que este pan simboliza" ("El pan, el vino y la came en el Lazarillo de Tormes" 414-
15). 
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Although Lazarillo proves to be temporarily superior to his master by astutely deceiving 

him, the narrator explains that the Blind Man pretended to be unaware ofLazarillo's 

filching; "lo disimulo como si no hubiera sentido" (32). Lazarillo, not thinking of any 

danger regarding his master—"no pensando el dano que me estaba aparejado" (32)--

positions himself between his master's legs and begins to drink from the jar once again. 

Here, the reader anticipates another humorous episode as the Blind Man sets the stage for 

revenge by using extreme physical violence. The Blind Man, who seeks to regain a sense 

of dominance, power and superiority, smashes Lazarillo's face with the wine jar, 

lacerates him severely, knocks out his teeth and leaves the boy unconscious; 

Con toda su fuerza, alzando con dos manos aquel dulce y amargo jarro, le 

dejo caer sobre mi boca, ayudandose, como digo, con todo su poder, de 

manera que el pobre Lazaro, que de nada desto se guardaba, antes, como 

otras veces, estaba descuidado y gozoso, verdaderamente me parecio que 

el cielo, con todo lo que en el hay, me habia caido encima. Fue tal 

golpecillo, que me desatino y saco de sentido, y el jarrazo tan grande, que 

los pedazos del se me partieron por la cara, rompiendomela or muchas 

partes, y me quebro los dientes, sin los cuales hasta hoy dia me quede.^^ 

(32-33) 

^ Fiore explains that the omniscient narrator plays a crucial role in this episode: "The omniscient narrator 
appears in this episode and describes to the reader how the Blind Man felt the jar and discovered the hole in 
it, a fact that the uasuspecting protagonist is unaware of. The Blind Man hides the discovery from the boy. 
and only the omniscient narrator knows the precise moment that the Blind Man will take his vengeance. In 
preparation for the Blind Man's vengeance, the author denotes the limitations of the protagonist, relating 
not only what he sees but also what he thinks and surmises" (Lazarillo de Tormes. 1984,97). 
" Claudio Guillen explains that narrative texts have tlirec temporal planes; the time of narration, the 
chronological time and the personal or psychological time: "Toda novela comprende tres pianos 
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It is interesting to note that the narrator temporarily separates himself from the 

protagonist by using the third person. Thus, Lazarillo the subject becomes Lazarillo the 

storyteller. In addition, the Blind Man, who becomes superior to his servant once again, 

teaches the boy that there are aggressive, hostile and malicious people who will go to any 

extreme for revenge. Lazarillo's missing teeth, "sin los cuales hasta hoy dia me quede," 

serve as his reminder of the deceptions of the world. 

This episode is also an example of grotesque black humor, a subcategory of the 

incongruity theory, since it combines the violent extremes of horror and humor that 

describes the boy's mutilated and abused body, in this case, his teeth in a humorous 

manner.Lazarillo's loss of teeth can be related to Winston's ideas on grotesque black 

humor and mutilation; 

The grotesque form of black humor is obsessed with the human body, with 

the ways in which it can be distorted, separated into its component parts, 

mutilated, and abused. People become animals or objects, or share their 

temporales. Un primer tiempo de narracion, o sea. el momento en que el narrador cuenta, habla o escribe. 
Y dos nivcles intcgrados en la trama de la accion misma. Un tiempo, en primer lugar, cronologico. o 
astronomico. o publico-el de las horas, los dias y los afios, medidos por instrumentos exleriores al hombre. 
Y un tiempo que llamaremos personal, o psicologico—el de los hechos de conciencia, de una temporalidad 
que el hombre siente fluir dentro de si mismo y que solo su propia sensibilidad puede captar o medir" ("La 
disposicion temporal del Lazarillo de Tormes" 272). The reference "sin los cuales hasta hoy dia me 
quede," is an example of the lime of narration since the narrator explains that his teeth are still missing. 

Durand explains that the narrator transforms Lazarilio's horrible experience with the wine jar into an 
entertaining anecdote: "The playfulness and narrative enjoyment of the author are nowhere better illustrated 
than in the wine episode with the blind man. The scene is only one of the many in which wit and deception 
are combined to the not uncommon end of physical pain. Lazarillo. after all. loses some teeth, is left 
unconscious by the beggar's blow, and his face is badly cut by the shattered pieces of the jug which 
penetrate his skin. Not, on the whole, a very agreeable scene. Yet the narrator seems to make a dichotomy 
between form and content, between the event and the recital of it. which enables him to transfonn a 
horrible experience into a most entertaining anecdote ' ('The Author and Lazaro; Levels of Comic 
Meaning" 94). 
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traits, or are likened to them. Bodily parts are exaggerated or distorted. 

(282) 

In the episode involving the wine jar, the narrator not only describes in detail how 

Lazarillo has suffered permanent facial deformities due to the jarrazo, but also presents 

the violence and mutilation in a highly visual, cinematic manner. 

In a later episode, the narrator utilizes more intangible objects {naho, longaniza) 

to set up another scene of grotesque black humor, and the reader once again anticipates a 

forthcoming incident of humorous violence. At the beginning of the episode, the Blind 

Man asks Lazarillo to roast a sausage, and then sends the boy to buy some wine. Before 

Lazarillo leaves to buy the wine, he deceives his master, exchanging the sausage for a 

turnip, saying that is was not his fault, but rather the Devil that presented him with the • 

opportunity to carry out his trick:'" 

Pusome el demonio el aparejo delante los ojos, el cual, como suelen decir, 

hace el ladron, y foe que habia cabe el fuego un nabo pequeno, larguillo y 

ruinoso, y tal que por no ser para la olla debio ser echado alii. Y como al 

presente nadie estuviese sino el y yo solos, como me vi con apetito goloso, 

habiendome puesto dentro el sabroso olor de la longaniza, del cual 

solamente sabia que habia de gozar, no mirando que me podria suceder, 

pospuesto todo el temor por cumplir con el deseo, en tanto que el ciego 

It is interesting to note that here the narrator blames the Devil, and on several occasions God is 
Lazarillo s ally (Fiore. Lazarillo de Tormes. 1984, 52). According to Helen Reed, references to the Devil 
associated with food and cruel tricks abound in tratado I: "Both lack of food and playing cruel tricks on the 
other arc associated with the devil. The tratado is dominated by a demonic energy, a high level of action, 
talking, stealing, eating, and no sleep" ("Dining with Lazarillo; The Discourse of Pleasure in Lazarillo de 
Tonnes"' 63). 
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sacaba de la bolsa el dinero, saque la longaniza y muy presto meti el 

sobredicho nabo en el asador. (38) 

After Lazarillo eats the sausage, the narrator uses language pregnant with metaphors, 

images and euphemism to present a humorous scene that combines horror, exaggeration 

and bodily distortion. First, the narrator describes the Blind Man as a buenpodenco, a 

"bloodhound" who sniffs Lazarillo while searching for the stolen sausage. Suspecting 

that Lazarillo has eaten the sausage, the Blind Man opens the boy's mouth more than it is 

able to open, mm de su derecho y desatentadamente. The Blind Man sticks his 

cumplidisima nariz, which is luengay afilada, into the boy's mouth. Once the Blind Man 

removes his trompa from his servant's mouth, the narrator, then, humorously and 

euphemistically describes the act of vomiting by explaining that Lazarillo returned 

everything to its rightful owner. 

Llegose a olerme; y como debio sentir el huelgo, a uso de buen podenco, 

por major satisfacerse de la verdad, y con la gran agonia que llevaba, 

asiendome con las manos, abriame la boca mas de su derecho y 

desatentadamente metia la nariz, la cual el tenia luenga y afilada, y a 

aquella sazon, con el enojo, se habia augmentado un palmo; con el pico de 

la cual me llego a la gulilla. Y con esto, y con el gran miedo que tenia, 

habia hecho asiento en el estomago; y lo mas principal: con el destiento de 

la cumplidisima nariz medio cuasi ahogandome, todas cosas se juntaron y 

fueron causa que el hecho y golosina se manifestase y lo suyo fuese vuelto 

al dueno. De manera que, antes que el mal ciego sacase de mi boca su 
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trompa, tal alteracion sintio mi estomago, que le dio con el hurto en ella, 

de suerte que su nariz y la negra mal maxcada longaniza a un tiempo 

salieron de mi boca. (40) 

The hilarious episode is an example of grotesque black humor since it involves the 

combination of two incongruities (humor and horror) that leads to an unexpected 

occurrence (vomiting). The graphic details of the incident, which are narrated in a 

cinematic, frame-by-frame form, are grotesque and repulsive, yet funny since the narrator 

uses intricate language to describe the act of vomiting. 

The narrator then describes Lazarillo's fear and the Blind Man's punishment, 

which was so violent that if it were not for passersby, his master would have killed him. 

Again, the Blind Man uses physical violence to punish Lazarillo, regains a superior 

status, and thereby experiences Hobbesean "sudden glory" by beating his servant. 

(Oh gran Dios, quien estuviera aquella hora sepultado, que muerto ya lo 

estaba! Fue tal coraje del perverso ciego, que, si al ruido no acudieran, 

pienso no me dejara con la vida. Sacaronme de entre sus manos, 

dejandoselas llenas de aquellos pocos cabellos que tenia, aranada la cara y 

rascunado el pescuezo y la garganta. (40-41) 

The episode is filled with grotesque descriptions and the narrator uses graphic language 

to explain how the boy's body has been badly beaten, scratched and abused. In addition, 

the narrator prepares the reader for a scene of carnivalesque laughter that is festive. 
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ambivalent and universal.As the Blind Man recounts Lazarillo's hazcmas with graciay 

donaire, passersby participate in the fiesta to laugh at the boy's desastres:'̂ ^ 

Contaba el mal ciego a todos cuantos alii se allegaban mis desastres, y 

dabales cuenta una y otra vez, asi de la del jarro como de la del racimo, y 

agora de lo presente. Era la risa de todos tan grande que toda la gente que 

por la calle pasaba entraba a ver la fiesta; mas con tanta gracia y donaire 

recontaba el ciego mis hazanas que, aunque yo estaba tan maltratado y 

llorando, me parecia que hacia sinjusticia en no se las reir. (41) 

The Blind Man is such a good raconteur, that even Lazarillo could not help but laugh at 

his own misfortunes.'*'* In my view, this episode is also closely linked to Henri Bergson's 

This is an excellent example of Mikhail Bakhtin's view of camivalesque laugliter: "Let us say a few 
initial words about the complex nature of carnival laughter. It is, first of all, a festive laughter. Therefore it 
is not an individual reaction to some isolated "comic" event. Carnival laughter is the laughter of the 
people. Second, it is universal in scopc; it is directed at all and everyone, including the carnival's 
participants. The entire world is seen in its droll aspect in its gay relativity. Third, this laughter is 
ambiviUent: it is gay, triumphant, and at the same time mocking, deriding. It asserts and denies, it buries 
and revives. Such is the laughter of carnival" (Rabelais and His World 11-12). 

Reed maintains that this episode is one of many that involve the "pleasure of namition." which is the 
telling of a good story and reacting to it with laughter: "Many episodes are couched in the narrator's 
pleasure in telling and the piblic's enjoyment in listening. For example, when LazariEo's pecadillos are 
discovered and puiiishe4 the blindman and the cleric of Maqueda tefl the story of Ms naughtiness to 
curious bystanders who react with laughter and pleasure. Tte squire laughs at Lazarillo's ingenuousness. 
The text's roots are in medieval foMore, fsscQ, fabliaux, and facetiae-, the humor is grotesque, bodily, and 
earthly; the laughter regenerative and salutaiy, as Bakhtin has demonstrated regarding Rabelais" ("Dining 
with Lazarillo: The Discourse of Pleasure in Lazarillo de Tonnes" 62). 

Durand comments on the author's sophisticated narrative skill and Blind Man's talent in telling such an 
entertaining anecdote: "The interest in narrative skill is of a very sophisticated land; an author obviously 
proud of his narrative ability creates a first-person narrator who, in turn, not only reveals his enjoyment of 
his own choicc of words and timing, but also admires his master's ability to relate adventures. The first-
person narrator thus assumes the role of audicnce at a telling of his own story; the younger Lazarillo enjoys 
listening, even if the anecdote is at his own expense" ("The Author and Lazaro: Levels of Comic Meaning" 
95). 
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theory of corrective laughter since Lazarillo laughs at his own misfortunes to avoid 

humiliation and harsh criticism."^' 

The last instance of extreme physical violence related to superiority humor occurs 

in the pillar episode at the end of the first tratado. Both the Blind Man and Lazarillo are 

situated around another intangible object (pilar) and a bur la leads to the boy's ultimate 

revenge and "sudden glory ." At the beginning of the episode, the Blind Man suggests 

that they return to the inn because of heavy rain. In order to do so they must cross a 

stream of water, and the boy tells his master he knows of a place where they can jump 

across without getting their feet wet. Lazarillo sees the perfect opportunity to get revenge 

when he sees a pillar; "Yo que vi el aparejo a mi deseo, saquele de bajo de los port ales y 

llevelo derecho de un pilar o poste de piedra que en la plaza estaba" (44). When 

Lazarillo says, vi el aparejo a mi deseo, this prepares the reader for another incident of 

humorous violence. Lazarillo also lets the reader know of the imminent vengeance 

before it even happens: "Como llovia recio y el triste se mojaba, y con la priesa que 

llevabamos de salir del agua, que encima de nos caia, y, lo mas principal, porque Dios le 

cego aquella hora el entedimiento (fue por darme del venganza), creyose de mi" (45). 

Acting as Lazarillo's ally once again, God blinds his master's intellect and grants him 

vengeance. The boy positions the Blind Man in front of the pillar, and then tells him to 

jump as hard as he can. The Blind Man jumps, smashes his head against the pilar, and 

falls back half dead; 

"Laughter is, above all. a corrective. Being intended to humiliate, it must make a painful impression on 
the person against whom it is directed. By laughter, society avenges itself for the liberties taken with it. It 
would fail in its object if it bore the stamp of sympathy or kindness" (Laughter: An Essav on the Meaning 
of the Comic 176). 
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Aun apenas lo habia acabado de decir, cuando se abalanza el pobre ciego 

como carbon y de toda su fuerza arremete, tomando un paso atras de la 

corrida para hacer mayor salto, y da con la cabeza en el poste, que sono 

tan recio como si diera con una gran calabaza, y cayo luego para atras 

medio muerto y hendida la cabeza. (45) 

This humorous episode, which is based on Lazarillo's hostile and aggressive feelings 

toward his master, provides the boy with a moment of "sudden glory" and superiority. 

He is no longer the inexperienced, naive servant, but an astute trickster who uses physical 

violence and humor for sweet revenge. Ironically, the master-servant roles have been 

inverted and it is Lazarillo who teaches his master a lesson concerning the deceptions of 

the world. In his last words to the Blind Man, the boy humorously asks the question, 

"^Como, y olistes la longaniza y no el poste?" (45). For Lazarillo, his hurla and his final 

words give him a sense of superiority, dominance and control. 

Although the superiority theory is the main form of humor throughout tratado I, 

entropic satire and irony dominate in the second tratado when Lazarillo becomes a 

servant for the Priest of Maqueda, With regard to entropic satire, Lazarillo's descriptions 

of his new master are linked to anticlericalism and religious themes.'^ From the very 

Some important studies that treat anticlericalism, Erasmianism, Illuminism and other religious aspects in 
Lazarillo de Tormes include; Manuel J. Asensio, "La intencion religiosa del Lazarillo de Tormes y Juan de 
Valdes" (1959); Marccl Bataillon, El sentido del Lazarillo de Tormes (1954); Victor De la Conclia, "La 
intencion religiosa del Lazarillo" (1972); Alan D. Deyermond, Lazarillo de Tormes: A Critical Guide. 
(1975). "Lazarus-Lazarillo" (1964-5); Thomas Hanrahan, "Lazarillo de Tormes: Erasmian Satire or 
Protestant Reform?" (1983); Walter Holzinger, "The Breadly Paradise Revisited: Lazarillo de Tormes. 
Segundo Tratado" (1972-1973); T. Anthony Peny, "Biblical Symbolism in the Lazarillo de Tormes. " 
(1970); Anson C. Piper,"Thc 'Breadly Paradise' of Lazarillo de Tormes" (1961); Joseph Ricapito, "'Caia 
de Dios': ensayo de rectificacion" (1973), "Lazarillo de Tormes (Chap. V) and Massucdo's Fourth 
Novella'" (1970): Raymond Willis, "Lazarillo and the Pardoner: The Artistic Necessity of the Fifth 
Tractado" (1959); WiltrouL Ann, "The Lazarillo de Tormes and Erasmus' Qpulentia Sordida" (1969); Jack 
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beginning of the tratado, Lazarillo's attention is focused on the Priest's avarice, • one of 

his master's most noticeable incorrigible aspects. The narrator humorously describes the 

avaricious Priest; "Escape del trueno y di en el relampago, porque era el ciego un 

Alejandro Magno, con ser la mesma avaricia [...] No digo mas, sino que toda la laceria 

del mundo estaba encerrada en este: no se si de su cosecha era o lo habia anejado con el 

habito de clerecia" (47). Although the Blind Man was greedy and avaricious, Lazarillo's 

second master is even worse because he deprives him of food."'' The Priest of Maqueda, 

who ought to take care of the boy, is a hypocritical representative of the Church who does 

not show care and compassion for his servant and disregards the boy's needs. Moreover, 

even though Lazarillo observes his master's corruption, which destroys traditional moral 

conventions, the boy is by no means able to change the Priest's negative ways to improve 

Spanish society. This is characteristic of entropic satire since Lazarillo's world remains 

"entirely unchanged, totally impassive to any impact, ameliorative or otherwise" (O'Neill 

201). 

Starving to death, Lazarillo's only hope to survive is to steal from an arcaz, a 

locked chest where the Priest hoards bread.At this point in the tratado the narrator 

begins to use religious metaphors, symbols and images that displace the authoritative 

Weiner, "La lucha de Lazarillo de Tormes por el area" (1969) R. W. Tniman, "Lazaro de Tormes and the 
homo novus Tradition" (1969); Terence O'Reilly, "The Eiasmianism of Lazarillo de Tonnes" (1984). 

According to F. Courtney Tarr, it is in this tratado thai the stage is subsequently set for a further 
development of the "hunger theme" ("Literary and Artistic Unity in the Lazarillo de Tonnes" 407). 

According to Anson Piper, the Priest of Maqueda is a personification of the Catholic Church and its 
battle against heretics: "The priest, hovering over his precious chest, is the personification of the 
established institution engaged in a last-ditch struggle against the heretic. Lazaro, the outsider who has 
dared defy the accepted order of things, is the dissenter who must rely on a purely personal faith in order to 
claim his rightful share of God's beneficence" ("The 'Breadly Paradise' of Lazarillo de Tonnes" 270). 
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discourse of truth."*'^ The narrator's humorous words, which are an example of entropic 

irony, criticize the church and point out the decadence of the religious system. For 

example, Lazarillo, enlightened by the Spiritu Sancto, first steals from his master when 

he has an angelica calderero open the chest with a Have. The divine tinker, who is an 

angel enviado by God, helps Lazarillo enter hisparaisopanal. Once inside the chest, the 

boy sees the bread and describes it as la cara de Dios: "Comenzo a probar el angelico 

calderero una y otra de un gran sartal que dellas traia, y yo ayudalle con mis flacas 

oraciones. Cuando no me cato, veo en figuras panes, como dicen, la cara de Dios dentro 

del arcaz" (55-56). Once the chest is open, Lazarillo pays the tinker by giving him a 

bodigo (a bread offering to the Church), and later the Priest does not realize that one of 

the obladas (a bread offering to the dead) is missing. After the Priest leaves, Lazarillo 

opens the paraiso panal, takes one of the bodigos, and eats it in the time that it takes to 

say dos credos. Suspecting that mice have been eating the bread by passing through 

small holes in the wooden chest, the Priest decides to board it up. The next few days. 

Lazarillo de Tonnes was considered politically dangerous since it targeted the Catholic Church and its 
practices. The novel was added to the Cathalogus librorum qui prohibentnr (Catalog of Prohibited Books ) 
in 1559. As Henry Kainen explains, the Inquisition censored works critical of the Church as a method of 
literary control and a defense against Protestantism: "Among the most controversial aspects of the 
Inquisition was its impact on culture and religion, whether through the policy of censorship or through the 
prosecution of intellectuals. The censorship law of 1558 was followed by the first Spanish-produced Index 
of forbidden books in 1559. This continued the suppression of Erasmus~by now the papacy also had 
condemned the Dutchman—by prohibiting sixteen of his works including the Enchiridion. It also inevitable 
prohibited all heretical books and unlicensed versions of the Bible. In addition, however, the inquisitors 
attempted to purify Spanish literature by sweeping away inferior writings and scrutinizing devotional works 
closely. Among the outstanding devotional works that fell prey to Valdes's Index were ib&Audi filia of St. 
Juan de Avila, the Book ofPrayer and Guide of Sinners of Luis de Granada, and the Works of a Christian 
of St Francis Boija. In addition the authors Jorge de Montemayor, Juan del Encina, Torres Naharro and Gil 
Vicente appeared among those with specific prohibited works; while the Lazarillo de Tonnes was banned. 
Since none of these writers was suspected of heresy, and indeed all were among foremost Hispanic authors 
of the period, it can be seen that the Mex was intended to be not merely a defence against Protestantism 
but a clear instrument of literary control" (Spain 1469-1714: A Society of Conflict 187). 
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Lazarillo can only lessen his hunger by opening the chest to "adore" and look at the "face 

of God," not daring to "receive" it : 

Pareciome con lo que dijo pasarme el corazon con saeta de montero, y 

comenzome el estomago a escarbar de hambre, viendose puesto en la dieta 

pasada. [...] Yo, por consolarme, abro el area, y como vi el pan, 

comencelo de adorar, no osando rescebillo. [...] Mas como la hambre 

creciese, mayormente que tenia el estomago hecho a mas pan aquellos dos 

o tres dias ya dichos, moria mala muerte; tanto, que otra cosa no hacia, en 

viendome solo, sino abrir y cerrar el area y contemplar en aquella cara de 

Dios. (58-59) 

Interestingly, the narrator uses words and phrases {adorar, rescebillo, contemplar, Cara 

de Dios) that have a direct connection with the Sacrament of Communion. The powerful, 

yet humorous discourse that the narrator utilizes to describe sacred objects in the Priest's 

home is an excellent example of entropic irony. The language, which is threatening to 

the Catholic Church, contributes to the breakdown of the religious system, and erodes the 

authoritative discourse of truth. Further entropic discourse is evident when Lazarillo 

becomes hungry again and resorts to his innate survival tactics to reenter the paraiso 

panal. For example, the narrator uses comical language to personify the arcaz and 

describes it as triste, antiqtnsima, sin fuerzay corazon and muy Monday carcomida: 

Levanteme muy quedito y, habiendo en el dia pensado lo que habia de 

hacer y dejado un cuchillo viejo que por alii andaba en parte do le hallase, 

voyme al triste arcaz, y por do habia mirado tener menos defensa le cometi 
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con el cuchillo, que a manera de barreno del use. Y como la antiquisima 

area, antes muy blanda y carcomida, luego se me rindio y consistio en su 

costado, por mi remedio, un buen agujero. Esto hecho, abro muy paso la 

llagada area, y al tiento, del pan que halle partido hice segun deyuso esta 

escripto. (62-63) 

For the narrator, the cuchillo he uses could very well represent the harmful discourse here 

that wounds the Catholic Church that is triste and antiquisima. If Lazarillo does not enter 

his paraiso panal, he will die of physical and spiritual starvation, "' The only relief the 

boy can obtain is by eating the bread that is inside the chest that will remedy his hunger. 

The Priest continues to board up the holes that Lazarillo creates and a neighbor tells the 

master that a culehra must be invading the chest. Lazarillo, who does not want the Priest 

to discover that he has a Have to enter the paraiso, hides it in his mouth when he sleeps. 

The boy's buria, however, proves to be disastrous because the key causes a hissing sound 

while he is asleep. It is here that the reader anticipates another episode of violence and 

humor. Suspecting that Lazarillo is the culehra, the Priest quietly approaches the boy and 

bashes him over the head with a garrote. In addition, the episode is an excellent example 

of the author's sophisticated narrative technique. The narrator, who is an eyewitness and 

omniscient, uses the third person to narrate what happens to a sleeping Lazarillo; 

® According to Jack Weiner, the second tratado represents Lazarillo's desire for direct contact with God. 
This not only satisfies the boy's spiritual and physical hunger, but also symbolizes an appeal for Church 
reform: "El inlento de L^zaro de ponerse en contacto directo con Dios mediante los bodigos para satisfacer 
su hambre espiritual y fisica es un intento de reforma de la Iglesia desdc adcntro" ("La lucha de Lazarillo 
de Tomies por el area" 933). 

In an excellent study, Francisco Rico discusses the importance of this scene and indicates the difference 
between what Lazarillo sees and what is reported to him by the Priest (La novela picaresca Y el punto de 
vista 38-39). In addition, Fiore comments on the narrative technique of this episode: 'Lazarillo is asleep 
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Quisieron mis hados, o, por mejor decir, mis pecados, que, una noche que 

estaba durmiendo, la Have se me puso en la boca, que abierta debia tener, 

de tal manera y postura, que el aire y resoplo que yo durmiendo echaba 

salia por to hueco de la Have, que de canuto era, y silbaba, segun mi 

desastre qui so, muy recio, de tal manera que el sobresaltado de mi amo lo 

oyo y creyo sin duda ser el silbo de la culebra, y cierto lo debia parescer. 

Levantose muy paso, con su garrote en la mano, y al tiento y sonido de la 

culebra se llego a mi con mucha quietud, por no ser sentido de la culebra. 

Y como cerca se vio, penso que alii, en las pajas do yo estaba echado, al 

calor mio se habia venido. Levantando bien el palo, pensando tenerla 

debajo y darle tal garrotazo que la matase, con toda su fiierza me descargo 

en la cabeza un tan gran golpe, que sin ningun sentido y muy mal 

descalabrado me dejo. (68) 

Interestingly, it is not until after Lazarillo receives the garrotazo that the reader makes an 

important discovery; the narrator is the receiver of secondhand information. After 

Lazarillo regains consciousness, the boy explains that his master provided him with an 

account of the violent incident; 

De lo que sucedio en aquellos tres dias siguientes ninguna fe dare, porque 

los tuve en el vientre de la ballena, mas de como esto que he contado oi. 

and cannot be an eyewitness narrator, but this can easily go undetected, because for almost all of the novel 
the narrator has been a histor telling the reader what he has observed. Here, he is sleeping, but the reader 
gets a graphic realistic description of the priest's stealthy approach, the noise of the key, and the blow that 
knocks Lazarillo unconscious. The author uses great skill in presenting the action as a well-founded 
supposition" (Lazarillo de Tonnes 55). 
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despues que en mi tome, decir a mi amo, el cual a cuantos alii venian lo 

contaba por extenso. (69) 

Thus, the narrator gives a realistic account of the garrotazo, but is only able to do so 

through hearsay. 

The garrotazo that Lazarillo receives is also an example of grotesque black 

humor. This horrific scene presents Lazarillo with a surprise, a blow to his head with a 

wooden club that leaves him bloody and unconscious: "como me tocase con las manos, 

tento la mucha sangre que se me iba y conoscio el dano que me habia hecho" (68). The 

violent episode and its resultant humor expose the Priest's hypocrisy as a religious 

representative of the Catholic Church, reveal his corruption and lawlessness and destroy 

traditional conventions of order, truth and religiosity. He beats the boy, severely injures 

him, and in a sarcastic tone, tells Lazarillo that he has successfully hunted the ratones and 

culebras. Furthermore, after neighbors help Lazarillo recover from the garrotazo, they 

laugh at his afflictions (cuitas). Lazarillo is so humiliated by the incident that he cannot 

help but cry; "Ahi tornaron de nuevo a contar mis cuitas y a reirlas, y yo, pecador, a 

llorarlas" (70). The Priest then throws the boy out of his house, telling him that he is so 

astute that he must have been a blind man's servant. In the end, the Priest crosses 

himself, goes back into his house and slams the door shut, depriving Lazarillo of his 

paraiso panal. 

Aside from analyzing grotesque black humor with regard to the garrotazo 

incident, the release theory can be utilized to study Lazarillo's release of repressed 

thoughts and inhibitions concerning death. The release theory relates to the ways in 
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which individuals liberate themselves from forbidden thoughts and repressed ideas. As 

we shall see, Lazarillo wishes for death, an act forbidden by the Catholic Church. While 

serving the Priest, he relies on God, his personal ally, to avoid starvation: "A cabo de tres 

semanas que estuve con el vine a tanta flaqueza, que no me podia tener en las piemas de 

pura hambre. Vime claramente ir a la sepultura, si Dios y mi saber no me remediaron" 

(51). According to Lazarillo, the only times that he eats well are at funeral feasts. 

Moreover, the boy explains that he would pray to God for someone to die every day: 

Y porque dije de mortuorios, Dios me perdone, que jamas fiii enemigo de 

la naturaleza humana sino entonces. Y esto era porque comiamos bien y 

me hartaban. Deseaba y aun rogaba a Dios que cada dia matase el suyo. 

(52-53) 

Instead of praying for others to live (an act supported by the Catholic Church), Lazarillo 

prays to God that people die in order to alleviate his hunger. This is a good example of 

the release theory because Lazarillo liberates himself of forbidden thoughts concerning 

death, and the release of his ideas counters the church's ideals to promote life. Lazarillo 

explains that it was customary for him to beg that God take the lives of those who were 

very sick: 

Cuando dabamos sacramento a los enfermos, especialmente la 

Extremauncion, como manda el clerigo rezar a los que estan alii, yo cierto 

no era el postrero de la oracion, y con todo mi corazon y buena voluntad 

rogaba al Senor, no que la echase a la parte que mas servido fuese, como 

se suele decir, mas que le llevase de aqueste mundo. (53) 
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Lazarillo prays to God for someone to die, and the young boy's feelings concerning death 

are exposed to the reader. The release of his thoughts concerning death (thoughts 

opposed by the Catholic Church) is an emotional relief for the boy, and the death of 

others alleviates his hunger. In addition, Lazarillo claims to have killed at least twenty 

people in six months by praying to God for their deaths: 

seria cuasi seis meses, solas viente personas fallescieron, y estas bien creo 

que las mate yo, o, por mejor decir, murieron a mi recuesta, porque, 

viendo el Senor mi rabiosa y continua muerte, pienso que holgaba de 

matarlos por darme a mi vida. (53) 

The deaths of others have given Lazarillo life ("el dia que enterrabamos yo vivia"), and 

the boy liberates inhibitions and anxieties that would otherwise be repressed by the 

Catholic Church." 

Lazarillo's thoughts concerning death are also evident in tratado IIL In this 

tratado, Lazarillo asks God for death in an emotional outburst and exposes total misery. 

When a despairing Lazarillo requests death from God, he opposes the Christian ideals 

taught by the Catholic Church of sixteenth-century Spain. The episode that reveals 

Lazarillo's loss of faith and extreme desperation begins when he and the Squire prepare 

to go to bed. In a pessimistic tone, the narrator personifies the bed and mattress by using 

adjective such as negra and hamhrienlo. 

Stcphan Gilman explains that Lazarillo depends on the death of others for survival: "Life and death are 
balanced so perilously in the boy that his continued existence - an existence which previously seemed 
invulnerable—now depends on the death of others'" ("The Death of Lazarillo de Toimes" 163). 
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La negra cama, en la cual no habia mucho que hacer, porque ella tenia 

sobre unos bancos un canizo, sobre el cual estaba tendida la ropa, que, por 

no estar muy continuada a lavarse, no paresda colchon, aunque servia del, 

con harta menos lana que era menester. Aquel tendimos, haciendo cuenta 

de ablandalle, lo cual era imposible, porque de lo duro mal se puede hacer 

blando. El diablo del enjalma maldita la cosa tenia dentro de si, que, 

puesto sobre el canizo, todas las canas se senalaban y parescian a lo 

proprio entrecuesto de flaquisimo puerco. Y sobre aquel hambriento 

colchon, un alfamar del mesmo jaez, del cual el color no pude alcanzar. 

(78-79) 

The description of the bed as hambriento gives additional emphasis to the theme of 

hunger in tratado III. This description also sets the tone for Lazarillo's desperate 

outburst that takes place soon thereafter. As the episode continues, the Squire suggests to 

Lazarillo that it is not a good idea to go to the market for food since the walk is too far 

and dangerous, an excuse given by the hombre de Men to cover up his bad fortune. The 

Squire then assures his servant that God will provide in the future and that it is a sign of 

good health that they eat little; "Viviras mas y mas sano [...]. Porque, como deciamos 

hoy, no hay tal cosa en el mundo para vivir mucho que comer poco" (80). In a sarcastic 

and negative aside," Lazarillo says that he will never die since he has always followed 

the rule of eating very little throughout his entire life: "Si por esa via es [... ], nunca yo 

As Douglas Carey maintains, the asides in the novel "are an important clue to the psychological 
dev elopment of Lazaro, since in effect the\' offer the only possibility of a partial emotional release from all 
the tensions produced by the fear, hunger, and physical pain of his existence" ("Asides and Interiority in 
Lazarillo de Tormes: A Study in Psychological Realism" 120). 
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morire, que siempre he guardado esa regla por flierza, y aun espero, en mi desdicha, 

tenella toda mi vida" (80). Shortly after the aside, the Squire and Lazarillo lie down on 

the mgra coma and Lazarillo's physical and emotional misery intensifies. First, 

Lazarillo's physical discomfort and hunger are described: 

Y mandome echar a sus pies, lo cual yo hice, mas maldito el sueno que yo 

dormi, porque las canas y mis salidos huesos en toda la noche dejaron de 

rifar y encenderse; que con mis trabajos, males y hambre, pienso que en 

mi cuerpo no habia libra de came; y tambien, como aquel dia no habia 

comido casi nada, rabiaba de hambre, la cual con el sueno no tenia 

amistad. (80-81) 

Lazarillo realizes that there is no way to alleviate his physical discomfort and hunger, and 

in an emotional outburst, liberates and exposes his innermost thoughts and inhibitions 

concerning death: "Maldijeme mil veces, Dios me lo perdone, y a mi ruin fortuna, alH, lo 

mas de la noche; y lo peor: no osandome revolver por no despertalle, pedi a Dios muchas 

veces la muerte" (81). This is perhaps the darkest point in the novel since Lazarillo loses 

all hope, curses himself and his bad fortune a "thousand times," and begs God to take his 

life repeatedly throughout the night.Moreover, the boy's outburst relates to the release 

theory in that it "provides relief for mental, nervous and/or psychic energy and thus 

ensures homeostasis after a struggle, tension, strain" (Raskin 38). Once Lazarillo 

liberates his forbidden thoughts and inhibitions concerning death, he relieves himself of 

Fiore explains that Lazarillo" s emotional outburst is "unrivaled in Spanish literature in the intensity of its 
pessimism" and the "desire for God to end his miserable early existence, expressed not once but many 
times during the night, is [...] unique in Spanish literature in its sense of total despair" (Lazarillo de 
Tomes. 1984, 60). 
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mental anguish and desperation. Throughout the rest of the novel, he never asks God to 

take his life again, being somewhat optimistic that his fortune and future will improve. 

The third tratado also relates to the incongruity theory of humor and Lazarillo's 

mistaken belief that a funeral procession is heading for his master's home, the Squire's 

casa lobregay obscura.^^ Throughout the tratado, the narrator uses key adjectives such 

as Idhrega, obscura, encantada, dura and triste to describe his master's house and its 

objects.The ftmeral procession episode begins when Lazarillo is sent to the market by 

the Squire to buy some wine. On the way to the market, the boy unexpectedly encounters 

a funeral procession and observes that a muerto is being carried in the street. As the 

funeral procession goes by, Lazarillo sees a widow who is mourning the death of her 

husband and hears her say the words Idhrega and obscura: "Marido y senor mio, 

^Adonde os me llevan? j A la casa triste y desdichada, a la casa lobrega y obscura, a la 

casa donde nunca comen ni beben!" (96). Once Lazarillo hears the words lobrega and 

obscura, -words that the narrator repeatedly uses to describe the Squire's home—he 

O'Reilly explains that the third tratado not only treats the humorous ftmeral procession episode, but also 
exposes the Squire's quandary of fake appearances versus reality: ''Tratado three is infomied by the 
leitmotif of the squire's house; the constant references to it as sorrowful and datk prepare for the hmnorous 
incident of the funeral procession, but also point to the squire's quandary , the contrast in Iiis life between 
appearance and reality, which stems in turn from his notion of honra" ('"Discontinuity in Lazarillo de 
Tonnes: The Problem of Tratado Five" 145). 
^ The narrator's observations are entropic since he views the Squire's fake appearances in society. 
Although the Squire acts and dresses like a Spanish hidalgo, he is a ravenous individual who represents a 
world of lost ideals. Lazarillo, who expresses a skeptical attitude, addresses God about the Squire's way of 
being: "Bendito seais V6s, Senor [...], que dais la enfermedad y poneis el remedio. encontrara 
aquel mi senor que no piensc, scgun el contento de si lleva, haber anoche bien cenado y dormido en buena 
cama, y, aun agora es de manana, no le cuenten por muy bien almorzado? jGrandes secretos son. Senor, 
los que Vos haceis y las gentes ignoran! quiai no enganara aquella buena disposici6n y razonable capa 
y sayo? quiai pensara que aquel gentil hombre se paso ayer todo el dia sin comer, con aquel mendrugo 
de pan que su criado Ldzaro trujo un dia y una noche en el area de su seno, do no se le podia pegar mucha 
limpieza, y hoy, lavandose las manos y cara, a falta de pafto de manos se hacia servir de la halda del sayo? 
Nadie, por cierto, lo sospechaia. jOh Seflor, y cuantos de aquestos debeis Vos tener por el mundo 
derramados. que padescen por la negra que Ilaman lo que por Vos no sufriran!" (83-84). Here, Lazarillo 
does not understand God's enigmatic plan and justice in the world (Fiore. Lazarillo de Tonnes 61). 
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mistakenly believes that the widow is referring to his master's house: "jOh desdichado de 

mi! Para mi casa llevan este muerto" (96). The fact that Lazarillo mistakenly believes 

that one thing will happen (a dead body that will be taken to his master's home) and 

something else occurs (a dead body that is headed for burial) is characteristic of the 

incongruity theory. The frightened Lazarillo runs back to the Squire's house and warns 

his master that the funeral procession is heading to his house. Interestingly, Lazarillo 

tells his master what the widow has said and adds more to the description; "Aqui arriba lo 

encontre, y venia diciendo su mujer; "Marido y senor mio, ^Adonde os llevan? jA la 

casa lobrega y obscura, a la casa triste y desdichada, a la casa donde nunca comen ni 

beben!" Aca, senor, nos le traen" (97). Lazarillo adds to the woman's description by 

emphasizing that the Squire's home is triste and desdichada, and is totally convinced that 

the procession is going to his master's house. After listening to the frightened boy's 

story, the Squire laughs so much that he is unable to speak for some time: "Mi amo esto 

oyo, aunque no tenia por que estar muy risueno, rio tanto, que muy gran rato estuvo sin 

poder hablar" (97). Once the Squire is able to speak again, he tells Lazarillo that he had 

every right to believe the widow: "Verdad es, Lazaro: segun la viuda lo va diciendo, tu 

tuviste razon de pensar lo que pensaste" (97). The comic relief that results from the 

funeral procession episode contrasts the gloominess of the chapter. The funeral 

procession episode combines incongruities (Lazarillo's thoughts of what will happen 

versus what really occurs) and also presents Lazarillo with an unexpected occurrence (the 

funeral procession that does not go to the Squire's house). In other words, Lazarillo's 

expectations are reduced to absurdity {reductio ad absurdum), since it involves "reducing 
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a logical argument to absurdity and hence holding it up to ridicule or laughter" (Koller 7). 

The Squire chuckles at the absurdity and derives great pleasure every time he thinks of 

the funeral incident: "Y mi amo, muy risueno todas las veces que se le acordaba aquella 

mi consideracion" (97-98). 

Although incongruous humor abounds in the third tratado, entropic satire and 

irony linked to anticlericalism, discourse, silence and skepticism are clearly evident when 

Lazarillo serves the Friar of the Order of Mercy in traiado IV. In this short tratado, the 

narrator combines silence and discourse to describe his master's scandalous, homosexual 

behavior that reveals a breakdown of the religious system . In the first sentence of the 

tratado, the narrator explains that mujercillas call the monk a pariente, insinuating that 

the religious figure is having sexual relations with the women. In addition, the narrator 

explains that the Friar has an interest in secular activities; "Gran enemigo del coro y de 

comer en el convento, perdido por andar fuera, amicisimo de negocios seglares y visitar" 

(110-111). Once again, the duplicity of meanings suggests that the monk is engaging in 

activities other than religious affairs. The indirect references and the words the narrator 

chooses to describe the monk's "secular" activities are filled with sexual connotations. 

Moreover, the author chooses to divulge and withhold certain information, which in turn 

relates to entropic irony. The narrator's discourse, thoughts and silence also implies that 

the monk is homosexual; "Este me dio los primeros zapatos que rompi en mi vida; mas 

According to Fiore, silence and language create an ambiguous text that describe the Friar's secular 
activities: "In the fourth tratado the histor is absent, and we see the best example of a complex silence that 
both reveals and withholds information and it also points out the narrator's process of self editing. This 
silence, combined with language, produces an ambiguous text, one that induces the reader to fill in the 
gaps. In only ninety-eight words the narrator mentions the fraile de la Merced's interest in negocios 
seglaresy visitor'" rLazariilo de Tormes: The Skeptic Histor and the Poetics of Silence" 17). 
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no me duraron ocho dias, ni yo pude con su trote durar mas. Y per esto y por otras 

cosillas que no digo, sali del" (111). Once again, language is important since it has 

multiple meanings and reveals a breakdown of social, moral and religious conventions. 

The narrator also withholds cosillas from the reader, censoring valuable information and 

details. The reader must therefore become an active participant and construct what it is 

that Lazarillo does not care to discuss. According to Fiore, "The narrator's silence, his 

refusal to give "Your Grace" "an entire account" of this affair, may well imply that the 

"little things" refer to the unspeakable crime, namely, homosexual activity" (.Lazarillo de 

Tormes 67). The narrator gives a partial account of the stay with the Mercedarian Friar 

and the abrupt words that end the tratado, "sali del," suggest that the boy loses all faith in 

a religious system that is corrupt, scandalous and abusive. Thus, entropic humor is an 

essential theory of humor that should be considered in this tratado since the implied 

actions of the Friar contribute to the disruption of the ordered religious system and the 

practices of specific clergy members, 

Entropic humor (satire) highly critical of the religious institution continues in 

tratado V According to Everett Hesse, the "episode of the seller of indulgences is a 

powerful satire of a religious institution which deceived both clergy and people by 

uncovering the modosy manerasy muy sutiles invenciones of the buldero" (176).^® 

Some critics believe that this episode resembles Masuccio's Fourth Novella, a medieval Italian tale. 
According to Victor De la Concha: "En cuanto al buldero, si un cotejo textual con 11 Novel lino de 
Masuccio arroja un buen saldo de variantes, resiilta innegable la semejanza formal existente en la 
descripcion de la fuigida posesion diabolica" ("La intencion rcligiosa del Lazarillo." 269). Joseph Ricapito 
also suggests a similarity' between the two with the difference that: "The author of La/arillo de Tormes. 
then, did not imitate Masuccio [...] but rather adopted the tale on its own artistic and ideological premises 
and extended them" ("Lazarillo de Tormes (Chap. V) and Massuccio's Fourth Novella" 311). Fiore also 
comments on the resemblance between the Pardoner of Lazarillo and Brother Girolamo of Masuccio's 
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During the Reformation, the Catholic Church was criticized and laws were passed 

forbidding preachers to force people to buy indulgences against their will. As Fiore 

maintains, the selling of papal bulls caused bitter controversy and the pardoners were 

unscrupulous in their endeavors to sell the indulgences for commission: 

The corruption manifested in the selling of bulls was a bitter controversial 

issue at the time of the book's publication. There were various types of 

bulls allowed in Spain, but those of the Holy Crusade were the most 

popular, hence the most lucrative. Some of the profit went to the Royal 

Treasury and some went to the Church. Of course the commission went to 

the pardoners. The system produced unscrupulous pardoners and 

numerous abuses as evidenced by the laws which were passed regarding 

their sale. The abuses were denounced in many meetings of the 

Parliament including the one that took place in 1525. (Lazarillo de 

Tormes 69-70) 

The abuses related to the selling of papal bulls were a major concern to those who wanted 

to reform the practices of the Catholic Church. In addition, the author of the Lazarillo 

most certainly had intentions to criticize the abuses and practices of the Catholic clergy. 

The Pardoner in this tratado is a reflection of an entire religious system in decay, one that 

contributes to the breakdown of society and erodes truth and certainty by deceiving those 

who are faithful. 

Fourth Novella and Boccaccio's Brother Onion in the Decameron: "The central figure of chapter 5 is a 
pardoner, a stock literaiy type who, like Masuccio's Brother Girolamo and Boccaccio's Brother Onion, 
uses trickery and cunning to fleece religious believers" (Lazarillo de Tonnes. 1984, 67). 
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At the start of the fifth tratado Lazarillo describes the Pardoner as an expert 

trickster, a shameless individual; "el mas desenvuelto y desvergonzado y el mayor 

echador dell as que jamas yo vi ni ver espero, ni pienso que nadie vio" (112).^^ From the 

very beginning of the episode, Lazarillo observes the incorrigible aspects of a 

representative religious authority figure. The boy's master is fraudulent, deceptive, 

illusory and dishonest, qualities that are associated with the Catholic Church. For several 

days, the Pardoner has unsuccessfully tried to sell bnlas in Toledo and the townspeople 

refuse to buy anything from him. As a last resort, the Pardoner invites the townspeople to 

a sermon he will give about the indulgences the next day. That very same evening the 

Constable accuses the Pardoner of selling counterfeit indulgences. The two begin to 

argue and Lazaro observes the quarrel; "Y esa noche, despues de cenar, pusieronse a 

jugar la colacion el y el alguacil, y sobre el juego vinieron a renir y haber malas palabras. 

El llamo al alguacil ladroa, y el otro a el falsario" (115). It is in this episode that Lazaro 

becomes what Howard Mancing calls a "mere observer."*^' Watching his master's 

conduct, the boy "retains his distance and control over what he observes and judges" 

(Fiore, Lazarillo de Tormes 68). This is a perfect example of entropic satire since it is 

purely observational and voyeuristic, and all of Lazarillo's attention is focused on his 

master's hostile behavior with the Constable, It is not until the very end of the tratado 

According to Wilfrcdo Casanova, the Pardoner ingeniously tricks the townspeople of Toledo and is an 
author and actor of a "burla representable:" "Ambas dimensiones del im entar se aplican con enters 
propiedad al seflor buldero, invencionario cabal hasta el punto de crear o 'Sacar alugna cosa de nuevo que 
no se aya visto antes ni tenga imitacion de otra', esto es, una burla representable, y de la que es autor y 
actor al mismo tiempo, sccundado admirablemente por su complice, el seflor alguacil" ("Burlas 
represenlables en el Lazarillo de Tonnes" 83). 

"Lazarillo is reduced to the status of a mere observer (an extension of the role he played as he listened to 
the squire's story shortly before), hardly different from the townspeople who are duped by a master 
confidence man or from the reader who is also ignorant of the outcome" ("The Deceptiveness of Lazarillo 
de Tonnes" 429). 
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that Lazaro discovers that the dispute between the Pardoner and Constable is nothing 

more than a fraudulent conspiracy. Once again, although the Pardoner is presumed to be 

a religious figure of trust and reliance, he is the total opposite, acting as a sly and devious 

individual who uses deceptive tactics to dupe the people of Toledo. This contributes to 

the breakdown of the religious system during the sixteenth century and the erosion of 

social and moral conventions. 

As the dispute strengthens and intensifies the next day, unpleasant words are 

exchanged inside of the church and "algunos hombres honrados que alii estaban se 

quisieron levantar y echar el alguacil fuera de la iglesia, por evitar escandalo" (118). The 

intervention of these homhres honrados lends even greater veracity to the Pardoner's 

false plan, and the townspeople, including Lazaro, begin to believe the scheme even 

more. Only after the hombres honrados escort the Constable out of the church does the 

Pardoner call upon God for a miracle: 

Senor Dios, a quien ninguna cosa es escondida, antes todas manifestas, 

y a quien nada es imposible, antes todo posible: Tu sabes la verdad y cuan 

injustamente yo soy afrentado. En lo que a mi toca, yo lo perdono, porque 

Til, Senor, me perdones. No mires a aquel, que no sabe lo que hace ni 

dice; mas la injuria a Ti hecha te suplico y por justicia te pido no 

disimules. Porque alguno que esta aqui, que por ventura penso tomar 

aquesta sancta bula, y dando credito a las falsas palabras de aquel hombre, 

lo dejara de hacer. Y pues es tanto perjuicio del projimo. Te suplico yo, 

Senor, no lo disimules. Mas luego muestra aqui milagro, y sea desta 
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manera: que, si es verdad lo que aquel dice y que yo traigo maldad y 

falsedad, este pulpito se hunda conmigo y meta siete estados debajo de la 

tierra, do el ni yo jamas parezcamos; y si es verdad lo que yo digo y aquel, 

persuadido del demonio, por quitar y privar a los que estan presentes de 

tan gran bien, dice maldad, tambien sea castigado y de todos conoscida su 

malicia. (119) 

The Pardoner deceives the congregation with his credible invocation and his status as a 

revered figure of the Church. Furthermore, who is going to question the integrity of a 

man of religious service? As Hesse points out, "The unsuspecting parishioners, however, 

fail to notice the fault in the prayer, that one does not tell God how to perform miracles" 

(177). In other words, the prayer at this point is so believable that the crowd does not 

even realize that the Pardoner has asked God to punish the Constable. Nonetheless, 

Ricapito claims that the Pardoner's invocation "links the name of God to the fraud being 

perpetrated; or, to put it differently, the popular concept of God, with all the attendant 

omniscience, reverence, and respect, is dragged down into the sphere of human duplicity" 

(Lazarillo de Tormes 310). As Ricapito argues, the Pardoner fails to exemplify one who 

represents the Church with deference, respect and honor. The Pardoner uses the name of 

God to deceive, trick and lie to the parishioners. 

The climax of the tratado is reached immediately after the false invocation, and 

the Constable collapses into a seizure, foaming at the mouth: 

Apenas habia acabado su oracion el devoto senor mio, cuando el negro 

alguacil cae de su estado y da tan gran golpe en el suelo, que la iglesia 
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toda hizo resonar, y comenzo a bramar y echar espumajos por la boca y 

torcella y hacer visajes con el gesto, dando de pie y de mano, 

revolviendose por aquel suelo a una parte y a otra. (120) 

The Constable's performance is so convincing that the parishioners believe it to be a 

miracle and ask for the Pardoner to forgive him. The Pardoner prays for the Constable, 

descends from the pulpit and places a bull on his head. As a result, the Constable revives, 

making the hoax even more believable. The miracle, confession and forgiveness, 

according to Hesse, give the hoax an aura of holiness: 

The acting out of an exorcism by means of a ritual - litany, procession 

with cross and holy water, a long prayer, the placing of the papal bull on 

the alguacil's head, and finally his confession and the forgiveness -

surround the hoax with an aura of holiness which produces the desired 

effect of stimulating the sale of indulgences. (177) 

The conspirators make no mistakes and their dramatization is a complete success. Not 

only are the parishioners totally deceived, it is not until later that Lazaro realizes that the 

entire incident was a fraud. Lazaro sees the Pardoner and the Constable laughing and 

believes the burla to be a clever, creative and devious scheme: "mas con ver despues la 

risa y burla que mi amo y el alguacil llevaban y hacian del negocio, conosci como habia 

sido industriado por el industrioso e inventivo de mi amo" (123). Lazaro as Mstor 

observes from a distance and believes his master's tactics to be ingenious Even Lazaro 

is fooled by the Pardoner's shrewdness. At the end of the tratado, Lazaro says, 

"jCuantas destas deben hacer estos burladores entre la inocente gente!" (125). Lazaro 
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knows that if the Pardoner and Constable are a couple of tricksters who swindle innocent 

people, there yet must exist more in society. Again, this relates to entropic humor since 

representative authority figures such as the Pardoner and the Constable participate in 

deceitful tactics and contribute to society's decay. There is a breakdown of social and 

moral conventions as well as the erosion of truth and certainty. Lazarillo loses faith in 

the religious system, emphasizes the lawlessness and corruption of the Pardoner and 

Constable, and believes that the two conspirators are part of a larger realm of fraudulent 

authority figures. In addition, entropic satire in the episode reveals strong anticlerical 

tones, suggesting a need for reform with regard to the selling of indulgences,^' 

Entropic humor is also significant in tratado VI of Lazarillo. The narrator's 

discourse contributes to the breakdown of social conventions by explaining that Lazarillo 

is dressed as an hombre de bien (an affluent man) because he honorably wears ropa vieja. 

As a powerful social criticism, the author most certainly intended to compare Lazarillo's 

"good" life to those of affluent individuals in contemporary Spanish society. This 

criticism is an example of entropic irony in that it presents a world of false appearances 

and lost ideals. Furthermore, language becomes an important factor in this tratado since 

it contains double meanings, saying one thing and insinuating something else. 

As the tratado begins, the emphasis is related to Lazarillo's service as a seller of 

water for a chaplain. Lazarillo works for commission and explains that his job has given 

him the first opportunity to advance in society and live a good life: "Este fae el primer 

During the sixteenth centuiy, the selling of papal bulls was an incessant problem and laws were passed 
regarding their sale. According to Fiore, "In 1524, Charles V issued a decree forbidding preachers to 
coerce people to buy bulls against tlieir will and prohibiting the punishment of those who did not attend 
sermons. This law was renewed in 1528 and 1554, which means that the abuses most certainly continued" 
(Lazarillo de Tormes. 1984, 70). 
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escalon que yo subi para venir a alcanzar buena vida" (126). Lazarillo is happy, 

determined to live life to the fullest, and climbs the social ladder by working as a seller of 

water. The boy then buys the clothes that he believes will make him an homhre de Men 

with honor; 

Fueme tan bien en el oficio, que a! cabo de cuatro aftos que lo use, con 

poner en la ganancia buen recaudo, ahorre para me vestir muy 

honradamente de la ropa vieja, de la cual compre un jubon de ftistan viejo 

y un sayo raido de manga tranzada y puerta y una capa que habia si do 

frisada, y una espada de las viejas primeras de Cuellar. Desque me vi en 

habito de hombre de bien, dije a mi amo se tomase su asno, que no queria 

mas seguir aquel oficio. (126-127) 

Wearing a juhon de fustan viejo and a sayo raido, Lazarillo compares his ropa vieja to 

that of honorable men in society, is convinced that he has made a significant climb up the 

social ladder, and becomes confident enough to leave the oficio assigned to him by the 

chaplain. 

Aside from the confidence we see in Lazarillo at the end of the tratado, he also 

emulates the hypocrisy of his former master, the Squire, in that he buys goods that he 

thinks will make him an hombre de bien. According to Fiore: 

Lazaro buys goods which for him represent honor. After the episode of 

the Squire, both Lazaro and the reader know that clothes do not make the 

man, that the cape and sword, which were considered by some to be 

worthwhile, are illusory goods of fortune. The hypocrisy of the Squire, 
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which he once criticized, he now emulates. Dressed in this manner, he 

describes himself as an 'hombre de bien' ('an affluent man'), a man who 

is well off. (Lazarillo de Tormes 71) 

Lazarillo not only emulates the hypocrisy of his former master, but perhaps society's 

most affluent individuals.^^ Spanish society is one filled with illusions, fake appearances 

and lost ideals, and this contributes to the breakdown of social and moral conventions as 

well as traditional perceptions reality. 

In the last tratado, the narrator/protagonist assimilates a skeptical attitude similar 

to that of Erasmus in that he suspends judgment and admits no truths. This relates to 

entropic irony because Lazaro presents the attitude of a philosophical skeptic that 

discloses and withholds information about society. It is Lazaro's discourse, thoughts 

and silence that expose the vices of society and reveal a breakdown of moral conventions, 

and his skeptical attitude reflects a crumbling of traditional metaphysical views held in 

Renaissance and Counter-Reformation Spain. 

The final tratado is key in understanding what Lazaro refers to as el caso in the 

Prologue. The reader discovers that the caso is really an "affair," a menage a trois that 

involves Lazaro, his wife and the Archpriest of Saint Salvador. The caso embodies a 

® As C.B. Morris e.xplains, Lazarillo "embraces" the comiption of society once he wears the clothes of an 
hombre de hien : "From the moment when Lazaro dons the habit of the hombre de bien and so apes the 
appearance of the squire, he embraces his corrupt doctrine as well" "Lazaro and the Squire; Hombres de 
bien 241), 
® "Su actitud rcspecto a la sociedad y a la etica tiencn base en el escepticismo filosofico, una doctrina que 
niega la existencia de certezas como hechos concretos y sostiene per lo tanto que la validez objetiva es 
indemostrable. Pueslo que es imposible obtener una certeza infaliblemente verdadera. Lazaro como un 
sabio esc^ptico reconoce su ignorancia en material especulativa, y acepta como regla la total abstencion de 
juicios. Tal es el caso en lo concemiente a lo etico, a lo social, y a su tri^ngulo matrimraiial. En lo practice 
se abandona a la costumbre con una pasividad tranquila, y su negarse ajuzgar con su concomitante 
aceptacion de las reglas de la sociedad, deberia darle una tranquilidad espiritual" (Fiore, "Lazarillo de 
Tormes: Estructura narrativa de una novela picaresca" 365). 
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breakdown of social and moral conventions since the Archpriest is anything but an 

exemplary representative for the Catholic Church. Instead of setting an example for 

society, Lazaro's last employer, a friend of Vuestra Merced enjoys an intimate physical 

relationship with his servant's wife. Aside from the Priest of Maqueda, the Squire and 

the Pardoner, the Archpriest is another character in the novel that lives a life of fake 

appearances, erodes truth and traditional perceptions of reality, and lives in a society of 

lost ideals. Moreover, as a member of the Church, the Archpriest ironically disgraces the 

holy sacrament of marriage. Society questions Lazaro's marital arrangement and the 

malas lenguas of Toledo criticize his wife's duties for the Archpriest: 

Mas malas lenguas, que nunca faltaron ni faltaran, no nos dejan vivir, 

diciendo no se que y si se que de que veen a mi mujer irle a hacer la cam a 

y guisalle de comer. Y mejor les ayude Dios que ellos dicen la verdad. 

Porque, allende de no ser ella mujer que se pague desta burlas, mi senor 

me ha prometido lo que pienso cumplira. (132) 

The narrator uses silence, does not reveal what society has been saying about Lazaro's 

wife and acts as a philosophical skeptic by withholding information from the reader. The 

Archpriest tells his servant not to acknowledge the malas lenguas of society and Lazaro 

responds: "yo determine de arrimarme a los buenos" (133). Lazaro prefers a marriage 

based on profit rather than honor. Although Lazaro knows that rumors have been 

circulating about his wife, he prefers silence to keep peace in his home: 

Con juramento que le hice de nunca mas en mi vida mentalle nada de 

aquello, y que yo holgaba y habia por bien de que ella entrase y saliese, de 
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noche y de dia, pues estaba bien seguro de su bondad. Y asi quedamos 

todos tres bien confomies. (134) 

Lazaro maintains "peace" by using silence, and like a philosophical skeptic, suspends 

judgment and admits no truths. Although Lazaro knows of his wife's infidelity with the 

Archpriest, he uses silence up to the present time of narration to keep his privileged 

position: "Hasta el dia de hoy nunca nadie nos oyo sobre el caso [...] y yo tengo paz en 

mi casa" (134-135). Lazaro assimilates a skeptical attitude similar to that of Erasmus in 

that he admits no truths and suspends judgment to maintain peace and conformity in his 

home. By allowing his wife to continue the "affair," Lazaro is also contributing to the 

breakdown of social and moral conventions. He, like his wife and the Archpriest are 

reflections of a decaying society, one that disrupts the religious, social and metaphysical 

systems of Spain in the sixteenth century. 

Entropic humor can be related to the last two sentences of the novel. Ironically, 

Lazaro, the narrator, makes a reference to the Cortes of 1538 and compares his "success" 

to that of the emperor, Charles V; 

Esto fete el mesmo ano que nuestro victorioso Emperador en esta insigne 

ciudad de Toledo entro y tuvo en ella Cortes, y se hicieron grandes 

regocijos, como Vuestra Merced habra oido. Pues en este tiempo estaba 

en mi prosperidad y en la cumbre de toda buena fortuna. (135) 

These two sentences are examples of entropic irony in that Lazaro likens his "success" to 

that of Charles V and the Spanish Empire. Lazaro is nothing more than a pregonero, a 
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town crier who shares his wife with a lustful member of the clergy.He is also part of a 

society that is chaotic and in moral decay. There is a breakdown of social and moral 

conventions, and traditional perceptions of reality concerning religion, metaphysical 

views and politics are in a state of crisis. Lazaro's life is a reflection of Spain during the 

1550s. 

In conclusion, this chapter has utilized four theories of humor—superiority, 

incongruity, release and entropic—to study humorous episodes in Lazarillo de Tormes. 

their internal textual characteristics, and their relation to the cultural context. In tratado 

I, entropic satire relates to the narrator/protagonist's social relationship with the Blind 

Man. Lazarillo observes his master's vices and corruption, but is unable to change the 

Blind Man's ways or improve society. The Blind Man's violent behavior toward his 

servant is also related to the superiority theory since he competes with Lazarillo for a 

sense of dominance and control. In episodes that involve superiority, both master and 

servant are situated around intangible objects, and tricks lead to incidents of anticipated 

violence and grotesque black humor. In tratado II, entropic satire is linked to the 

narrator/protagonist' s anticlericalism and loss of faith in the Priest ofMaqueda, a 

religious representative who ought to be caring and compassionate toward Lazarillo. The 

narrator's use of language is also an example of entropic irony presenting sacred material 

humorously. Lazarillo's language contributes to the disruption of the religious system 

and subverts the authoritative discourse of the Church. Moreover, the release theory is 

^ "The sarcasm of the writer is especially cruel in this final literary execution of Lazaro since this 
appointment, through which he has, at least, entered the royal service and, consequently, the imperial 
establishment, is the office of town crier of Toledo, which was, with executioner, one of the vilest and most 
despicable professions in sixteenth-centuiy Spain" (Herrero, "The Ending of Lazarillo: The Wine against 
the Water" 319). 
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significant in this tratado since Lazarillo is able to humorously liberate repressed 

thoughts concerning the death of others. The narrator/protagonist's release of repressed 

anxieties associated with death is also evident when he serves the Squire in tratado III. 

In an emotional outburst Lazarillo releases his innermost thoughts and asks God to take 

him from a world in which he endures hunger and misery. This tratado also reveals the 

Squire's false appearances and conduct as a "noble" in society. His conduct represents 

entropic satire and a world of lost ideals that contribute to the decay of Spanish society. 

In addition, incongruous humor is dominant in the funeral procession episode, when 

Lazarillo mistakenly believes that a corpse is heading for his master's home. Regarding 

tratado IV, entropic satire and irony are linked to anticiericalism, discourse, silence and 

skepticism. The narrator/protagonist's language and silence expose a religious system in 

decay and describe the Monk of Mercy's promiscuous and homosexual behavior. The 

narrator/protagonist demonstrates a loss of faith in a religious member that erodes 

traditional Christian values and moral conventions. In tratado V, entropic satire abounds 

and Lazarillo becomes a histor who observes an unscrupulous Pardoner that represents 

hypocrisy, lawlessness and deceit. Entropic satire is also evident in tratado VI when 

Lazarillo views himself as an homhre de Men because he wears ropa vieja which 

contributes to the breakdown of societal ideals and the role of nobles in Spain during the 

1550s. Lastly, entropic satire and irony in tratado VII relate to the caso, the arrangment 

that Lazaro has with his wife and the Archpriest of San Salvador. Each character 

contributes to the disruption of social and moral conventions, and each erodes traditional 

norms, order and truth. Furthermore, the narrator/protagonist's discourse, thoughts and 
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silence in the last tratado represent a philosophical skepticism that admits no truths, 

challenges Catholic dogma, and adds to the crumbling of metaphysical views held during 

the sixteenth century in Spain. With regard to the last two sentences of the novel, the 

narrator/protagoni st' s views are also entropic. Lazarillo, a town crier who has made his 

way up the social ladder by wearing old clothes and sharing his wife with the Archpriest 

of San Salvador, compares his success to that of Charles V, the most powerful man in 

Spain during the mid-sixteenth century. By employing the four theories of humor to 

study humorous episodes of Lazarillo de Tormes. we are able to conceptualize a reality, 

one that is linked to the culture of Renaissance and Counter-Reformation Spain. 
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"Porque con oro fino se 
cubre la pildora y a veces 
Ic causara risa lo que le 
debiera hacer verter 
lagrimas." Guzman de 
Alfarache (11, 1, 1: 49) 

CHAPTER 3 
Humorous Misfortune as a Way of Life in Mateo Aleman's Guzman de Alfarache 

(1599, 1604) 

An aspect that deserves considerable attention in Guzman de Alfarache is humor 

within the novel, how it relates to the narrator/protagonist's misfortunes and how it 

conceptualizes a reality, one that is linked to contemporaneous Spanish society and 

culture. According to Donald McGrady: "an aspect of Guzman which has been 

particularly neglected by scholars is that of humor. And yet it appears clear that the 

novel's wit was the main cause of its immediate and lasting success" (71). In this 

chapter, I will employ four theories on humor—superiority, incongruity, release and 

entropic—to study several humorous episodes in the novel and explain how they 

conceptualize a reality, one that is linked to the narrator/protagonist's point of view, 

primary themes and contemporaneous society and culture of Spain. The first part of the 

chapter will analyze Guzman's entropic discourse concerning his parents and family. I 

will demonstrate how his parents contribute to the overall disruption of social and moral 

conventions as well as the breakdown of religious values promoted by the Catholic 

Church. In addition, I will illustrate how the release theory is associated with Guzman's 

innermost thoughts and repressed ideas concerning his "fathers" and mother. Guzman's 

discourse is not constrained by authority, and he saves psychical energy by exposing his 

parents' destructive behavior to the reader. Aside from analyzing Guzman's entropic 
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discourse and thoughts concerning his family, I will demonstrate how the incongruity 

theory relates to grotesque black humor and the young protagonist's horrific, yet 

humorous misfortunes involving food. Not only does he eat foul food at an inn after he 

leaves Seville, an innkeeper serves him a horrible plate of mule instead of veal in 

Cantillana. In another episode, the release theory will serve to examine the narrator's 

release of repressed anxieties and inhibitions concerning Fortune and his metaphysical 

point of view. After one of his digressions on Fortune, he humorously refers to his 

previous mishaps involving food and questions his existence in a world where nothing is 

absolutely certain or true. The narrator's discourse not only represents philosophical 

skepticism, but also reflects entropic humor because it subverts the authoritative 

discourse of truth. Additionally, entropic and grotesque black humor will be examined in 

the episode that presents Guzmanillo as a servant for a cook in Madrid. Guzmanillo 

views his master's social and moral corruption and observes how he steals food on a 

grand scale from a prince at a banquet, thereby contributing to societal decay. Moreover, 

Guzmanillo's stay with the cook leads to a graphic incident of grotesque black humor and 

violence when he unexpectedly encounters his master's naked wife. In another episode I 

point out how incongruity theory illuminates Guzmanillo's mistaken belief that a donkey 

is a young woman at an inn in Malagon. The grotesque scene, which is both humorous 

and horrific, ends when the donkey gives Guzmanillo an unexpected blow to the face that 

leaves him bloody and badly beaten. An additional scene that will be examined is related 

to the narrator's psychological release of repressed thoughts and anxieties concerning his 

family background. Not only does Guzman explain that he hates himself {me aborrezco) 
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before looking for his relatives in Genoa, he also describes the public humiliation and 

degradation he endures in Genoese society. Some Genoese citizens call him a marrano, 

spit in his face and toss him in the air with a blanket. The episode reflects camivalesque 

aspects, as a frightened Guzmanillo soils himself with his own excrement. Aside from 

examining Guzmanillo's misfortunes in Genoese society, 1 study how he humorously 

uses mafias to steal from an arcon that his master, a Roman Cardinal, keeps in his 

chamber. Guzmanillo's desire to steal from the arcdn ultimately leads to another 

humorous scene of violence and superiority humor. As he tries to deceive the Cardinal, 

Guzmanillo is caught by his master and embarrassingly falls to the floor with his arm still 

in the chest. Everyone laughs at his ridiculous attempt to enter the arcon, and the 

Cardinal's personal secretary Domine Nicolao beats him. Another episode that relates to 

grotesque black humor, perhaps the most hilarious episode of the novel, is when 

Guzmanillo speaks to Nicoieta, a woman whom he meets in Rome. After being trampled 

by a hog and given a wild ride on the back of the animal through the mire-laden streets of 

Rome, cruel Roman citizens laugh at a totally humiliated Guzmanillo and his grotesque 

misfortune. The last part of the chapter studies the importance of absurd black humor as 

it relates to the internal and external significance of Sayavedra's suicide. The episode, 

which expresses "its sense of senselessness of the human condition" (Esslin 6), 

humorously portrays the suicide of the character Sayavedra, who represents Juan Marti, 

the spurious author who wrote the Second Part of Guzman de Alfarache (1603) under the 

pseudonym Mateo Lujan de Sayavedra. The four theories on humor (superiority. 
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incongruity, release, entropic), which are utilized to study Guzman's misfortunes, are 

essential to interpret the poetics of culture and environment in which the text was written. 

Entropic humor plays an important role in Part I of Guzman de Alfarache. As we 

recall, entropic humor relates to the disruption and breakdown of social and moral 

conventions, erodes truths and certainty, and reveals a loss of faith in social, political, 

religious and metaphysical systems. In addition, entropic humor in the form of satire 

(entropic satire) is observational, revelatory and voyeuristic, focusing its attention on the 

incorrigible aspects of society.^" Entropic humor is especially important if we are to 

consider what Guzman says about his mother and father. Not only does his discourse 

suggest that his parents contribute to the overall disorder and corruption of society, but 

the narrator's words also imply that they show a loss of faith and devotion in the religious 

system and disregard traditional beliefs and values upheld by the Catholic Church. 

In the first chapter of the novel, the narrator's description of his parents depicts 

entropic humor, by first describing them in a positive manner and withholding 

information, then adding details to describe them in a negative manner. As Guzman 

introduces his parents, he first explains that society's ienguas enganosasy falsas have 

wanted to destroy his father's reputation "les han querido herir las honras y abrasar las 

famas" (1,1, 1: 132);^^ he then he goes on to say that society has called his father a 

"Entropic satire typically focuses not on a corrigible part but on the incorrigible whole. Entropic satire 
has to do with what Duridieim called social anomie: a 'lawless' (anomos) state of society where normative, 
rule-orientcd. autlioritative. prescribed standards of conduct and belief have irreparably broken down (...] 
Entropic satire is merely descriptive, observational, revelatory, apocalyptic, voyeuristic. The entropic 
narrator limits himself to recording; if the reader is capable of seeing even implicit possibilities of 
correction it is the reader's affair; the narrator limits himself to revelation" (O'Neill 143). 
^ Citations are from Jose Ivlaria Mice's edition of Giizmm de Alfarache (1987), with page numbers in 
parentheses. 
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hypocrite for attending Mass every day, praying with a long rosary, confessing and 

receiving communion. In a defensive tone, Guzman explains that it is intolerable and 

unjust for society to treat his father in such a manner. "Que un hombre rece, frecuente 

virtuosos ejercicios, oiga misa, confiese y comulgue a menudo y por ello le llamen 

hipocrita, no lo puedo sufrir ni hay maldad semejante a esta" (1, 1, 1: 132). Guzman, in a 

humorous manner, further defends his father's character by describing his religious 

practices: 

Tenia mi padre un largo rosario entero de quince dieces, en que se enseno 

a rezar—en lengua castellana hablo--, las cuentas gruesas mas que 

avellanas. Este se lo dio mi madre, que lo heredo de la suya. Nunca se le 

caia de las manos. Cada manana oia su misa, sentadas ambas rodillas en 

el suelo, juntas las manos, levantadas del pecho arriba, el sombrero encima 

dellas. Arguyeronle maldicientes que estaba de aquella manera rezando 

para no oir, y el sombrero alto para no ver. (I, 1, 1; 132) 

At this point, the narrator would like the reader to believe that his father is a man of 

honor and integrity. However, as the narrator continues to supply more information, the 

reader begins to suspect tliat the negative rumors about Guzman's father are true.^'^ The 

reader finds out that Guzman's father is indeed a hypocrite with regard to Catholic 

doctrine for three reasons: 1) he converts to Islam in order to be freed from captivity in 

Algiers, 2) he marries a Moorish woman while in Algiers and 3) he abandons his wife, 

^ "At first we are given a small amount of factual information, together with details of malicious gossip 
about his father which takes us beyond the facts which wc have been given at this initial stage. Guzman 
then advances arguments against our accepting the gossip as true, only to concede after all the argument 
that the rumors are well founded when one takes into account certain additional facts" (Woods, "The 
Teasing Opening of Guzmm de Alfarache" 215). 
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steals from her and leaves her poor. On the one hand, Guzman, the narrator, defends his 

father from the lenguas engahosasy falsas, on the other he uncovers his father's shady 

past: 

La nave fiie saqueada y el, con los mas que en ella venian, cautivo y 

llevado en Argel, donde, medroso y desesperado—el temor de no saber 

como o con que volver en libertad, desesperado de cobrar la deuda por 

bien de paz—, como qui en no dice nada, renego. Alia se caso con una 

mora hermosa y principal, con buena hacienda [...] y para enganar a la 

mora, le dijo se queria ocupar en ciertos tratos de mercancias. Vendio la 

hacienda y, puesta en cequies—moneda de oro fino berberisca—, con las 

mas  joyas  que  pudo,  dejandola  so la  y  pobre ,  se  v ino huyendo.  ( I ,  1 ,1 ;  

132-133) 

The father's actions and Guzman's ironic manner of narration can be related to entropic 

humor since he contributes to the overall breakdown of religious values promoted by the 

Catholic Church. Instead of having faith in the Catholic religious system, he cowardly 

renounces it for personal gain and freedom. In addition, after he tricks the Moorish 

woman he converts back to Christianity: "Y sin que algun amigo ni enemigo lo supiera, 

reduciendose a la fe de Jesucristo, arrepentido y lloroso, delate de si mismo" (I, 1, 1: 

133).^^ Guzman then excuses his father's wrongdoings and claims that everyone at some 

® Judith WMtenack explains that the religious activities Guzman's father is involved with are hypocritical: 
"His father was obviously ready to convert to whatever religion suited his purposes-Islam in Algiers, 
Christianity in Spain. These disclosures suggest that all of his father's religious activities, including his 
frequent confessions, were hypocritical and self-serving [...] First there is the suggestion that although Ms 
father confesses and takes communion regularly, he is actually the hypocrite that the gossips say he is. 
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time or another makes mistakes. The narrator even goes a step further and explains that 

such actions are common amongst mercaderes: 

Veis aqui, sin mas aca ni mas alia, los linderos de mi padre. Porque decir 

que se alzo dos o tres veces con haciendas ajenas, tambien se le alzaron a 

el, no es maravilla. Los hombres no son de acero ni estan obligados a 

tener como los clavos, que aun a ellos les falta la fuerza y suelen soltar y 

aflojar. Estratagemas son de mercaderes, que donde quiera se practican, 

en Espana especialmente, donde lo han hecho granjeria ordinaria. No hay 

de que nos asombremos; alia se entienden, alia se lo hayan; a sus 

confesores dan larga cuenta dello. Solo es Dios el juez de aquestas cosas. 

(I, 1, 1: 134) 

Although Guzman does not condone his father's disreputable past, he exposes it, 

admitting that God is the only judge of such actions. Guzman even explains to the reader 

that he has no intentions of speaking against his father; "For no ser contra mi padre, 

quisiera callar lo que siento" (I, 1, 1: 134). According to Judith Whitenack, Guzman 

offers justification for his father's hypocritical actions and does not criticize them; 

If indeed Guzman's father was as wicked and hypocritical as we are left to 

conclude, then the narrator should make some statement denouncing the 

way in which his father's actions run counter to Christian principle. 

Then the father is shown conv erting easily from religion to religion for personal gain" ("The Destruction of 
Confession in Guzmm de Alfaiache" 224-225). 
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Instead, the narrator's description of the merchants, of who his father is 

one, offers justification rather then criticism. (225) 

Once again, entropic humor is important with regard to the actions of Guzman's father 

because they break social, moral and religious codes according to the Catholic Church. 

Instead of showing compassion and love for his wife, actions promoted by Catholic 

doctrine, Guzman's father is a devious individual who tricks and swindles for his own 

personal and financial gain. He comically contributes to the overall breakdown of social 

and moral codes and conventions upheld by the Catholic Church. 

Guzman, the eyewitness narrator, supplies the reader with humorous observations 

concerning his father's infamous past and physical appearance^^: 

Lo que le vi el tiempo que lo conoci, te puedo decir. Era bianco, rubio, 

Colorado, rizo, y creo de naturaleza, tenia los ojos grandes, turquesados. 

Traia copete y sienes ensortijados. Si esto era propio, no foera justo, 

dandoselo Dios, que se tiznara la cara ni arrojara en la calle semej antes 

prendas. Pero si es verdad, como dices, que se valia de untos y artificios 

de sebillos, que los dientes y manos, que tanto le loaban, era a poder de 

polvillos, hieles, jabonetes y otras porquerias, confesarete cuanto del 

dijeres y sere su capital enemigo y de todos los que de cosa semej ante 

tratan; pues demas que son actos de afeminados maricas, dan ocasion para 

que dellos murmuren y se sospeche toda vileza, viendolos embarrados y 

® As an entropic narrator, Guzman at times is an omniscient observer and voyeur. He also explains that 
society has accused Ms father of curling his hair and using cosmetics, effeminate qualities that were often 
the source of jokes and ridicule during the Spanish Golden Age. 
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compuestos con las cosas tan solamente a mujeres permitidas, que, por no 

tener bastante hermosura, se ayudan de pinturas y barnices, a costa de 

salud y dinero. (I, 1, 1: 140) 

Guzman describes his mother, as he did with his father, in a positive tone; "Era gallarda, 

grave, graciosa, moza, hermosa, discreta y de mucha compostura" (1, 1, 2; 145). 

However, as the narrator continues to describe his mother in an ironic tone, the reader 

suspects that she is not as discreet as he claims. The woman is in fact a prostitute, a 

mistress of an elderly gentleman who falls in love at first sight with Guzman's father in 

the Iglesia Mayor of Seville. Oddly enough the two are attracted to each other during the 

christening of an illegitimate child. Rather than being attentive throughout the baptism, 

one of the most important sacraments performed by the Catholic Church, Guzman's 

parents are more interested in satisfying their carnal passions: "Los ojos parleros, las 

bocas callando, se hablaron, manifestando por ellos los corazones, que no consienten las 

almas velos en estas ocasiones. Por entonces no hubo mas de que se supo ser prenda de 

aquel caballero, dama suya" (1,1,2: 144). The narrator's poetic words describe two 

individuals who disregard the importance of the sacrament of baptism, and his parents 

show a lack of faith and contribute to the overall moral decay of the religious system. 

Guzman's ironic portrayal of his parents' disrepect in the church is an example of 

entropic humor since it relates to a breakdown of social and moral conduct as well as 

traditional perceptions of reality. To make matters more interesting, the narrator explains 

that his mother deceives the elderly gentleman with whom she is having an illicit 

relationship in order to have sexual relations with Guzman's father. 
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Interestingly, the narrator then goes on to introduce his parents' sexual rendezvous 

by first describing San Juan de Alfarache, the location of his conception, as if it were the 

Garden of Eden; 

Era entrando el verano, fin de mayo, y el pago de Gelves y San Juan de 

Alfarache el mas deleitoso de aquella comarca, por la fertilidad y 

disposicion de la tierra, que es toda una, y vecindad cercana que le hace el 

rio Guadalquivir famoso, regando y calificando con sus aguas todas 

aquellas huertas y florestas. Que con razon, si en la tierra se puede dar 

conocido paraiso, se debe a este sitio el nombre del; tan adomado esta de 

frondosas arboledas, lleno y esmaltado de varias flores, abundante de 

sabrosos frutos, acompaflado de plateadas corrientes, fuentes espejadas, 

frescos aires y sombras deleitosas, donde los rayos del sol no tienen en tal 

tiempo licencia ni permision de entrada.™ (I, 1, 2; 147) 

This description is an example of entropic irony since the narrator uses powerful 

language, symbols and images, similar to those found in the parable of the Bible, to 

humorously describe his place of conception. The narrator's ironic words such as 

deleitoso, fertilidad, regando, florestas, frondosas arboledas, flores, sabrosos frutos, 

plateadas corrientes, fuentes espejadas, frescos aires, sombras deleitosas and rayos de 

sol not only make an interesting connection to an idealistic huerta and paraiso, but also 

™ As Donald McGrady explains, the episode of Guznuin's conception is appropriately introduced by a 
description filled with symbols and images of fertility: "Alferache, the setting of seduction, is fittingly an 
Edcnic garden abounding with fertility symbols" (Mateo Alemm 103), 
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point to his lustful conception, which for Jose Maria Mico relates to the "original sin" 

found in Genesis.^' 

After the narrator describes the town of San Juan de Alfarache, he explains how 

his mother deceives her elderly companion in order to satisfy her sexual desires with 

Guzman's fatherComplaining of tin repentino dolor de estomago (I, 1, 2: 147) while 

traveling with the older gentleman, Guzman's mother is taken into a landlady's house to 

rest and ease her stomach pain. The old man then locks her in the room, gives strict 

orders that no one should disturb her, and retreats to a garden to relax. However, as the 

narration continues, the reader is informed that the mother's pains are part of a hoax to 

rid her of the elderly man for the purpose of having an intimate encounter with Guzman's 

father: 

Mi padre no dormia, que con atencion lo estaba oyendo todo y acechando 

lo que podia por la entrada de la Have de la cerradura del postigo de un 

retrete, donde estaba metido. Y estando todo muy quieto y avisadas la 

duena y casera que con cuidado estuviesen en alerta para darles aviso, con 

cierta sena secreta, cuando el patron volviese, abrio su puerta para ver y 

hablar a la senora. En aquel punto cesaron los dolores fmgidos y se 

manifestaron los verdaderos. En esto se entretuvieron largas dos horas, 

que en dos anos no se podria contra lo que en ellas pasaron. (I, 1. 2; 150) 

"Esta explicito en boca del propio Guzmin el paralelismo entre el 'paiaiso' 'en la tierra' que contemplo 
su engaftosa concepcion y el marco del pecado original" (Mico n. 147). 

Guzman's father at this time is Guzman's mother's lover. Joseph Ricapito explains tliat the 
"predominant ingredients of this experience with her first lover are deception, convenience, and bad faith" 
("Love and Marriage in Guzman de Alfarache" 128-129). 
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Guzman, an omniscient narrator here, explains that his mother and father enjoyed their 

sexual escapade so much in two hours that it is impossible to explain in two years what 

happened during that time. The narrator's exaggeration encapsulates his parent's 

premeditated plan, and it is evident that Guzman's mother and father are devious 

individuals who delight in disregarding social, moral and religious codes established by 

the Catholic Church regarding premarital intercourse. Even when the elderly gentleman 

returns to the room in which Guzman's mother is "resting," the narrator, in a humorous 

tone, explains that his mother praised the remedy which had been given to her: 

"mostrando el rostro un poco alegre, alabo mucho el remedio que le habian hecho, 

diciendo que le habia dado la vida" (I, 1, 2; 151).'^ The narrator's description of his 

parents reflects entropic humor since it adds to the overall subversion of the Church's 

traditional perceptions of reality and it is contrary to Christian belief Rather than being 

honest individuals who live with a sense of respect and honor, Guzman's parents give in 

to temptation, lust for one another, do not tell the truth and deceive an elderly gentleman 

with a "remedy" for the pain in his mother's womb. His mother, mistress of the old man, 

receives a remedy, sexual intercourse with Guzman's father, by which she conceives a 

child without being married. 

For Guzman, his illegitimate status as a child has psychological repercussions, 

which in turn causes him to reveal his innermost thoughts concerning his parents. The 

emotional effects this has upon Guzman relates to the release theory since he liberates 

For Ricapito. the episode of the old man's deception by Guzman's mother artistically and structurally 
possesses a exterior and interior dualism: "Artistically and stnictimilly. Aleraan presents in this episode a 
typically picaresque exterioridad: interioridad dualism, the covert but successful attempts of the Genoese 
at the mother's honor, and the blissful ignorance of the old man who accepts reality and experience at 
unilateral face value" ("Love and Marriage in Guzmm de AJfarache" 128). 
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himself from forbidden thoughts and repressed ideas, thereby saving psychical energy.'"^ 

Guzman's discourse is not constrained by authority as he exposes his parents' 

inappropriate behavior to the reader and what he says, can be related to Freud's theories 

on jokes and their relationship to the unconscious.^^ We can note a pleasurable effect of 

tendentious wit as Guzman remembers how his "two fathers" would recognize him as a 

son: 

Entre estas y esotras, ya yo tenia cumplidos tres aftos, cerca de cuatro; y 

por las cuentas y reglas de la ciencia femenina, tuve dos padres, que supo 

mi madre ahijarme a ellos y alcanzo a entender y obrar lo imposible de las 

cosas. Vedlo a los ojos, pues agrado igualmente a dos senores, 

trayendoles contentos y bien servidos. Ambos me conocieron por hijo: el 

uno me lo llamaba y el otro tambien. Cuando el caballero estaba solo, le 

decia que era un estomudo suyo y que tanta similitud no se hallaba en dos 

huevos. Cuando hablaba con mi padre, afirmaba que el era yo, cortada la 

Regarding release theory, Freud speaks of "psychical expenditure;" "We are inclined here to go more 
deeply into the distinctions between the psychological situation in the cases of an external and an internal 
obstacle, for we have a suspicion that the removal of an internal obstacle may make an incomparably 
higher contribution to the pleasure. But I suggest that at this point we should exercise moderation and be 
satisfied for the moment with establishing what remains the essential point for us. The cases of an external 
and an internal obstacle differ only in the fact that in the latter an already existing inhibition is lifted and 
that in the former the erection of a new one is avoided. That being so, we shall not be relying too much on 
speculation if we assert that both for erecting and for maintaining a psychical inhibition some 'psychical 
expenditure' is required. An4 since w e know that in both cases of the use of tendentious jokes pleasure is 
obtained, it is therefore plausible to suppose that this yield of pleasure corresponds to the psychical 
expenditure that is saved [...] We take note of the fact that 'economy in expenditure on inhibition or 
suppression' appears to be the secret of the pleasurable effect of tendentious jokes" (Freud, Jokes and Their 
Relation to the Unconscious 145-146). 
" According to Carroll B. Johnson however, Guzman the narrator struggles with institutions and amos that 
continually exercise authority over him and shape his discourse; "Within in the narrative, the narrating I 
experiences himself as locked in an unending and unequal context with forces and persons who exercisc 
authority over him: institutions and amos. Second, there is a similar contest between the I and those forces 
beyond his control, the real authority as 1 have defined it, that determine the shape of the discourse he 
produces" ("Defining the Picaresque: Authority and the Subject in Guzmm de Alfarache" 166). 
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cabeza, que se maravillaba, pareciendole tanto—que cualquier ciego lo 

conociera solo con pasar las manos por el rostro—, no haberse descubierto, 

echandose de ver el engano; mas que con la ceguedad que la amaban y 

confianza que hacian de los dos, no se habia echado de ver ni puesto 

sospecha en ello. (I, 1, 2: 157) 

Here, the "economy in expenditure on inhibition and suppression" leads to a pleasurable 

effect of his tendentious description. After Guzman narrates how his "fathers" 

considered him as their son, he reveals more personal thoughts by stating that it is one 

thing to claim to be a father and another to act as one; "Y asi cada uno lo creyo y ambos 

me regalaban. La diferencia sola fue serlo, en el tiempo que vivio, el buen viejo en lo 

publico y el estranjero en lo secreto, el verdadero" (I, 1, 2; 157). Guzman also explains 

that there is a possibility that a third man could be his father: "Mi madre lo certificaba 

despues, haciendome largasrelaciones destas cosas [...] De subocaoi, su verdadrefiero; 

que seria gran temeridad afirmar cual de los dos me engendrase o si soy de otro tercero" 

(I, 1, 2; 157), In a moralistic tone, Guzman criticizes her for being dishonest and 

deceitful: 

En esto perdone la que me pario, que a ninguno esta bien decir mentira, y 

menos a quien escribe, ni quiero que digan que sustento disparates. Mas 

la mujer que a dos dice que quiere, a entrambos engana y della no se 

puede hacer confianza. Esto se entiende por la soltera, que la regla de las 

casadas es otra. Quieren decir que dos es uno y uno ninguno y tres 

bellaqueria. Porque no haciendo cuenta del marido, como es asi verdad, el 
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solo es ninguno y el con otro hacen uno; y con el otros dos, que son por 

todos tres, equivalen a los dos de la soltera. (I, 1, 2: 157) 

Although Guzman forgives his mother for telling lies, he passes severe judgment on 

women who use the same type of deceit, explaining that they can never be trusted. 

Moreover, the narrator's discourse and his play on words reflect the ways in which his 

mother has deviously tricked her old companion and Guzman's mock moralistic tone. 

Shortly after Guzman describes his mother's crooked behavior, he explains that 

the holy sacrament of matrimony is that which has legitimized his status in society. The 

narrator's discourse is not constrained by parental authority and the narrator reveals his 

repressed thoughts about his parents and status to the reader: 

Sea como fuere, y el levantisco, mi padre; que pues ellos lo dijeron y cada 

uno por si lo averaba, no es bien que yo apele las partes conformes. Por 

suyo me llamo, portal me tengo, pues de aquellamelonada quede 

ligitimado con el santo matrimonio y estame muy mejor, antes que diga un 

cualquiera que soy malnacido y hi jo de ninguno. (I, 1, 2: 157-158) 

For Guzman, nothing is better for him as an individual in society than the step taken by 

his parents to get married. The Catholic Church recognizes him as a legitimate child and 

his status protects him for those who would otherwise call him a bastard. Nonetheless, 

after his parents improve their image in society through marriage, his father dies from a 

mysterious disease that takes his life within five days. Guzman's misfortunes, then, 

continue when he is an adolescent who experiences the absence of a father figure: "Como 

quede nine de poco entendimiento, no senti su falta; aunque ya tenia de doce anos 
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adelante. Y no enibargante que venimos en pobreza, la casa estaba en alhajas, de que 

tuvimos que vender para comer algunos di'as" (I, 1, 2: 159). For Guzman, the death of his 

father is harsh and his absence proves to be psychologically destructive. Not only does 

the adolescent long to bond with a father as a son, Guzman wishes for his help in times of 

need, hardship and privation. Guzman speaks of the pain his mother experiences after 

losing such a respectable man. "Mi madre lo sintio mucho, porque perdio bueno y 

honrado marido" (I, 1, 2: 159). But if the narrator explains that his mother lost such a 

good and honorable man, why is he ashamed to use his father's surname when he 

ventures out into the world? Guzman explains that he wanted to abandon misery and he 

wished to do so by using his mother's surname: 

El mejor medio que halle fiie probar la mano para salir de miseria, dejando 

mi madre y tierra. Hicelo asi, y, para no ser conocido, no me quise valer 

del apellido de mi padre; piiseme el Guzman de mi madre y Alfarache de 

la heredad adonde tuve mi principio. Con esto sail a ver mundo, 

peregrinando por el, encomendandome a Dios y buenas gentes, en quien 

hice confianza. (I, 1, 2: 162) 

Ironically, Guzman's statements do not reflect those of a son who believes his father is 

hueno and honrado. On the other hand, his discourse suggests that he is embarrassed and 

ashamed of his father's devious past. Furthermore, it is my assumption that Guzman 

does not care to use his father's last name for two reasons: 1) he is emotionally harmed 

because his father was absent during his adolescence, and 2) psychologically the boy 
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wants possession of his mother and yearns to take the place of his father/^ With 

Guzman's decision to use his mother's maiden name, it could be said that he in some way 

"gains possession of her," even though her past is also undesirable and he is affected by 

the pain and suffering his father has inflicted upon him. 

Aside from considering the psychoanalytical release of Guzman's thoughts and 

ideas concerning his parents and family background, it is important to study episodes of 

his humorous misfortunes involving food (a rotten omelet Guzmanillo eats at an inn after 

leaving Seville and a horrible plate of veal he is served in Cantillana).^ These are 

examples of grotesque black humor, a subcategory of the incongruity theory, since it 

combines the violent extremes of horror and humor. Moreover, each episode contains 

graphic images that are presented in a graphic cinematic frame-by-frame form. 

As Johnson maintains, there exists a power struggle between Guzman and his real father for possession 
of the boy's mother; "The notion of ownership also suggests the relations of power defined by the oedipal 
situation, in an entry-level psychoanalysis. Authority is vested in the father by virtue of his ownership of 
the mother. The unequal struggle for possession of tliis property, the son's desire to take the place of the 
father, to become himself the fatlier, motivates the production of the discourse" ("Defining the Picaresque; 
Authority and the Subject in Guzman de Alfarache" 164). 
'''' Nina Cox-Davis deftly explains that eating, along with other bodily functions such as vomiting, digestion 
and defecation, is significant in the novel because it provides comic relief that juxtaposes Guzman's 
sermons and plays an important role with regard to reception and interpretation; "The narrative places 
primary emphasis not on the mouth as the nexus for all sorts of communication with the outside world, but 
specifically on its material function in eating. The account of Guzman's education as apicaro thus takes 
on the fascinating and often disturbing configuration of repeated digestive crises, as he appears to "peck" 
for physical sustenance in a hostile world. On an immediately perceptible level that excites little critical 
reflection, Alem^n has his narrator employ in the narrative of many episodes the carnivalesque motifs of 
bodily functions-eating, sex and defecation—that form an important subtext for the Lazarillo and many of 
the novel's other sources and continue to become even more prominent in later works of the picaresque 
genre. [...J Cycles of eating and evacuation may give an appearance of realism to the fictive account that 
we holi and the gross, material allusions, juxtaposed to Guzman"s sennons, provide comic relief [... ] We 
find that eating and vomiting, and functions metonymically associated with ingestion—smelling, seeing, 
touching-serve also to concretize the more abstract process of reception and interpretation that 
accompanies communication. Despite their apparently antitlictical relationship to the conceptual center of 
the novel, these successive references to the physical serve to explore relationships of meaning and 
principles of reception that point to a more generalized register of representation" (Autobiography as Buria 
in the Guzman de Alfarache 65-66). 
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Shortly after Guzmanillo, the experiencing character, abandons his mother in 

Seville, the reader discovers that the adolescent arrives at an inn sweaty, dirty, sad and 

most especially, hungry: "Llegue a una venta sudado, polvoroso, despeado, triste y, sobre 

todo, el molino picado, el diente agudo y el estomago debit" (I, 1, 3; 167). Guzmanillo's 

hunger is so indelible that the narrator not only remembers the approximate time of day 

he ate, but also the horrible eggs that were being cooked by the innkeeper; 

Seria mediodia. Pedi de comer; dijeron que no habia sino solo huevos. 

No tan malo si lo fueran; que a la bellaca de la ventera, con el mucho calor 

o que la zorra le matase la gallina, se quedaron empollados, y por no 

perderlo todo los iba encajando con otros buenos. (I, 1, 3: 167) 

Before serving the boy the omelet, the innkeeper charges him for the food, and does so 

before she kindly addresses him as hijo and bobito^^ It is at this point in the episode that 

the innkeeper takes advantage of Guzmanillo's aggravating hunger by serving him what 

he had paid for; water, dirty bread and an omelet consisting of chick embryos. The 

narrator's description of Guzmanillo's meal is an excellent example of grotesque black 

humor, which is detailed, horrific and humorous, and the reader becomes an active 

participant in the narration by imagining the boy's horrible experience while eating the 

omelet. In addition, the narrator not only presents a visual, cinematic depiction of 

^ According to Cox-Davis, the innkeeper not only takes advantage of the Guzmanillo's inc.xperience in the 
world, she tricks the boy by addressing him in a maternal nature: "In Chapter 3 Guzmanillo leaves home 
dressed as a young man of means. He stops on the road to order a meal from a sly innkeeper, who quickly 
seizes on Ms naivete, perceiving him to be botli immature and inexperienced. She calls him 'bobito' (little 
fool) and 'hijo' (son) with maternal solicitousness. but grossly overcharges him for a meal of dirty bread 
and an omelet containing chick embryos. Guzmanillo is driven by hunger to suffer her hurld" 
(Autobiography as Burla in the Guzman de Alfarache 70). The narrator also explains that the innkeeper 
perceived the boy as an individual who was easy to trick; "Viome muchacho, boquirrubio. cariampollado. 
chapet6n. Parecile un Juan de buen alma y que para mi bastard quequiera" (1, 1,3: 167). 
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Guzmanillo's grotesque food experience at the inn, he also describes the repulsive sounds 

that come from the boy's mouth when he grinds the chicks' little tender bones: 

Luego me saco en un plato una tortilla de huevos, que pudiera llamarse 

mejor emplasto de huevos. Ellos, el pan, jarro, agua, salero, sal, manteles 

y la huespeda, todo era de lo mismo. Halleme bozal, el estomago apurado, 

las tripas de posta, que se daban unas con otras de vacias. Comi, como el 

puerco la bellota, todo a hecho; aunque verdaderamente sentia crujir entre 

los dientes los tiemecitos huesos de los sin ventura polios, que era como 

hacerme cosquillas en las encias. (I, 1, 3; 168) 

After crunching on the chicks' tiemecitos huesos as if he were a pig, Guzmanillo focuses 

his attention on the dirty bread that he is served. In a graphic manner, the narrator 

explains the boy's difficulty ingesting the bad bread: 

En el pan me detuve algo mas. Comilo a pausas, porque siendo muy 

malo, fue forzoso llevarlo de espacio, dando lugar unos bocados a otros 

que bajasen al estomago por su orden. Comencelo por las cortezas y 

acabelo en el migajon, que estaba hecho engrudo; mas tal cual, no le 

perdone letra ni les hice a las hormigas migaja de cortesia mas que si fuera 

poco y bueno. [...] Entonces comi, como dicen, a rempujones media 

hogaza y, si fuera razonable y hubiera de hartar a mis ojos, no hiciera mi 

agosto con una entera de tres libras. (I, 1, 3: 169) 

Once again, the disgusting, yet humorous nature of Guzmanillo's awful food experience 

at the inn constitutes as an excellent example of grotesque black humor. The two 
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incongruities of horror and humor combine, and present the boy with an unexpected 

occurrence, that of vomiting the food that he otherwise thought he would have enjoyed. 

The narrator explains that the disgusting meal nauseates Guzmanillo, which causes him 

to vomit as if he were a pregnant woman; 

El estomago se me alteraba; porque nunca sospeche cosa menos que 

asquerosa, viendolos tan mal guisados, el aceite negro, que parecia de 

suelos de candiles, la sarten puerca y la ventera laganosa. [...] Porque, 

como a mujer prenada, me iban y venian eruptaciones del estomago a la 

boca, hasta que de todo punto no me quedo cosa en el cuerpo. Y aun el 

dia de hoy me parece que siento los pobrecitos polios piandome aca 

dentro.^® (I, 1, 3: 173) 

This is such a traumatic, yet humorous experience for the reader and narrator alike, and 

the latter remembers the incident until the present time of narration. After the episode 

involving the nasty omelet, Guzman realizes that he has become the victim of a cruel 

bur la by an innkeeper who takes advantage of less fortunate individuals for personal 

gain.®'' Moreover, the innkeeper's conniving tactics serve as a reminder to Guzmanillo 

Guzm^'s words, "aun el dia de hoy me parece que siento los pobrecitos polios piandome aca dentro," 
are an example of what Claudio Guillen refers to as the present "time of narration" and Guzmanillo feels as 
if the little chicks are still inside his stomach. As Guillen e.xplains, "Toda novela comprende tres pianos 
temporales. Un primer tiempo de narracion, o sea, el momento en que el narrador cuenta, habla o cscribe. 
Y dos niveles integrados en la trama de la accion misma. Un tiempo, en primer lugar, cronologico, o 
astronomico, o publico-cl de las horas, los dias y los afios, medidos por instrumentos exteriores al hombre. 
Y un tiempo que llamaremos personal, o psicologico—el de los hechos de conciencia, de una temporalidad 
que el hombre siente fluir dentro de si mismo y que solo su propia sensibilidad puede captar o medif' ("La 
disposicion temporal del Lazarillo de Tormes" 272). 

"Soon after leaving the inn he vomits up the remains on the road and his fears are confirmed by the 
physical evidence before him. Unfortunately, he has no means of avenging himself The first culinarv 
example reveals a Guzman totally subject to the deceptive acts of others" (Cox-Davis, Autobiography as 
Buria in the Guzman de Alfarache 70-71). 
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that society as a whole is hostile and unsympathetic. However, the boy does not learn 

from his grotesque food experience because another innkeeper deceives him similarly in 

the town of Cantillana. As we shall see, Guzmanillo's next humorous misfortune 

involving food is an additional example of grotesque black humor, a subcategory of the 

incongruity theory, because the extremes of horror and humor synthesize when the boy is 

shocked to discover that the innkeeper served him mule instead of veal. 

The humorous, yet repulsive episode of Guzmanillo's bad experience in 

Cantillana begins when he, along with a muleteer, arrive at an inn to sleep for the night. 

Interestingly, the narrator comments on the stay by stating, "por saltar de la sarten, cai en 

la brasa"^' (I, 1, 5; 188). From the beginning of the episode the reader suspects that 

Guzmanillo will suffer yet another unfortunate experience. In addition, the narrator 

explains that the deceitful innkeeper had tricked him, and did so in part by presenting a 

kind demeanor: "Era el hombre bullicioso, agudo, alegre, decidor y, sobre todo, 

grandisimo bellaco. Enganome, que, como lo vi de tan buena gracia y de antes no le 

conocia, mostro buena pinta, y en decir que tenia todo buen recaudo alegreme en el alma" 

(I, 1, 5: 190). After the innkeeper knows that Guzmanillo and the muleteer trust him, he 

tells the guests that he has recently killed a young calf and that they may order any food 

they wish to eat; 

In a similar vein, Lazarillo describes his initial encounter with the Priest of Maqueda by explaining, 
"Escape del tnicno y di en el relanpago" (Rico. Lazarillo de Tormes 47). 
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De ayer tengo muerta una hermosa temera, que por estar la madre flaca y 

no haber pasto con la sequia del ano, luego la mate de ocho dias nacida. 

El despojo esta guisado, pedid lo que mandaredes. (I, 1, 5: 190) 

Trust becomes an important factor in this episode because Guzmanillo tells the innkeeper 

to serve whatever food he pleases: "sacad lo que quisieredes" (I, 1, 5: 191). With the 

guest's approval, the mesomro first serves "pan ya no tan malo como el pasado, el vino 

muy bueno, un plato de fresca ensalada" (I, 1,5: 191). The appetizers, however, are 

insufficient to satisfy Guzmanillo's agitating hunger. The innkeeper, then, serves the boy 

"sesos fritos en manteca con unos huevos," and the muleteer "diose a reir cual solia, con 

toda la boca" (I, 1,5: 192). Suspecting that the arriero is laughing at the prepared meal, 

the mesomro claims that the food is veal: "jVoto a tal, que es de temera, no tiene de que 

reirse, cien testigos le dare si es necesario!" (I, 1, 5: 193). The following day, 

Guzmanillo suspects that the food he is eating at the inn is anything but veal because the 

meat is tough and indigestible: "Hizoseme duro y desabrido, y de lo poco que cene quede 

empachado, sin poderlo digerir en toda la noche" (I, 1,6: 196). After Guzmanillo 

finishes the bad veal, he wanders into the innkeeper's kitchen to look for his cape. Once 

he enters the mesomro's kitchen, he is surprised by what he encounters: the grotesque, 

disfigured body of a mule. The element of surprise is common when treating episodes of 

grotesque black humor. Characters are presented with unexpected occurrences that begin 

tragically and end humorously, or vice versa. The narrator, in a graphic manner, 

describes the mule's bloody carcass. Not only has the animal been skinned, the body has 

been badly mutilated and the brains and tongue have been removed from its head: 
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Dime a buscar todo el meson y, andando del palacio a la cocina, voy a 

parar a un trascorral donde estaba una gran mancha de sangre fresca y 

luego alii junto estendido un pellejo de muleto, cada pie por su parte, que 

aun estaban por cortar. Tenia tendidas las orejas, con toda la cabezada de 

la frente. Luego a par della estaban los huesos de la cabeza, que solo 

faltaban la lengua y sesos. (I, 1,6; 198) 

The narrator's graphic description constitutes as an example of grotesque black humor 

given that Guzmanillo is horrifically surprised. The young man's discovery of the bloody 

animal is humorous because he realizes that the innkeeper has tricked him into eating 

mule meat instead of veal.^^ Enraged, Guzman returns to where the muleteer is eating 

and confronts him with overwhelming evidence that the dishonest innkeeper has not 

served them veal: 

^Pareceos agora que no es todo alfajor ni huevos frescos lo que los 

hombres comen en sus casas? ^Esto era la ternera que con tanta 

solemnidad me alabastes y el huesped regalador que prometistes? ^Que os 

parece de la cena y almuerzo que nos ha dado? j Y que bien nos ha tratado 

el que no vende gato por conejo ni oveja por camero, el de la cara sin 

verguenza descubierta por todo el mundo, el que blasfemaba de la ventera 

y de su mal trato! (I, 1, 6; 198) 

** According to Rosa Perelmuter-Perez, Giizmdn's misfortunes involving food arc important "stepping-
stones" that educate him about the world and its deceptions; "His two initial experiences with food, the 
rotten omelet and the bogus veal, are important stepping-stones in his development, since they introduce 
him to the trickery of others and will be instrumental in the formulation of his own" ("The Rogue as 
Trickster in Guzmm de Alfarache" 821). 
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The innkeeper's bur la has taught the boy another lesson on illusion and deception. For 

Guzmanillo, the innkeeper is yet another hypocritical individual who contributes to 

societal decay through deceit, dishonesty, fraudulence and manipulation.^^ 

Moreover, although he views the corruption of society, Guzmanillo remains a victim 

within his environment^'* and questions his existence in a world where nothing is certain 

or true. 

Guzmanillo's skeptical attitude concerning his life in the world is expressed 

shortly after he speaks of Fortune^"' and mentions his disgust about eating the dreadful 

mule meat: "Vine despues a cenar el hediondo vientre de un machuelo y, lo peor, comer 

de la carne y sesos, que casi era comer de mis propias carnes, por la parte que a todos 

toca la de su padre" (I, 1, 7: 203). At this point, Guzmanillo is humiliated by the bad 

food experience, feels that the cunning innkeeper has utterly victimized him, and believes 

that Fortune is now an adverse force that "stacks the cards" against his aspirations to 

® ' Rather thaii showi ng carc and compassion for the ill-fated youth, the wily innkeeper takes advantage of 
Ms innocence, charges him for the meal for financial gain and denies any wrongdoing. 

According to Friedman, Guzm^ must fight for survival in a world laden with corrupt individuals: 
"Fatigued and himgry from his travels, he is serv ed eggs about to hatch and mule meat when he orders veal. 
He is mistreated, robbed, duped by a muleteer, apprehended as a thief and beaten by officers of the law. 
New acquaintances lie to him, hold him up to ridicule, tell him stories, preach to him. The world he sees is 
one of deception, wickedness, and perversity, a world over which he has no control" (The Antiheroine's 
Voice: Narrative Discourse and Transformations of the Picaresque 31). Helen Reed views Guzman as a 
victim in society who is unable to live well or change the world: "Guzm^ makes frequent complaints 
about the state of t he world, but as a rule then states the reasons why reform is impossible. Guzman is too 
fearful, mistrustful, and imderconfident to be an effective reformer. Neither conventional wisdom nor 
Christian dogma succecd in teaching GuzmAn how to live well in such a world or how to change it. Thus 
he remains its victim" (The Reader in the Picaresque Novel 81). 

"Antiguamente los egipcios, como tan agoreros, entre olros muchos errores que tuvieron, adoraban a la 
Fortuna, creyendo que la hubiera. Celebiabanle una fiesta el primero dia del afto, poniendo sumptuosas 
mesas, haci^ndole grandes banquetes y opulentos convites en agradecimiento de lo pasado y suplicindole 
por lo venidero. Tenian por muy cierto ser esta diosa la que disponia en todas las cosas, dando y quitando a 
su eleccion porque, como suprema, lo gobernaba todo" (Guzmfe de Alfarache. I, 1, 7: 202). 
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advance in society.The first time the reader witnesses Guzman's desperation occurs 

when he speaks of the misfortunes he has suffered after abandoning his home; for him, 

his life is milicia en la tierra. 

^Que conjuracion se hizo contra mi? ^Cual estrella infelice me saco de mi 

casa? Si, despues que puse fuera della ei pie, todo se me hizo mal, siendo 

las Unas desgracias presagio de las venideras y agiiero triste de lo que 

despues me vino, que, como tercianas dobles, iban alcanzandose, sin 

dejarme un breve intervalo de tiempo con algun reposo. La vida del 

hombre milicia es en la tierra, no hay cosa segura ni estado que 

permanezca, perfecto gusto ni contento verdadero, todo es fmgido y vano. 

(I, 1, 7: 204, my emphasis) 

Guzman's thoughts and discourse concerning his bad fortune reflect those of a 

philosophical skeptic that challenges Catholic dogma in that he believes that nothing is 

certain or true.^^ Aside from opposing metaphysical views upheld by the dominant 

system, Guzman's skeptical attitude also relates to entropic irony because it contributes 

to the displacement of the authoritative discourse of truth. Guzman's metaphysical views 

are ideologically destructive to the dominant system for several reasons; 1) he believes in 

Carroll Johnson maintains that Guznuin's world is divided into two parts, the powerful and the 
powerless, and thai society has stacked the cards against him; "The world as experienced by Guzman de 
Alfaiache is divided into the powerful and the powerless, the ricosy poderosos and the pobresy 
desvalidos, or in another formulation the desechados and the admitidos. As a picaro, with the social cards 
stacked hopelessly against him by the facts of his lineage, his mother's dcccnt into poverty, his own 
pervasive experience of servitude, he clearly belongs to the group deprived of power. He experiences life 
in society as a series of rejections. He is rejected by the Church on Ms first ni^t away from home. He is 
rejected by the wealthy who refuse to take Mm on even as a servant because he looks so disreputable" 
("Defining the Picaresque; Authority and the Subject in Guztnm de Alfarache" 166). 

"Human affairs are so obscure and various that notliing can be clearly known" (Erasmus, The Praise of 
Follv 84V 
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the power of the stars QCtidl estrella infelice me saco de mi casa?), 2) the world is full of 

aggression and hostility {la vida del hombre milicia es en la tierra), 3) nothing is true or 

certain {no hay cosa segura ni estado que permanezca) and 4) there exists no true 

happiness (perfecto gusto ni contento verdadero). The narrator's language, which is an 

excellent example of entropic irony, emphasizes his misery, solitude and loss of faith in 

the world. 

Entropic humor and Guzmanillo's lack of confidence in society continues when 

he becomes a servant for a cook. The boy's master, who should conduct himself in a 

decent and respectable manner in front of his servant, is a thief who contributes to the 

erosion of social and moral conventions and traditional perceptions of reality promoted 

by the dominant religious system. In a humorous tone, the narrator explains how the 

cook and Guzmanillo steal food con grandisima destreza from an unwary prince as they 

prepare his banquet: 

Mandome ir con el para trasponer el cebollino resultas de la cocina, segun 

el uso y costumbre. Luego que fiiimos a la posada, se nos hizo el entrego. 

Mi amo comenzo a destrozar, dividir y romper con grandisima destreza, 

poniendo generos aparte, y de cada cosa lo que le pertenecia, conforme a 

su arancel, porque con otros cuidados no hubiese algun descuido y se 

mezclasen las acciones, siendo justo dar lo de Cesar a Cesar y 

aposesionarse cada cual en su hacienda. (I, 2, 6; 319) 

The cook's behavior, which constitutes as an example of entropic humor in the novel, 

represents "a 'lawless' {anomos) state of society where normative, rule-oriented, 
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authoritative, prescribed standards of conduct and belief have irreparably broken down" 

(O'Neill 143). Guzmanillo's unlawful master not only disregards social and moral codes 

promoted by the religious system ("thou shall not steal"), but also makes his servant a 

criminal accomplice in duping a noble. 

After stealing food from the banquet, the cook, then, tells the boy to accompany 

his wife at his home. Obeying the cook, Guzmanillo stays with his master's wife and 

sleeps in one of the bedrooms. Later that night, he is awakened by the noise of alley cats. 

Here, the narrator prepares the reader for another episode of grotesque black humor, and 

the boy's curiosity leads to an unexpected encounter with the cook's naked wife. The 

humorous episode begins when a nude Guzmanillo gets out of bed to explore the cats' 

skirmish: 

Yo estaba en la cama como naci del vientre de mi madre; no crei que 

alguien me viera; salto en un pensamiento, y como si a mi linaje todo 

llevaran moros y aquella diligencia valiera su rescate, doy a correr y 

trompicar por las escaleras abajo por allegar a tiempo y no fiiese como en 

algunos socorros import antes acontece. (I, 2, 6: 321) 

As the narrator continues to humorously recount the events of the episode, the reader 

discovers that the cook's wife, who is also naked, runs to investigate the commotion. 

Ella, aunque se acostaba vestida, siempre andaba en cueros, y esta vez lo 

estaba, sin tener sobre los heredados de Eva camisa ni otra cobija. Y asi 

desnuda, sin acordar de cubrirse, salio corriendo, desvalida, con un candil 

en la mano a reparar su hacienda. Su pensamiento y el mio fueron uno, el 
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alboroto igual, y la diligencia en causa propia, el ruido de ambos poco, por 

venir descalzos. (I, 2, 6: 323) 

At this point, the narrator constructs a hilarious scene that is frenzied and erotic. 

Moreover, the episode becomes even more chaotic once Guzmanillo and the cook's wife 

unexpectedly encounter one another unclothed in a dark alley outside the home. The 

cook's wife is so horrified by the encounter that she screams hysterically, causing 

Guzmanillo to smash his mouth violently on a ladder. Interestingly, the narrator asks the 

reader to visualize the chaotic scene: 

Veisnos aqui en el patio juntos, ella espantada en verme y yo asombrado 

de verla. Ella sospecho que yo era duende; solto el candil y dio un gran 

grito. Yo, atemorizado de la figura y con el encandilado, di otro mayor, 

creyendo seria el alma del despensero de casa, que habia fallecido dos dias 

antes, y venia por ajustarse de cuentas con mi amo. Ella daba voces que la 

oyeran en todo el barrio; yo con las mias flie poco no me oyese toda la 

Villa, [...] Dieron los gatos a huir; trompece con un mansejon de casa en 

el primero escalon. Asioseme a las piernas con las uSas; pense que ya me 

llevaba el que a redro vaya, parecio que me arrancaba el alma; doy de 

hocicos en la escalera; desgarreme las espinillas y hiceme las narices. (I, 

2, 6; 323) 
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88 At first glance, Guzmanillo believes that his master's wife is the soul of a dead man. 

He, just like his master's wife, is utterly terrified by the encounter. In addition, his face is 

disfigured when he clumsily smashes his hocicos on a ladder.The narrator, then 

describes how the cook's wife defecates and portrays the scatological incident in a 

humorous, yet grotesque manner, using descriptive language, emphasizing the 

90 extraordinary horrible smell and the questions relating to it. 

Con esta alteracion, si el fresco de la manana no lo hizo, a la senora mi 

ama le falto la virtud retentiva y aflojandosele los cerraderos del vientre, 

antes de entrar en su camara, me la dejo en port ales y patio, todo lleno de 

huesezuelos de guindas, que debia de comerselas enteras. Tuve que 

trabajar por un buen rato en barrerlo y lavarlo, por estar a mi cargo la 

limpieza. Alii supe que las inmundicias de tales acaecimientos huelen mas 

y peor que las naturalmente ordinarias. Quede a cargo delfilosofo 

inquiriry dar la causa dello, baste que a costa de mi trabajo, en 

detrimento de mi olfato, le testifico la experiencia. [...] Desde aquel 

momento me perdio toda buena voluntad, y supe despues, de una vecina 

nuestra a quien ella conto el caso, que sola su pena era, no haberse hall ado 

"Guzman's thefts arc trifling in comparison with those of his master the chef. While preparing a certain 
banquet, the cook pilfers a huge quantity of meat and fowl and has Guzmm convey it to his house. After 
going to bed, the rogue is awakened by some cats fighting in the vicinity of the booty. He nins downstairs 
naked to defend the spoil, and finds himself face to face with his mistress, likewise nude. Each takes the 
other for a phantom" (McGrady, Mateo Alemm 107). 

Matthew Winston explains that grotesque black humor is obsessed with the human body and the ways in 
which it is disfigured and/or distorted. Furthermore, Winston maintains that people "become animals or 
objects, or share their traits, or are likened to them" ("The Ethics of Contemporaiy Black Humor" 279). 

According to Barbara Bennett, scatological humor is represented by graphic obscene images of bodily 
excretions and functions (Comic Visions. Female Voices: Contemporary Women Novelists and Southern 
Humor 75). 
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desnuda, sino haberse desanudado, que por lo mas no se le diera im pito, 

que eso se quieren las que algo estan de si conjSadas. (1, 2, 6: 324, my 

emphasis) 

The narrator describes the scatological incident using graphic language, vivid images and 

explicit metaphors {faltd la virtud retentiva, qflojdndosele los cerraderos del vienlre, 

todo lleno de huesezuelos de guindas, haberse desanudado). The humorous discourse 

not only emphasizes the grotesque nature of the wife's humiliating experience, but also 

illustrates Guzman's hilarious thoughts regarding the stench. The narrator alludes to 

philosophical inquiry to explain why accidental defecation smells worse than normal 

defecation (Quede a cargo de filosofo inquiriry dor la causa dello). Furthermore, the 

episode best illustrates the technique of grotesque black humor since it involves the 

combination of incongruities (humor and horror) that leads to several unexpected 

occurrences and surprises (a nude encounter, facial disfigurement and a scatological 

incident). It could be said that the episode suspends the reader between laughter and 

tears.^' 

After the wife's embarrassing accident, Guzmanillo continues to work for the 

cook and steals eggs from his stockpile of food. The cook, realizing that his servant has 

"Black humor includes the reader within its fictional world and implicates him, implicates us, in its 
absurdity by keeping us always off balance. We are manipulated into a rapid shuttling between horror and 
farce or are suspended at that tense point where laughter and tears are indistinguishable. We are similarly 
uncertain how to respond to the characters in these works. We may begin by laughing at someone and then 
be forced to acknowledge that his dilemma is serious, that it hurts him to be laughed at. that he is a human 
being like us. The effect, at its extreme, is like laughing at someone who slips on a banana peel and then 
discovering that it is your crippled grandfather or that he has broken his neck. But just when we take them 
most seriously, the characters will do something so ridiculous or so outrageous that our identification is 
broken, the psychological distance between us is increased, and we have to laugh"' (Winston, "The Ethics 
of Contemporary Black Humor' 279). 
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taken eggs, purposely breaks them to demonstrate superiority. In an aside, Guzmanillo 

passively protests his misfortune involving the stolen eggs; 

Bien podras pensar cual se puso la mercaderia de bien acondicionada, pues 

me los deshizo todos a puntillones, corriendo las claras y yemas por las 

piernas abajo. 'Sin duda—dije entre mi—algun planetagallinero me 

persigue.' Quisiera decide con la colera; '^Pues como, ladron, tienes la 

casa entapizada de lo que hurtaste y yo lleve, y haces alharacas por seis 

tristes huevos que me hallaste? ^No ves que te ofendes con lo que me 

ofendes?' Pareciome mas acertado el callar, que el mejor remedio en las 

injurias es despreciarlas. Mucho la senti, por hacermela mi amo, que si 

fliera de un estrano no la estimara en tanto. Mas hube de sufrir; no hice 

mas mudamiento ni di otra respuesta que alzar los ojos al cielo con 

algunas lagrimas que a ellos vinieron. (I, 2, 6; 326) 

Instead of confronting his master directly and denouncing his criminal practices, 

Guzmanillo resorts to silence and subservience, calls the cook a ladron and questions his 

hypocritical stance regarding the act of stealing.''^ For Guzmanillo, the cook is yet 

^ According to Carroll Johnson, Gu/Jiwi's master controls his discourse and the boy is reduced to silence; 
"Guzmm couJd theoreticafly have spoken up, he is reduced to silence. At the moment of action, the cook 
is the master of Guzman's discourse. It is he. not Guzman, who determines what, if anything will be said. 
[...] Once again, it is the master who controls the production of discourse. Instead of speaking up to him, 
Guzmm assumes (again) a physical posture of subservience, 'la cabeza baja,' remains silent, and finds a 
way to assume himself the blame that properly belongs to the master" ("Defining the Picaresque: Authority 
and the Subject in Giizmm de Alfarache 167-168). 
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another hypocrite in society who believes that his unlawful thievery is justifiable.^^ 

Guznianillo reveals his silence once again when his master dismisses him: 

Quede tan corrido, que no supe que responderle, aunque pudiera y tuve 

harto pano. Mas no siendome Mcito por haber sido mi amo. baje la cabeza 

y sin decir palabra me fui avergonzado, que es mas gloria huir de los 

agravios callando, que vencerlos respondiendo.^^ (I, 2, 6: 328) 

Rather than avenging himself on the cook, Guzmanillo decides to remain silent, does not 

denounce his master's corruption, accepts passivity and walks away peacefully.The 

realization that he cannot alter his master's conduct relates to entropic humor since it is 

typical of entropic worlds to remain entirely unchanged. 

Aside from treating entropic humor with regard to Guzmanillo's hardships during 

his stay with the cook, the incongruity theory of humor relates to the mistake he makes 

when he becomes affectionate with a horrica (female donkey) instead of a young woman 

while staying at a tavern in Malagon. The incident is also associated with the grotesque 

distortion of Guzmanillo's face, which is left bloody and badly bruised by the horrica. 

The episode begins when Guzmanillo enters the inn and meets a mozuela "mas que criada 

^ "He hypocritically unmasks GiiyniAn's theft in order to ingratiate himself with his own superiors 
(another, not incidental, demonstration of where authority resides). Guzman would like to speak up, to 
denounce the cook to his face, but the master's authority renders Mm speechless" (Johnson, "Defining the 
Picaresque; Authority and the Subject in Guzmm de Alfarache" 167). 
^ Judith WMtenack argues that Guzman-narrator at times reveals a fear toward his fellow men: "Guzman-
narrator frequently reveals his fear of his fellow men, of whom the reader is one. because of their power to 
ruin him through malicious gossip. Destruction of his honra through gossip, which is the fate of his father, 
is in itself a kind of secular excommunication. The confessor who is viewed as unsympathetic can 
therefore expect to be deceived, for the dangers of confessing greatly outweigh any possible benefits to the 
confessant ' ("The Destruction of Confession in Guzmm de Alfarache" 230). 

As Helen Reed explains, the motif of vengeance surfaces repeatedly throughout the novel; "This 
impossibility of Guzman's taking effective action may account for the predominant theme of vcngeance in 
the work. Tlie motif surfaces repeatedly. Throughout most of the work Guzman is obsessed with avenging 
himself on whomever has most recently mistreated Mm" (The Reader in the Picaresque Novel 81). 
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y menos que hija, de bonico talle, graciosa y decidora" (I, 2, 8; 352). Guzmanillo and the 

mozuela speak with one another and agree to continue their conversation when the young 

woman's amos are asleep. To prepare for the meeting, Guzmanillo tells his criados to 

place some straw and barley in his bedroom and he awaits her arrival. The narrator, then, 

explains that a borrica escapes from a stable and enters Guzmanillo's bedroom to eat the 

straw: 

Ves aqui despues de la media noche se soito una borrica de la caballeriza, 

o bien si era del huesped y andaba en fiado por la casa. Ella se llego a mi 

aposento y, habiendo olido la cebada, metio bonico la cabeza por alcanzar 

algun bocado, y en llegando al hamero, meneolo, y procurando entrar sono 

la puerta. Yo, que est aba cuidadoso, poco bastaba para recordarme. Ya 

pense que tenia los toros en el coso. (1,2,8:353) 

At this point, the narrator prepares the reader for yet another episode that is 

simultaneously shocking and humorous. A sleepy Guzmanillo, who is awakened by the 

borrica's noisy entrance, mistakenly believes that the donkey is the young mozuela: 

Estaba todavia sonoliento: pareciome que no acertaba con la cama. 

Puseme sentado en ella y llamela. Como la borrica me sintio, temio y 

estuvose queda, salvo que metio una mano en el esporton de la paja. Yo, 

creyendo que fuese la sefiora y que tropezaba en el, salte de la cama 

diciendo: 'jEntra, mi vida, daca la mano!' (I, 2, 8: 353) 

After becoming affectionate with the animal, Guzmanillo is utterly surprised when the 

borrica smashes its head against Guzman's, leaving him with a bloody mouth and nose. 
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In an exaggerated and graphic description, the narrator explains how Guzmanillo's face is 

badly beaten: 

Alargue todo el cuerpo para que me la diese. Toquele con la rodilla en el 

hocico; alzo la cabeza, dandome con ella en los mios una gran cabezada y 

fuese huyendo, que si alii se quedara no fuera mucho con el dolor meterle 

una daga en las entranas. Saliome mucha sangre de la boca y narices y, 

dando al Diablo al amor y sus enredos, conoci que todo me estaba bien 

empleado, pues como simple rapaz era facil en creer. Atranque mi puerta 

y volvime a la cama. (I, 2, 8: 353) 

The borrica incident constitutes as a good example of incongruity humor. Not only does 

the incident combine incongruities (Guzmanillo's thoughts of what will happen versus 

what really occurs), it also presents Guzmanillo with an unexpected occurrence (a blow 

to the face that leaves him bloody, beaten and cursing love). Thus, Guzmanillo's 

expectations are reduced to absurdity and this reflects the idea of reductio ad absurdiim 

since it reduces "a logical argument to absurdity and hence holding it up to ridicule or 

laughter" (Koller 7). In the end, Guzmanillo's humorous misfortune results in sexual 

frustration, physical violence and a sense of hopelessness. 

Guzmanillo's desperation is witnessed again before trying to establish contact 

with his father's family in Genoa. Using language replete with pessimism, Guzmanillo 

releases psychoanalytical anxieties, states that he hates himself {me ahorrezco) and 

speaks of the importance of family relationships: 
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Muy antigua cosa es amar todos la prosperidad, seguir la riqueza, buscar la 

hartura, procurar las ventajas, morir por abundancias. Porque donde 

faltan, el padre al hijo, el hijo al padre, hermano para hermano, yo a mi 

mismo quebranto la lealtad y me ahorrezco. Asi me lo enseno el tiempo 

con la disciplina de sus discursos, castigandome con infmito numero de 

trabajos. (I, 3, 1: 377-378, my emphasis) 

Shortly after Guzman shares his negative emotions to the reader, he continues his quest to 

look for his Italian relatives in Genoa. Again, Guzman's desire to meet his father's 

family proves to be a horrible experience for the boy because Genoese society treats him 

with hatred and disgust. Not only do the Genoese become angry with Guzman when he 

asks about his father, they detest him because of his family background {me aborrecieron 

de muerte): 

Quise hacerme de los godos, emparentando con la nobleza de aquella 

ciudad, publicandome por quien era; y preguntando por la de mi padre, 

causo en ellos tanto enfado, que me aborrecieron de muerte. Y es de creer 

que si a su salvo pudieran, me la dieran, y aun tu hicieras lo mesmo si tal 

huesped te entrara por la puerta; mas harto me la procuraron por las obras 

que me hicieron. (I, 3, 1: 378, my emphasis) 

Here, the obras to which the narrator refers are the bad ways in which he was treated in 

Genoese society while desperately searching for his father's family. For instance, the 

Genoese treat him as an inferior individual, spit in his face and call him insulting names 

such as hellaco and marrano: 
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A persona no pregunte que no me socorriese con una punada o bofeton. 

El que menos mal me hizo fue, escupiendome a la car a, decirme: 

' jBellaco, marrano! ^^Sois ginoves? jHijo sereis de alguna gran mala 

mujer, que bien se os echa de ver!' Y como si mi padre foera hijo de la 

tierra o si hubiera de doscientos aflos atras fallecido, no halle rastro de 

amigo ni pariente suyo.®^ (I, 3, 1; 378-379) 

By spitting in Guzmanillo's face and calling him derogatory names, the Genoese man 

derisively illustrates superiority and "shows his teeth," thus reflecting the Hobbesean 

97 concept of homo homini lupus. 

After the Genoese man publicly humiliates Guzmanillo, thepicaro meets an 

affluent uncle that gives him a place to stay. Later that night, Guzmanillo is taken to a 

guestroom where he is frightened, humiliated, degraded and mocked by a mysterious 

group of masked servants. The humorous episode, narrated in detail, reflects 

camivalesque aspects and grotesque black humor, is simultaneously repulsive and 

scatological. The masked individuals not only toss Guzmanillo in a blanket numerous 

QO 
times (m.mtedndome como a perro por camestolendas) until he losses consciousness, 

•*' According to Donald McGrady, the negative view of the Genoese is a reflection of the time period in 
which Guzmm dc Alfarache was written; "To the Golden Age Spaniard, the thriving city of Genoa 
represented an unscrupulous materialism that conflicted with the Spanish ideal of honor and nobility. This 
national prejudice stemmed from the fact that most of Spain's economy was in the hands of Genoese 
usurers. It is also possible that Alcmim felt a special antipathy toward Genoa as the result of private 
experience: in 1568 he had had recourse to a loan from Esteban Grillo, a Genoese moneylender. In 
passing, it may be noted that Guzman's father was all the more despicable in the eyes of the contemporary 
SjKuiish reader because of his Genoese citizenship" (Mateo AlemM 109). 
® The Hobbesean concept of homo homini lupus relates to the ways in which humans act as "wolves," 
"showing their teeth" to derisively and disparagingly degrade others (O'Neill, The Comedy of Entropy 35). 

In the Ouiiote. Sancho is also tossed in the air como con perro por camestolendas: "se llegaron a 
Sancho, y, apeandole del asno. imo dellos entro por la manta de la cama del hu&ped, y, ecliindole en ella, 
alzaron los ojos y vieron que el techo era algo mas bajo de lo que habian molester para su obra, y 
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the boy is so frightened by the incident that he defecates and his body gets covered with 

excrement while being hurled in the air by four camivalesque hultos, figuras de las 

demonios: 

Pasado ya lo mas de la noche, declinaba la media caminando al claro dia 

y, estando dormido como un muerto, recordome un ruido de cuatro bultos, 

figuras de los demonios, con vestidos, cabelleras y mascaras dello. 

Llegaronse a mi cama y diome tanto miedo, que perdi el sentido, y sin 

hablar palabra me quitaron la ropa de encima. Dabame priesa haciendo 

cruces, rezaba oraciones, invoque a Jesus mil veces, mas eran demonios 

batizados; mas priesa me daban. Habian puesto sobre el colchon, debajo 

de la sabana, una frazada. Cada uno asio por una esquina della y me 

sacaron en medio de la pieza. Turbeme tanto, viendo que rezar no me 

aprovechaba, que ni osaba ni podia desplegar la boca. Era la pieza bien 

alta y acomodada. Comenzaron a levantarme en el aire, manteandome 

como a perro por carnestolendas, hasta que ellos, cansados de 

zarandearme, habiendome molido, me volvieron a poner adonde me 

levantaron y, dejandome por muerto, me cubrieron con la ropa y se foeron 

por donde habian entrado, dejando la luz muerta. Yo quede tan 

descoyuntado, tan si saber de mi que, siendo de dia, ni sabia si estaba en 

cielo, si en tierra. [. ..] Halleme de mal olor, el cuerpo pegajoso y 

determinaroa salirse al corral, que tenia por limite el cielo. Y alii, puesto Sancho en mitad de la mania, 
comenzaron a le\'anbirle en alto, y a holgarse con el. como con perro por carnestolendas" (Cervantes, Don 
Ouiiote de la Mancha ed., Riquer 170). Martin de Riquer explains that it was not uncommon for dogs to 
be tossed into the air with blankets during carnival time: "En camaval (carnestolendas) se soHa niantear 
perros. por diversion, de lo que nacio este modismo" (Don Ouiiote dc la Mancha 170, n. 15). 
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embarrado. Acordoseme de la mujer de mi amo el cocinero y, como en las 

turbaciones nunca falta un desconcierto, mucho me afligi. Mas ya no 

podia ser el cuervo mas negro que las alas: estregueme todo el cuerpo con 

lo que limpio quedo de las sabanas y anudeme mi hatillo. [...] Y aunque 

las costillas parece que me sonaban en el cuerpo como la bolsa de trebejos 

de ajedrez, disimule cuanto pude por lo de la caca, hasta verme fuera de 

alii. (1, 3, 1: 381-382) 

The narrator emphasizes a festive, carnivalesque atmosphere by describing the way in 

which he was utterly surprised, fearful, degraded and tossed in the air by a group of 

masked devils (figuras de los demonios)^^ Moreover, the narrator illustrates the 

grotesque nature of the episode by graphically describing the way in which his body 

smelled de mal olor and how it was leftpegajoso y embarrado by his own excrement. 

The episode, like many others in Aleman's novel, is simultaneously humorous and 

repulsive, and readers are suspended at a point where tears and laughter are 

indistinguishable. It is after Guzmanillo's humiliating misfortune in his uncle's house 

that Guzmanillo travels to Rome in search of a better life. 

According to Mikhail BaWstin, masks and devils were common images of folk culture and carnival 
celebrations; "Even more important is the theme of the mask, the most complex theme of folk culture. The 
mask is connected with the joy of change and reincarnation, with gay relativity and with the meny negation 
of uniformity and similarity; it rejects conformity to oneself The mask is related to transition, 
metamorphoses, the violation of natural boundaries, to mockery and familiar nicknames. It contains the 
playful element of life; it is based on a peculiar interrelation of reality and image, characteristic of the most 
ancient rituals and spectacles. Of course it would be impossible to exhaust the intricate multiform 
symbolism of the mask. Let us point out that such manifestations as parodies, caricatures, grimaces, 
eccentric postures, and comic gestures are per sc derived from the mask. It reveals the essence of the 
grotesque. [...] In the diableries of the medieval mysteries, in the parodical legends and the fabliaux the 
devil is the gay ambivalent figure expressing the unofficial point of view, the material bodily stratum. 
There is notliing terrifying or alien in him. [...) At times the devils and hell itself appear as comic 
monsters" (Rabelais aiid His World 39-41). 
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While in Rome, Guzmanillo works with a group of highly trained mendicants 

who follow strict written rules regarding the art of begging (Ordenamas mendicativas). 

The humorous rules represent order within the disorder of society and provide 

Guzmanillo with guidelines he must follow as a beggar in Roman society/''® One 

afternoon, the rogue begs for alms at the door of a cardinal who accepts him as a page. 

Guzman, then, becomes a page in the Cardinal's service"'^: "a mi me mandaron hacer de 

vestir y pasar al cuartel de los pajes, para que, como uno dellos, de alii adelante sirviese a 

su senoria ilustrisima" (I, 3, 6: 428). Working for the Cardinal, Guzman begins to crave 

candied sweets his master hoards in a large chest; 

Tenia monsenor un arcon grande, que usan en Italia, de pino bianco. Aun 

en Espana he visto muchos dellos, que suelen traer de alia con 

As Cox-Davis explains, before Guzmanillo works for a confraternity of highly-trained mendicants, he 
first begs part-time which threatens the group's established sy stem of Ordencmzas mendicativas: "In this 
sequence he comes into direct conflict with the large confraternity of beggars in Rome, because his 
behavior is inconsistent with the rules by which they live. Guzmanillo only begs part-time and flagrantly 
offends the rules, refusing offers of meat when he is satiated, although the ironic reality is that beggars 
must appear needy at all times, even when glutted. As an inexperienced freelancer in a much wider world 
than a kitchen, Guzmanillo threatens the effectiveness of the system used by other beggars in the city. 
They cannot run the risk of allowing his contradictoiy behavior to confuse the public upon which they 
depend, and they insist that he either join their order and accept proper instruction or leave town. [...) The 
fictions of beggars, it turns out, are maintained by a highly regulated system of 'obligaciones' (obligations) 
and 'decoro' (decorum), codified in the written text Ordenanzas mendicativas. As a novice under the 
tutelage of their 'commander-in-chief,' 'Micer Morcon,' Guzmanillo receives instruction to conceal his 
literal state at all times. To correct his previous error, he must accept and consume offerings of food until 
he vomits, thereby emptying his stomach in an ironic, graphic display of 'la liambre y miseria de los 
pobres"' (Autobiography as Bur la in the Guzman deAlfarache 76-77). 

The prelate, who should act as a caring and compassionate representative of the Church, encourages the 
boy to play tricks (burlas) on other servants. According to Joan Arias, the Cardinal "is the opposite of what 
Guzmdn tells us charity should be, and at the same time he is acting in a selfish, evil manner" (Guzman de 
Alfarache: The Unrepentant Narrator 54). In addition, Cox-Davis states that the Cardinal would encourage 
Guzmanillo to participate in different types of pranks; "In addition to the prejudicial burlas directed at the 
other servants, the jester was allowed, and in fact encouraged, to play jokes on the prelate himself 
providing they were not publicly humiliating. These burlas take the form of enigmas that delight the 
cardinal, while taxing Ms wit. In a series of related pranks, the latter dares Guzmanillo to steal candied 
fruit from the palace stores in return for a reward" ("The Picaro as Jester in the Spanish Picaresque" 55). 
By encouraging Guzmanillo to engage in such behavior, the Cardinal's actions contribute to the overall 
breakdown and decay of the religious system. 
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mercaderias, especialmente con vidros o barros. Este estaba en la 

recamara para su regalo, con muchos generos de conservas azucaradas, 

digo secas. AIM estaba la pera bergamota de Aranjuez, la ciruela 

ginovisca, melon de Granada, cidra sevillana, naranja y toronja de 

Plasencia, limon de Murcia, pepino de Valencia, talios de las Islas, 

berenjena de Toledo, orejones de Aragon, patata de Malaga. Tenia 

camuesa, zanahoria, calabaza, confituras de mil maneras y otro infinito 

numero de diferencias, que me traian el espiritu inquieto y el alma 

desasosegada. (1, 3, 7: 438-439) 

The narrator, then, explains how he would enter the chest without using a key to steal his 

master's collection of sweets.Guzman not only uses his mana to steal from the 

Cardinal, he does so by using a special herramienta to unlocic the chest's lid: 

Cuando me cabia la guarda y habia en casa visita o cualquier otra 

ocupacion que parecia forzosa o prometia seguridad, tenia mi herramienta 

prevenida. Alzaba un poquito el un canto de la tapa, cuanto podia meter 

una cuna de madera y alzaprimando un poco mas, metia un palo rollizo 

torneado, como cabo de martillo. Este iba poco a poco cazando con el. 

Donald McGrady explains that the episode of the arcon in Guznrin de Alfarache was based on Chapter 
2 of Lazarillo de Tonnes. In addition, he also explains that the two episodes are different in that 
Guzmanillo, "is not forced by hunger to steal, like Lazarillo, but does so merely to satisfy a craving for 
sweets" (Mateo Aleman 111). David Oberstar argues that the episodes involving the locked chests 
represent an allegory of that which occurred in the Catholic Church during the sixteenth centuiy; "estos dos 
episodios del Lazarillo y el Guzm^. partiendo de varios elementos paralelos, sirven para alegorizar la 
situacion dentro de la Iglesia Catolica en dos momentos distintos del siglo XVI. Mientras el segundo 
tratado del Lazarillo retrata una institucion que sufre de decaimiento o decadencia y que mantiene una 
actitud defcnsiva y vengativa, el incidente paialelo en el Guzman retrata la Iglesia como fiierte, benevola y 
la fuente de la bondad, segura de su poder y vuelta a su posicion central en la existencia huraana" ("El area: 
Dos episodios similares en Guzmm de Alfarache y Lazarillo de Tormes" 429). 
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dando vueltas hacia la chapa y, cuanto mas a ella lo llegaba, tanto la 

dejaba del canto mas levantada. De manera que, como era mozuelo y 

tenia delgado el brazo, sacaba lo que se me antojaba, de que poblaba las 

faltriqueras. Mas hacia, cuando alguna vez no alcanzaba lo que estaba un 

poco lejos, contra la contumacia y rebeldia de las tales cosas; ponia en un 

palillo o cabo de cafla dos aifileres, uno de punta y otro hecho garabato, 

con que lo hacia venir a obediencia. Asi era senor de cuanto dentro 

estaba, sin tener Have para ello. Dime tan buena mafia que, aunque habia 

mucho, ya se via la falta, y conociose claro por una zamboa castellana que, 

como fuese muy grande y estuviese toda dorada, me incline a ella. Era un 

ascua de oro a la vista y despues me supo, que hasta hoy la traigo en la 

boca: nunca mejor cosa ni su semejante vi en mi vida. (I, 3, 7: 439-440) 

The Cardinal, who discovers that someone has been stealing food from the chest, orders 

that his servants be locked up/°^ After the prelate releases them from their rooms, 

Guzman begins to crave the candied fruits in the chest once again and explains that he 

has pervasive malas mafias. In addition, the boy's temptation to reenter the arcon is 

evident when he says, "No pude tenerme en la silla, sin volver a caer y visitarle de nuevo 

[. . .] Volvime a la querencia" (I, 3, 7: 441). Longing for the sweets, Guzman locates the 

chest in the Cardinal's personal chamber (retretillo), opens the chest and begins to satisfy 

his cravings. When the Cardinal returns to his room to urinate, the reader anticipates 

Oberstar believes that the Cardinal is a symbolic representation of the Spanish Inquisition that would 
interrogate suspected conversos: "El mayordomo simboliza la Inquisicion que interroga a los conversos 
sospechados (registro de los criados) y que tanibidn investiga la entera vida personal de estos individuos 
(registro de los aposentos) para hallar error o herejia" ("El area; Dos episodios similares en Guzman de 
AUarache y Lazarillo de Tormes" 428). 
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another humorous episode that is both humiliating and violent. Guzman is surprised by 

his master's entrance, and when he tries to remove his arm from the arcon, the chest falls 

to the floor and traps the boy's arm entre la lapay el canto de las modems. 

Estaba el arcon en un retretillo como aicoba, mas adentro de la camara en 

que dormia y, teniendo mi brazo arremangado dentro del, acerto a darle a 

monsenor gana de orinar. Levantose a su aposento y, no viendo algiin 

paje, tomo el orinal, que estaba a la cabecera y, estando orinando, sentilo y 

alboroteme. Quise con el sobresalto sacar el brazo de presto, cayose el 

garrotejo rollizo en el suelo y quedeme dentro, el brazo entre la tapa y el 

canto de las maderas: quede como gorrion en la loseta, bien apretado. (1, 

3, 7: 441) 

Upon hearing the commotion the Cardinal asks who is in his room, and a kneeling 

Guzman confesses his crime: "Hallome de rodillas, castrando la colmena. [...] Hube que 

confesar" (I, 3, 7: 441). The Cardinal approaches Guzman, discovers that he has been 

stealing from the arcon and begins to laugh at him and ridicule his foolish actions. 

Guzman is utterly humiliated by that which has occurred and his master refuses to help 

him until the other prelates have had the opportunity to observe the boy's embarrassing 

position. As a group, the religious representatives mock the helpless page and do not 

act as decent representatives of the Catholic Church: 

"El cardenal sube inesperadamcnte y sorprende a Guzman con el brazo cogido entre la lapa y el canto 
del area. Atrapado asi, Guzman ticne que confesar su delito. El aspecto del chico en rodillas, cogido de 
esta inanera, le hace reir muclio al cardenal, y estc llama a los otros para que vean al inozo asi tambien" 
(Oberstar. "El area; Dos episodios similares en Guzmiin de Alfaiache y Lazarillo de Tonnes" 429). 
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Diole tanta gana de reir en verme de aquel la manera, que llamo a los que 

con el jugaban, para que me vieran. Rieronse todos y rogaron por mi, que 

aquella se me perdonase, por ser la primera y golosina de muchacho. 

Monsenor porfiaba que no y que habia de ser azotado. (I, 3, 7: 441) 

In this episode, laughter not only exposes the prelates' tasteless moral character, but also 

illustrates a breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality established by the religious 

institution. In addition, the Cardinal uses laughter to demonstrate a superior status by 

publicly degrading and ridiculing Guzman's foolish actions/®^ The Cardinal, then, 

decides that Guzman ought to receive twelve lashings for stealing, and that his personal 

secretary, Domine Nicolao, should administer the punishment. Aside from being 

Guzman's mortal enemigo, Domine Nicolao whips the boy with such violent force that it 

was impossible for him to sit for fifteen days: "Diomelos con tales ganas, en su aposento, 

que en quince dias no pude estar sentado" (I, 3, 7; 441). Guzman, who becomes very 

angered about the lashings, decides to avenge his punisher by tricking him into believing 

that a special blend of parsley and vinegar will keep mosquitoes away at night'^'^'; 

Dijele que mandase traer un manojo de perejil y, mojado en buen vinagre, 

The physical positions of both Guzmanillo and the Cardinal in this scenc are also ironic. It is interesting 
to note that the "superior" Cardinal is standing over an "inferior" kneeling Guzmanillo who confesses his 
crime. 

Joseph Ricapito explains that Guzmanillo's determination to avenge the lashings he received is deeply 
rooted in his psyche: "Domine Nicolao encuentra placer al castigar a Guzman, gozando del castigo mismo. 
Sintiendose victima de Nuevo, Guzman inventa una burla que va mas alia de una burla pesada; confecciona 
un balsamo con el prop6sito de espantar las moscas que molestaban a Domine Nicolao, pero lo que en 
realidad logra es una pocion que las atrae y que al final dejan a Nicolao desfigurado. La venganza aqui 
raya en la maldad, pues Guzman no ticne otra manera de vengarse sino con una burla tan extrema, porque 
sus deseos estan profundamente eniaizados en su psique desde aquel primer momento en que se enfreata al 
conocimiento de sus origenes y a su victimizacion en la venta" ("En la mente de Mateo Aleman" 127). 
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lo pusiese a la cabecera de la cama, que todos acudiran al olor y, en 

sentandose en el, irian cayendo muertos. Creyome y Mzolo luego. 

Cuando se fue a la cama, cargo tanto niimero dellos y dieronle tan mala 

vida, que le sacaban los ojos a tenazadas y le comian las narices. Dabase 

mil bofetadas para matarlos y, creyendo que moririan, paso hasta por la 

manana. (I, 3, 7: 442) 

The humorous and clever hurla. which Guzman considers a remedy, leaves Domine 

Nicolao's face and body so badly disfigured that he looks like a leper; "labraron de 

manera que le desfiguraron el rostro y todo lo mas que pudieron alcanzar el cuerpo [...] 

parecia leproso" (I, 3, 7: 442). Guzman's vengeful tactic and its resultant humor can 

constitute as an example of grotesque black humor since it combines comic elements 

with horror. Thus, the reader once again becomes suspended at a point where tears and 

laughter are indistinguishable. After Domine Nicolao complains to the Cardinal, 

Guzman confesses to his master that he deceived his punisher because the latter beat him 

so cruelly. 

Vuestra Senoria llustrisima, me mando dar una docena cabal de azotes por 

lo de las conservas, y se acuerda bien cuantos se recatearon uno a uno; 

demas desto, no habian de ser azotes de muerte, sino de los que pudieran 

llevar mis anos. El domine Nicolao me dio mas de veinte por su cuenta, 

siendo los postreros los mas crueles. Y asi vengue mis ronchas con las 

suyas, (I, 3, 7: 442) 
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Although Guzman acknowledges that he is the culprit of the clever burla, he is not 

rewarded for his honesty, whipped once again and ordered to work for a waiter in the 

Cardinal's house: "quede azotado y desterrado del servicio de la camara, servi este 

tiempo al camarero" (I, 3, 7; 442). After working for the waiter for a brief time, the 

Cardinal then dismisses Guzman from his house. 

Once expelled from the Cardinal's house, Guzman wanders through the streets of 

Rome, employed by a French Ambassador and performs hurlas as a type of court 

jester.'"  ̂ While working for his new master, Guzman falls in love with Nicoleta, a criada 

and personal assistant for Fabia, "una senora principal, noble" (II, 1, 5: 99). Fabia, 

however, does not like that idea that Guzman loves Nicoleta and decides to play a cruel 

trick on the boy. Here, the narrator not only prepares the reader for another anticipated 

episode of humor when he explains that all of his desired expectations to be with Nicoleta 

did not succeed, "saliome todo al reves", but also informs the reader of Fabia's intentions 

to play a cruel trick {burla) on the couple: "Cuando esta supo lo que con su criada me 

pasaba, procuro vengarse de ambos a su salvo y mucho dano de nuestro amor y de mi 

persona en especial" (II, 1, 5: 100-105). The burla occurs when Fabia invites Guzman to 

her house. While speaking to Guzman, she then tells him to wait in another room while 

"Guzmanillo becomes a stock character, the gracioso, in short comic representations directed by the 
French ambassador when he accepts the limitations of the "stage" on which he is made to perform. As a 
result, he becomes the butt of all the jokes that he play for the ambassador. Guzmanillo's new master is 
less prudent than the cardinal, and encourages Guzmanillo to play jokes on others that are harmful to their 
pride and honor. The ambassador's only requirement is that they not be embarrassing to himself in the 
process. [. ..] He performs for the French ambassador as a subservient indiscrect comic, a burlador (joker) 
figure whose jokes are abusive and deliberately humiliating to the audience, and ultimately lead to his own 
misery" (Cox-Davis, Autobiography as Burla in the Guzmdn de Alfarache 92). 
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she walks around her house to see if anybody is watching her. Obeying Fabia, Guzman 

enters a dark corral that is filthy, muddy and smells badly; 

Yo la crei, entreme de hilo y, pareciendome que atravesaba por algun 

patio, quede metido en jaula en un sucio corral, donde a dos o tres pasos 

andados trompece con la prisa en un monton de basura y di con la cabeza 

en la pared frontera tal golpe, que me dejo sin sentido. Empero con el 

falto que me quedaba, poco a poco anduve las paredes a la redonda, 

tentando con las manos, como los ninos que juegan a la gallina ciega, en 

busca del aposento. Mas no halle otra puerta, que la por donde habia 

entrado. Volvi otra vez, pareciendome que quiza con el recio golpe no la 

hallaba y vine a dar en un callejoncillo angosto y muy pequeno, mal 

cubierto y no todo, donde solo cabia la boca de una media tinaja, lodoso y 

pegajoso el suelo y no de muy buen olor, donde vi mis danos y considere 

mis desventuras. (11, 1, 5: 103) 

Unable to find the exit, Guzman stays in the corral and in a desperate plea, prays to God 

for help and asks for another day of life: "Libreme Dios de la tramontana desta noche y 

dejeme amanecer con vida" (II, 1,5: 104). After remaining in the corral for most of the 

night, the door finally opens and Guzman realizes that he was deceived: "abri los ojos y 

vi que lo pasado habia sido castigo de mis atrevimientos y que, aunque la burla fue 

pesada, pudiera serlo mas y peor" (11, 1, 5: 104). Believing that Nicoleta was part of the 

scheme, Guzman refiises to communicate with her. It is after Nicoleta sends him a letter 

that Guzman realizes that Fabia was the instigator of the cruel trick. Guzman, then. 
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responds to the letter and explains that he will visit her that evening in a narrow alley 

behind Fabia's house. 

At this point in the novel the narrator prepares the reader for perhaps the most 

hilarious episode of the novel. The episode, which is simultaneously funny, horrific and 

humiliating, provides a realistic account of the way in which Guzman is trampled and 

taken for a wild ride on the back of a boar through the mire-laden streets of Rome. Using 

descriptive language and grotesque images, the narrator explains how the boar surprises 

Guzman while talking to Nicoleta; 

Yo estaba muy galan, piemabierto, estirado de cuello y tratando de mis 

desgracias, muy descuidado de las presentes, que mi mala fortuna me tenia 

cercanas. Porque acontecio que, como por aquel postigo se Servian las 

caballerizas y se hubiese por el entrado un gran cebon, hallolo el mozo de 

caballos hozando en el estiercol enjuto de las camas y todo esparcido por 

el suelo. Tomo bonico una estaca y diole con ell a los palos que pudo 

alcanzar. El era grande y gordo; salio como un toro huyendo. Y como 

estos animales tienen de costumbre o por naturaleza caminar siempre por 

delante y revolver pocas veces, embistio comigo. (II, 1, 5: 107) 

In a highly descriptive and cinematic manner, the narrator then describes how Guzman is 

picked up by the boar and taken through the dirty streets of Rome: 

Cogiome de bola. Quiso pasar por entre piemas, llevome a horcajadillas 

y, sin poderme cobrar ni favorecer, cuando acorde a valerme, ya me tenia 

en medio de un lodazal y tal, que por salvarlo, para que me sacase del. 
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convino abrazarlo por la barriga con toda mi fuerza. Y como si jugaramos 

a quebrantabarriles o a punta con cabeza, dmdole aldabadas a la puerta 

falsa con hocicos y narices, me traspuso-sin poderlo excusar, temiendo no 

caer en el cieno—tres o cuatro calles de alii, a todo correr y grunir, 

llamando gente. Hasta que, conocido mi dano, me deje caer, sin reparar 

adonde. (II, 1, 5: 107-109) 

For Guzman, his luck goes from bad to worse when he realizes that all of Rome {toda 

Roma) has witnessed his hilarious ride. Covered in mud, he is utterly humiliated and 

hides in a house where he desperately tries to escape society's condemnation: 

Levanteme muy bien puesto de lodo, silbado de la gente, afrentado de toda 

Roma, tan lleno de lama el rostro y vestidos de pies a cabeza, que parecia 

salir del vientre de la ballena. Dabanme tanta grita de puertas y ventanas, 

y los muchachos tanta priesa, que como sin juicio buscaba donde 

asconderme. Vi cerca una casa, donde crei hallar un poco de buen 

acogimiento. Entreme dentro, cerre la puerta. Hiceme fuerte contra todo 

el pueblo que deseaban verme. (II, 1, 5; 109) 

The narrator utilizes dark imagery to describe Guzman's psychological despair {era 

noche oscuray mas en mi corazon, mi alma siempre padecio tiniebias) and explains how 

the Roman onlookers wait for the boy to exit the house. In addition, Guzman, who does 

not want to confront society for fear of being publicly disgraced, hears the crowd 

laughing about his misfortune: 
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Asi yo pobre, lleno el vestido de cieno, las manos asquerosas, el rostro 

sucio y todo tai cual podreis imaginar, iba entreteniendo la salida con 

temor, y no poco, si aun todavia hubiese a la puerta gente aguardando para 

ver mi nueva librea, que mejor se dijera lebrada. Como los que vieron mi 

desgracia no fueron pocos y esos estuvieron detenidos refiriendola en 

corrillos a los que venian de nuevo, y yo que generalmente no estaba bien 

recebido, detenianse todos a oirla, dando unos y otros gritos de risa, 

significando grande aiegria. (II, 1, 6; 110-111). 

The crowd's risa and aiegria, however, turns into anger when Guzman refuses to expose 

his grotesque appearance. Not only do several individuals demand that he be thrown out 

of the house, they call him derogatory names and insult him. Thus, society "shows its 

teeth," degrades and ridicules Guzman, and makes him feel inferior: 

Estaba llena la calle de gente y muchachos, que me perseguian con grita, 

diciendo a voces; 'jEchalo fuera! jEchalo fliera! iSaiga ese sucio en 

adobo!' Hacianme perder la paciencia y el juicio. Habia entre la gente 

honrada otros de mi banda y todos tales como yo, apasionados mios. 

Aquestos me defendian, procurando sosegar la canalla con amenazas, 

porque ya se desvergonzaban a tirar pedradas a la puerta, deseando que 

saliera. Y no culpo a ninguno ni me disculpo a mi, que yo hiciera en tal 

caso lo mismo contra mi padre. (II, 1, 6; 111) 

Hesitant to face the hostile society, the narrator first describes his repulsive physical 

appearance in a humorous tone. Not only does he explain that he was covered with mud 
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from head to toes and that his eyes and teeth were his only two visible features, he says 

that he smelled badly; 

Que todo yo era un bulto de lodo, sin descubrirseme mas de los ojos y 

dientes, como a los negros, porque me sucedio el caso en lo muy Hquido 

de una embalsada que se hacia en medio de la calle. Verdad sea que con 

el cuchillo de la espada rai lo que pude; mas no pude tanto que foese de 

alguna consideracion. Que asi como si se quedo el vestido mojado y 

entrapado en cieno; mas aprovechome de que no fuera por las calles 

goteando como carga de panos cuando la traen de lavadero. [.. .] Sail 

encubierto, sin ser conocido y a paso largo, huyendo de mi mismo, por la 

mucha suciedad y mal olor que llevaba. (II, 1,6: 111-112) 

Unveiling himself to society, Guzman confronts hostile spectators that humiliate, degrade 

and disgrace him with abusive language and gestures. The crowd's words are so harsh 

that Guzman becomes extremely depressed. As we shall see, the boy's uhimate despair 

is perhaps one of the darkest points in the novel: 

Unos decian: 'Dejadlo pase, que desgracia de tripas ha sido!' Decianme 

otros: 'Acabese ya de requerir y no corra tanto, pues no puede ser el 

Cuervo mas negro que las alas'. Tapandose otros las narices, decian: 

'jPo!, (Aguas mayores han sido! jGran llaga lleva este disciplinante! 

1 Aguije presto, hermano, y lavase, antes que se desmaye!' Para todos 

llevaba y a ninguno faltaba que decirme, hasta preguntarme algunos: 

'Amigo, ^a como vale la cera?' [. . .] Esta fue para mi una muy grande 
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pesadumbre. Levantando los ojos, casi con desesperacion dije; ' jPobre 

miserable hombre! i,Que hare? ^Donde ire? ^Que sera de mi? ^Que 

consejo tomare, para que los criados de mi amo y companeros mios no 

sientan mis desgracias? ^Como disimulare, para que no me martiricen? 

(11, 1,6: 112-113) 

After the onlookers publicly disgrace Guzman with disparaging remarks {desgracia de 

tripos, Cuervo mas negro que las alas, aguas mayores), the boy not only becomes 

preoccupied about his future as a servant for the Ambassador QQue sera de mi?), but is 

also concerned that his fellow workers and friends will be affected by his personal 

misfortune QQue consejo tomare, para que los criados de mi amoy companeros mios no 

sientan mis desgracias?). 

Interestingly, what begins as one of the novel's most hilarious episodes, 

concludes as one of Guzman's most poignant moments of despair. The reader, for 

example, is first presented with many comic elements when Guzman is surprised by a 

boar, trampled by the animal and given a wild ride through Rome. The funny scene, 

however, turns into a grim and serious scenario when society scorns, publicly humiliates, 

threatens and degrades the boy with disparaging remarks and abusive language because 

ofhis physical appearance. Society "shows its teeth" and makes Guzman feel inferior. 

Thus, the reader once again becomes suspended at a point where laughter and tears 

become indistinguishable. This is common when dealing with black humor, which 
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presents readers with a human and social reality that "meshes" hilarity with 

108 seriousness. 

Black humor also relates to the absurd suicide of the character Sayavedra who 

represents Juan Marti, the spurious author who wrote the spurious Second Part of 

Guzman de Alfarache (1603) under the pseudonym Mateo Lujan de Sayavedra. 

According to Alison Ridley, Mateo Aleman "sets out on a mission in the 'authentic' part 

two to discredit the author and character of the spurious text by way of a literary-

exorcism of sorts" (1). Helen Reed explains that Mateo Aleman uses the character 

Sayavedra to impose literary revenge upon his rival, Mateo Lujan de Sayavedra (The 

Reader in the Picaresque Novel 82). Furthermore, Edward Friedman states that Aleman's 

strategy entails: 

exposing the pseudonymous author of the sequel, pointing to the 

superiority of the authentic version, and bringing a false Guzman into the 

text to kill him off. In terms of discourse, this strategy makes the authorial 

presence even more prominent in the text, for the battle for supremacy 

between Mateo Aleman and Juan Marti intrudes on the contest between 

narrator and implied author. (41) 

In any case, it is clearly evident that Mateo Aleman aspired to gain literary vengeance 

and ruin the spurious author's reputation through the suicide of the character 

For Gordana Yovanovich, black humor, which combines humor, laughter and play, not only "meshes ' 
hilarity with seriousness, it presents readers with human and social reality (Play and the Picaresque: 
Lazarillo de Tormes. Libra de Manuel, sad Match Ball 12). In addition, Mathew Winston maintains that 
black humor is "a tone in drama and fiction which is simultaneously frightening or threatening and farcical 
or amusing" {"Humour Noir and Black Humor" 273). 
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Sayavedra. The humorous episode, which is characteristic of absurd black humor, 

exposes Sayavedra's "senselessness of the human condition" (Esslin 6) when he 

unexpectedly casts himself into the sea and drowns. 

The short episode begins when the narrator explains that Sayavedra is very sick 

and has a fever. Not only does Sayavedra become dizzy, he begins to hallucinate and 

claim that he is the shadow of Guzman; 

Sayavedra se mareo de manera que le dio una gran calentura y brevemente 

le salto en modorra. Era lastima verle las cosas que hacia y disparates que 

hablaba, y tanto que a veces en medio de la borrasca y en el mayor aflicto, 

cuando confesaban los otros los pecados a voces, tambien las daba el, 

diciendo; j Yo soy la sombra de Guzman de Alfarache! Su sombra soy, 

que voy por el mundo! (11, 2, 9: 307) 

By claiming to be a sombra  ̂Sayavedra admits inferiority to Guzman'^" and this in part is 

literary vengeance for Aleman. The latter's ultimate justice does not occur, however, 

until Sayavedra commits a senseless suicide by jumping into the sea: 

Ultimamente, como de la tormenta pasada quedamos tan cansados, la 

noche siguiente nos acostamos temprano, a cobrar la deuda vieja del sueno 

perdido. Todos estabamos tales y con tanto descuido, la galera por la popa 

"In the 'authentic' part two, Sayavedra represents Alem&i's re-fictionalization of Juan Marti's Guzman. 
As the clone of the false Guzman, Sayavedra does not fare well under the ruthless and vengeful pen of 
Mateo AlemM who is bent on destroying the impostor at all costs" (Ridley, "Mateo Aleinan's Literary 
Exorcism; Ousting the Apocryphal Impostors from Part Two of Guzman de Alfaiache" 2). 
"" "A sombra is a reflection of something else, but is itself nothing; it does not exist. Having reduced his 
rival to nothingness, Guzmin then adds insult to injury by appearing completely impassive following his 
servant's death" (Ridley, "Mateo Aleman's Literary Exorcism: Ousting the Apocryphal Impostors from 
Part Two of Guzmto de Alfarache" 6). 
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- tan destrozada, que levantandose Sayavedra con aquella locura, se arrojo a 

la mar por la timonera, sin poderlo mas cobrar. Que cuando el marinero 

de guardia sintio el golpe, dijo a voces; 'Hombre a la mar!' Luego 

recordamos y, hallandolo menos, le quisimos remediar; mas no fiie 

posible, y as! se quedo el pobre sepultado no con pequena lastima de 

todos, que harto hacian en consolarme. Signifique sentirlo, mas sabe Dios 

la verdad. (II, 2, 9; 308) 

Once again, the technique of black humor, in this case absurd black humor, presents 

characters and readers alike with an unexpected occurrence—Sayavedra's suicide. In 

addition, Aleman has finally avenged the spurious author Juan Marti by silencing and 

killing off the character Sayavedra.'' ̂  

In conclusion, I have utilized four theories of humor—superiority, incongruity, 

release and entropic—to study humorous episodes in Guzman de Alfarache. and analyze 

their internal textual characteristics and their cultural context. I have demonstrated that 

Guzman's entropic discourse suggests that his parents contribute to the overall 

degradation of social and moral values and explained how he, at different points in the 

novel, saves psychical energy by not having to repress his innermost thoughts and 

repressed ideas concerning his parent's behavior. I have also emphasized the importance 

of grotesque black humor associated with Guzmanillo's food experiences. Each 

"We can now address how he has Guzmto go about taking literary vengeancc on Marti by way of 
Sayavedra. Aleman enacts a careful plan to progressively silence Sayavedra until he is eliminated from the 
text. It is important to remember that Sayavedra is also a rhetorical devicc that is voiccd-over from Ms 
literary inception to his literary demise. If we suspect that Guzman's words are not his own at times, we 
should be doubly aware that Sayavedra's words do not belong to him, but to an onmipotent and subversive 
authorial voice that is directing his every move" (Ridley. "Mateo Aleman"s Literary Exorcism; Ousting the 
Apocryphal Impostors from Part Two of Guzman de Alfarache" 4). 
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grotesque scene humorously depicts the boy's inexperience as others in society deceive 

him with clever burlas. Aside from Guzmanillo's mishaps involving food, 1 have 

illustrated how the narrator's discourse reflects philosophical skepticism and entropic 

humor by subverting the authoritative discourse of truth. I have also shown how the 

entropic narrator exposes individuals' social and moral dishonesty, which contributes to 

societal decay and corruption. Moreover, I have analyzed other episodes of grotesque 

black humor and explained how each combines incongruities, horror and humor, which 

leave characters physically beaten or emotionally humiliated. In this chapter I have also 

used the release theory to study Guzman's psychoanalytic release of repressed thoughts 

and anxieties concerning his Genoese family. In addition, 1 have demonstrated how 

individuals in societies portrayed in the book "show their teeth," act cruelly and laugh at 

Guzman's foolish actions in order to feel superior. Lastly, I have illustrated the role of 

absurd black humor in relation to Mateo Aleman's desire to discredit Juan Marti, the 

spurious author who wrote the Seeunda parte de la vida del picaro Guzman de Alfarache 

(1603). Through the senseless and symbolic suicide of the character Sayavedra, Aleman 

acquires literary vengeance and ruins the spurious author's reputation. By utilizing the 

four theories of humor to study episodes in Guzman de Alfarache. I have been able to 

explain how humor reflects a reality that is linked to the narrator/protagonist's point of 

view, primary themes and the society and culture of seventeenth-century Spain. 
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"A1 fin, yo sail tan bienquisto 
del pueblo, que deje con mi 
ausencia a la mitad del 
llorando, y a la otra mitad 
riendose de los que lloraban." 
La vida del buscon llamado 
Don Pablos (11, 1: 167) 

CHAPTER 4 
The Nature of Grotesque Black Humor and Laughter in Francisco de Quevedo's Buscon 

(1626) 

In this chapter, I will employ four theories on humor—superiority, incongruity, 

release and entropic—to demonstrate how discourse, thoughts and points of view in 

several episodes of the novel humorously conceptualize a reality that portrays a Spanish 

s o c i e t y  i n  d e c a y ,  a  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  t h e  c u l t u r a l  c o n t e x t  o f  s e v e n t e e n t h - c e n t u r y  S p a i n . I  

will first show how the humorous language of Pablos, the narrator, presents the reader 

with grotesque distorted images of his parents, Clemente Pablo and Aldonza de San 

Pedro. The humorous descriptions of his father and mother, laden with double meanings, 

reflect entropic irony and satire in that they depict bad parental behavior that contributes 

to the overall decay of society. In another episode, entropic satire is also evident when 

Pablos attends school for the first time and the schoolchildren call him degrading names 

and deride his parents' shady past. Moreover, the episode is associated with the 

superiority theory since the schoolchildren make Pablos feel inferior while they maintain 

a superior position. Aside from the entropic and superiority theories in this episode, the 

According to Manuel Duran, the Buscon is the product of a cruel and hostile era: "No olvidcmos que la 
novela de Quevedo es el producto de una ^poca a la vez grandiosa y cruel. Es la epoca en que se origina y 
se desarrolla la guerra de Treinta Aftos, con sus implacables matanzas, y en que la 'caza de brujas' adquiere 
su maxima intensidad. El sadismo de Quevedo no es sino la transposicion y elaboracion literaria de 
realidades muy concretas. y mu.y dolorosas, de los ambicntes europcos - ciertamente, no linicamente 
espafiolcs - de aquellos afios" (Quevedo 124). 
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release theory is significant when they vent their anger by calling Pablos' names. In 

addition, I will explain how the release theory in the "rey de gallos" episode is related to 

Pablos' psychological release of repressed thoughts and inhibitions concerning his 

mother. While representing "el rey de gallos" during el tiempo de Camestolendas and 

after being assaulted by picaros who throw vegetables at him, Pablos believes that the 

boys think he is his mother Aldonza, which impels him to publicly deny the accusation. 

The episode is also an excellent example of grotesque black humor, a subcategory of the 

incongruity theory, because Pablos falls into a pile of excrement (privadd), which acts as 

an "excremental shield" that humorously protects him from being arrested. Aside from 

analyzing this episode involving release and grotesque black humor, entropic humor 

abounds in the episode when Pablos, along with his companion don Diego, are inducted 

into boarding school in Segovia. Not only does Pablos, the narrator, use humorous 

language to describe his teacher Licenciado Cabra as a classic caricature, he focuses 

attention on his master's cruel conduct and gluttonous ways. Cabra, who starves a child 

to death, represents lawlessness and adds to the corruption and disorder of Spanish 

society. In an additional episode, further destructive conduct is noted when Pablos and 

don Diego are sent to study grammar in Alcala de Henares. On the first day of class 

Pablos is derisively humiliated and physically degraded by students who view him as an 

inferior individual because he does not conform to their societal norms. The students 

refer to Pablos as the "Nuevo," beat him, and in a highly visual, grotesque scene, spit on 

him until he is completely covered from head to toe. The episode illustrates the students' 

hostile behavior and violent attitudes toward Pablos (superiority theory), aspects that add 
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to the breakdown and decay of society. Grotesque black humor is also noted when 

Alonso Ramplon, Pablos' uncle, describes the "glorious" hanging of the boy's father 

Clemente. As we shall see in this episode, grotesque black humor treats death as a 

ridiculous occurrence and Ramplon's description of the hanging is simultaneously 

horrific and funny. The hanging can also be related to what Freud refers to as 

galgenhumor (gallows humor), which is a term that is used to describe release humor that 

deals with death. The last episode I will treat involves grotesque black humor and the 

physical distortion and mutilation of Clemente's body. 1 will explain how the body of 

Pablos' father (rigor mortis) is reduced to a physical manifestation (reductio ad 

ahsttrdttm),^^^ which is first fed to the crows and then used for filling in pastries. The 

episode is narrated in a highly visual and cinematic form, and the human body is distorted 

and mutilated in a humorous manner. By employing the four theories on humor-

superiority, incongruity, release and entropic—to study humorous episodes in the Buscon. 

we are able to study a conceptualized reality, one that is inevitably linked to the cultural 

context of seventeenth-century Spain. 

In the first chapter of the novel, entropic humor—specifically irony and satire—is 

especially important when we consider what Pablos says about his mother and father. 

Using language laden with negative implications, Pablos, the narrator, humorously 

describes his parents' subversive conduct and exposes their bad behavior to the reader. 

Pablos not only suggests that his parents contribute to the overall disorder and corruption 

'' ̂ "Death dominates, but it occurs in a ridiculous manner and is never dignified. Death is the final divorce 
between body and spirit, the ultimate disjunction in a form that dwells on violent incongniities. Often it is 
reduced to its physical manifestation, the corpse, wliich is man become thing; rigor mortis is the reductio 
ad adsurdum of Bergsonian automatism" (Winston, '"Humour Noir and Black Humor" 283). 
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of society, he observes and illustrates their dishonest, immoral and wicked ways as part 

of a flawed Spanish society. Beginning with his father Clemente Pablo, the narrator first 

says that his father is a barber, then uses metaphorical language to humorously reveal his 

deceptive ways; 

Fue, tal como todos dicen, de oficio barbero, aunque eran tan altos sus 

pensamientos, que se corria de que le llamasen asi, diciendo que el era 

tundidor de mejillas y sastre de barbas. Dicen que era de muy buena cepa, 

y, segun el bebia, es cosa para creer.""* (95) 

Based on hearsay, Pablos, the narrator, plays with words and explains to the reader that 

his father was from a very good stock~Je muy buena cepa. Here, Pablos' reference to 

his father is representative of entropic irony since "it says one thing and insinuates that it 

means something else" (O'Neill 133). His words reflect duplicity of meaning since they 

can mean that his father was a drunkard and Pablos himself believes this when he 

remarks: segun el bebia, es cosa para creer. After referring to his father's corrupt 

behavior, Pablos then introduces his mother, Aldonza de San Pedro, to the reader in a 

humorous manner. Suspected of being a cristiana Aldonza is a prostitute and a 

witch who shows a loss of faith and devotion in the religious system and disregards the 

traditional beliefs and values of the Catholic Church. Once again, the narrator uses 

double meanings to describe his mother's popularity amongst many copleros in Spain: 

"Tuvo muy buen parecer, y flie tan celebrada, que, en el tiempo que ella vivio, casi todos 

Citations are from Domingo Yiulurain's edition of El buscon (1995), with page number in parenthesis. 
" ' R. M. Price suggests that religious parody first begins when Pablos describes his parents: "Religious 
parody and irreverence begin in the Buscon with the description of Pablos' mother and putative father. His 
mother is suspected of not being a 'cristiana vieja' and she and her immediate ancestors have names that 
would be associated with cunversos" ("On Religious Parody in the Buscon" 274). 
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los copleros de Espafla hacian cosas sobre ella. Padecio grandes trabajos recien casada" 

(97). Pablos' ironic comments that his mother was tan celebrada and padecio grandes 

trabajos are very strong indications that his mother was indeed a prostitute. 

Immediately after introducing his mother, Pablos then speaks of the malas 

lenguas"^ in society that speak badly about his father. If the malas lenguas are right, the 

reader is led to believe that his father is a thief who manipulates Pablos' seven-year-old 

brother to steal from unsuspecting clients for financial gain: "Probosele que, a todos los 

que hacia la barba a navaja, mientras les daba con agua, levantandoles la cara para el 

lavatorio, un mi hermanico de siete aftos les sacaba muy a su salvo los tuetanos de las 

faldriqueras. Murio el angelico de unos azotes que ie dieron en la carcel" (97). The 

father's corrupt actions relate to entropic satire since they represent "a 'lawless' state of 

society where normative, rule-oriented, authoritative, prescribed standards of conduct and 

belief have irreparably broken down" (O'Neill 143). Pablos' father destroys traditional 

conventions of order and truth, breaks social, moral and religious codes and contributes 

to the overall decay and lawlessness of Spanish society. In addition, the barber sets a 

terrible example for his son by teaching him how to steal from unwary individuals. 

Nevertheless, even though the reader witnesses Clemente's disruptive behavior, it is 

ironic that the prison system is just as corrupt, killing Pablos' brother by giving him 

lashings. Thus, the supposed "ordered system" ironically contributes to the disordered 

system by killing Pablos' "angelic" brother, "que robaba a todas las voluntades" (98). 

It is interesting to note that Lazaro refers to the malas lenguas of Toledo who criticize his wife's 
reputation and her relationship with Archpriest of San Salvador and Guzman speaks of society's lenguas 
enganosasy falsas that desire to destroy Ms father's reputation. 
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The narrator ironically uses the phrase robaba a todas las vohmtades to emphasize his 

brother's charming and deceptive ways. Again, this is characteristic of entropic irony 

since the phrase has two different implications—one positive and one negative. 

After referring to his father's fraudulent past, Pablos, then, uses humorous, ironic 

language to describe his mother's profession. Interestingly, it is through hearsay that 

Pablos discovers that his mother was a witch who was involved with forbidden activities 

such as casting spells, repairing girls' lost virginities, performing witchcraft and acting as 

a go-between for lovers; 

Mi madre, pues, no tuvo calamidades. Un dia, alabandomela una vieja 

que me crio, decia que era tal su agrado, que hechizaba a cuantos la 

trataban. Solo diz que se dijo no se de un cabron y volar, lo cual la puso 

cerca de que la diesen plumas con que lo hiciese en publico. Hubo fama 

que reedificaba doncellas, resucitaba cabellos encubriendo canas. Unos la 

llamaban zurzidora de gustos; otros, algebrista de voluntades 

desconcertadas, y por mal nombre alcagiieta. Para unos era tercera, 

primera para otros, y flux para los dineros de todos. (99-100) 

Aldonza's actions as a witch are entropic since they depict the breakdown of social, 

moral and religious codes upheld by the Catholic Church, Pablos' mother reveals a loss 

of faith, and this in turn subverts the religious system and adds to societal decay. Further 

evidence of Aldonza's corrupt behavior is evident when the narrator remembers and 

humorously describes the layout of his mother's bedroom: 
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Tenia su aposento—donde sola ella entraba y algunas veces yo, que, como 

era chico, podia--, todo rodeado de calaveras que ella decia eran para 

memorias de la muerte, y otros, por vituperarla, que para voluntades de la 

vida. Su cama esta armada sobre sogas de ahorcado. (100) 

Instead of exhibiting religious relics such as crosses and statues of saints, Aldonza's room 

was decorated with calaveras and sogas de ahorcado, objects that were considered to be 

evil by the Catholic Church. Once again, the narrator's discourse reflects entropic humor 

by revealing his mother's wicked conduct as a witch in Spanish society. 

Further destructive behavior and entropic humor are evident when Pablos attends 

school for the first time. At the very beginning of the episode, Pablos comes across other 

schoolchildren who are jealous of him because the teacher favors his exemplary conduct: 

Recibiome muy alegre, diciendo que tenia cara de hombre agudo y de 

buen entendimiento. Yo, con esto, por no desmentirle, di muy bien la 

licion aquella maftana. Sentabame el maestro junto a si, ganaba la 

palmatoria los mas dias por venir antes, y ibame el postrero por hacer 

algunos recados de 'senora', que asi llamabamos la mujer del maestro. 

Tenialos a todos con semej antes caricias obligados. Favorecianme 

demasiado, y con esto crecio la envidia en los demas ninos. Llegabame, 

de todos, a los hijos de caballeros y personas principales, y 

particularmente a un hijo de don Alonso Coronel de Zuniga, con el cual 

juntaba meriendas. Ibame a casa a jugar los dias de fiesta, y 

acompanabale cada dia. (105-106) 
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The favoritism exhibited by the teacher and affluent children causes the other students to 

become hostile toward Pablos. Moreover, aside from illustrating bad behavior (entropic 

humor), the schoolchildren reveal their innermost thoughts related to Pablos' family 

background (release humor), and do so by calling him degrading names such as don 

Navaja and don Ventosa, "showing their teeth" to feel superior (superiority humor): 

Los otros, o que porque no les hablaba o que porque les parecia demasiado 

punto el mio, siempre andaban poniendome nombres tocantes al oficio de 

mi padre. Unos me llamaban don Navaja, otros don Ventosa; cual decia, 

por disculpar la invidia, que me queria mal porque mi madre le habia 

chupado dos hermanitas pequenas, de noche; otro decia que a mi padre le 

habian llevado a su casa para que la limpiase de ratones, por llamarle gato. 

Unos me decian 'zape' cuando pasaba, y otros 'miz'. Cual decia: —"Yo le 

tire dos berenjenas a su madre cuando foe obispa'. (106-107) 

Using humorous language, the narrator describes the children's cruel comments 

regarding his mother and father. Thus, the students vent their anger through the release 

of forbidden thoughts concerning Pablos' parents in order to experience a sense of 

dominance. This relates to the release theory since the schoolchildren lift their internal 

inhibitions and do not repress their unacceptable thoughts, inhibitions and anxieties. The 

scene is also associated with the superiority theory because the students compare 

themselves favorably to Pablos and his weaknesses and infirmities,"^ which reflects the 

''' According to Alexander Parker, cruel comments about Ms parents and the hostility of society cause 
Pablos to acquire a deep sense of shame and inferiority: "Unmercifully taunted by the other boys, who 
make constant mocking allusions to his parents, Pablos becomes imbued at an early age with a deep sense 
of shame [...] This deep shame and the accompanying fear of the hostility of society produce in Pablos a 
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Hobbesean concept of "sudden glory." The children act as wolves~/?o/wo homini lupus— 

1 1 o 
and life can be viewed as a war amongst hamms—beilum omnium contra omms. 

Perhaps the most cruel comment that is directed toward Pablos is when a student calls his 

mother a whore and a witch: "Todo lo sufria, hasta que un dia un muchacho se atrevio a 

decirme a voces hijo de una puta y hechicera" (107). In a violent rage, Pablos picks up a 

stone and hits the boy over the head: "agarre una piedra y descalabrele" (107). After the 

violent episode, Pablos, then, recounts the occurrence to his mother and asks her to tell 

him the truth about his conception: "Roguela que me declarase si le podia desmentir con 

verdad: o que me dijese si me habia concebido a escote entre muchos, o si era hijo de mi 

padre" (108). Laughing, Aldonza tells Pablos that he did well by hitting the boy on the 

head, and that ems cosas relating to his conception, even if they are true, should not be 

discussed. The truth is so shocking and embarrassing to Pablos that he decides to leave 

his father's house: "quede como muerto, determinado de coger lo que pudiese en breves 

dominant feeling of inferiority. And to cancel the superiority of others he takes refuge in an ideal world of 
fantasy, in which he eliminates the factor that oppresses him in real life. He lifts himself out of his actual 
situation as far as his fantasy can possibly take him. Just as his inferioritv- feeling derives from shame at his 
parents' social standing and notoriety, so his dreams for the future take a social form, placing him in a 
social position as far removed as possible from theirs" ("The Psychology of the "Picaro' in 'El Bmcon'" 
61-62). 

Patrick O'Neill explains that Hobbes viewed life as a bellvni omnium contra omnes and that humans 
become wolves in order to compete, survive and defeat their fellow men: "Laughter, in other words, is 
essentially a fimction of (perceived) superiority' [...] This is the laughter of power, the jungle roar of 
triumph and the stripping of the teeth in the snarl of defiance [...] war was a natural state of humanity, 
yielding only gradually and grudgingly to an always threatened process of uneasy civilization. Life was a 
helium omnium contra omnes, a war of everybody against everybody, the individual was perforce homo 
homini lupus, a wolf to his fellow man, and laughter—the mark of those who possess power-simply a 
socially acceptable device for showing one's teeth" (The Comedv of Entropy 35). It is interesting that 
Manuel Duran's explanation of the cruelty of children in the Buscon includes a reference to this idea: "En 
la sociedad que nos describe Quevedo, el hombre cs el lobo del hombre, y los muchachos son tan crueles 
como los adultos" (Quevedo 125). 
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dias, y salirme de casa de mi padre: tanto pudo conmigo la vergiienza" (108)."'^ Here, 

although Pablos does not share his thoughts with his mother, he does so with the reader. 

This, once again, relates to the release theory because he saves psychical energy by not 

having to repress his innermost psychological thoughts as he lifts internal inhibitions and 

discloses his shame and embarrassment to the reader. 

In a carnivalesque episode, Pablos' shame and embarrassment concerning his 

mother surfaces again when he is selected to represent the rey de gallos during el tiempo 

de Carnestolendas. As we shall see, Pablos does not repress his thoughts, and in a 

desperate outburst, publicly denies the accusation that he is Aldonza de San Pedro. Once 

again, this understanding of humor relates to the release theory and the liberation of 

psychological thoughts and inhibitions concerning his mother's disreputable past. The 

humorous episode begins with a description of the horse Pablos is to ride as the rey de 

gallos. Using comical language, the narrator describes the horse in a highly visual, 

exaggerated and grotesque manner; 

Sail en un caballo etico y mustio, el cual, mas de manco que de bien 

criado, iba haciendo reverencias. Las ancas eran de mona, muy sin cola; 

el pescuezo, de camello y mas largo; tuerto de un ojo y ciego del otro; en 

cuanto a edad, no le faltaba para cerrar si no los ojos; al fin, el mas parecia 

caballete de tejado que caballo, pues, a tener una guadafla, pareciera la 

119 Edward Friedman explains that Pablos' life is marked by numerous instances of humiliation and shame, 
which cause him to combat feelings of inferiority: "The pattern of Pablos' life (and of his autobiography) 
is marked by a process of mortification and dissimulation. Time after time, he is humiliated and, to combat 
feelings of inferiority, he overcompensates, with little success. After major blows to his sense of self, he 
can do nothing but hide his shame and his anger. It is this shame that explains the wish to reject his family 
ties and this anger that pushes him to victimize otiiers" ("Narcissus's Echo: La vida del buscdn and the 
Question of Authority in the Baroque " 248). 
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muerte de los rocines. Demostraba abstinencia en su aspecto y 

echabansele de ver las penitencias y ayunos; sin duda ninguna, no habia 

llegado a su noticia la cebada ni la paja. Lo que mas le had a digno de risa 

eran las muchas calvas que tenia en el pellejo, pues, a tener una cerradura, 

pareciera un cofre vivo. (110) 

The narrator not only provides a distorted visual picture of the horse and its physical 

deformities/^® but also depicts a festive carnivalesque procession of the marketplace, one 

that is festive, gay and triumphant. Bakhtin explains that carnival was a time of folk 

festivities and manifestations that opposed the dominant ruling order. He says that the 

manifestations of folk culture often times consisted of ritual spectacles, which involved 

carnival pageants, processions and comic shows of the marketplace such as the "feast of 

fools" (festa stultomm), the "feast of the ass" and Easter laughter {risus paschalis). For 

Bakhtin, the ritual spectacles opposed the official culture of the Church, were 

"nonofficial," "different" and "extrapolitical:" 

They were sharply distinct from the serious official, ecclesiastical, feudal, 

and political cult forms and ceremonials. They offered a completely 

different, nonofficial, extraecclesiastical and extrapolitical aspect of the 

world, of man, and of human relations; they built a second world and a 

second life outside officialdom, a world in which all medieval people 

participated more or less, in which they lived during a given time of the 

year. (5-6) 

120 "paijiQg describes the wretched horse which he is to ride, beginning with fairly simple exaggeration and 
visual distortion" (Claniurro, "The Destabilized Sign; Word and Form in Quevedo s Buscon" 300). 
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Pablos' "triumphant" experience as rey de gallos leads to a chaotic hatalla nabal and an 

instance of grotesque scatology after his horse eats a head of cabbage that is being sold in 

the market.'^' Using a variety of vegetables, several individuals pelt Pablos and the 

horse, causing them to fall into a pile of excrement (privada): 

Llegaronse otras y, con ellas, picaros, y alzando zanorias garrofales, nabos 

frisones, berenjenas y otras legumbres, empiezan a dar tras el pobre rey. 

Yo viendo que era batalla nabal y que no se habia de hacer a caballo, 

comence a apearme; mas tal golpe me le dieron al caballo en la cara, que, 

yendo a empinarse, cayo conmigo en una—hablando con perdon—privada. 

Here, the narrator first uses the third person to sympathize with el pobre rey, and then 

continues describing the batalla nabal in the first person.Moreover, the violent 

episode is an excellent example of grotesque black humor, a subcategory of the 

incongruity theory, since it combines the extremes of horror and humor related to the 

badly injured horse and Pablos' filthy condition. 

After the turnip battle, the authorities arrive and arrest the individuals involved in 

the chaotic uprising. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that Pablos is not arrested 

because he is covered with excrement; in this case, feces actually liberate him. 

According to Anne Cruz, the excrement acts as a shield and protects Pablos from the law: 

According to Anne Cruz, scatology emphasizes chaos in the Buscon: "Scatology serves to highlight 
chaos, to call attention to the alarming disarray of an uncontrolled social body ; its purpose, in the Buscon, is 
to visually place the blame of this contagion on the 'other'" (Discourses of Poverty 126). 

The same narrative technique is used in tratado I ofLazarillo de Tonnes. After the Blind Man smashes 
Lazarillo's face with a wine jar, the narrator temporarily separates from the protagonist by referring to 
himself using the third person. Thus, the subject becomes the stoiyteller. 
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Instead of returning the boy to the oppressive atmosphere of his converso 

parents, the excremental shield gained in the fall not only protects Pablos 

from the law, but allows him to assume a new subject position from which 

to advance socially [...] Our reading of the rey de galios episode means to 

show how, when covered with the town's excrement, Pablos is displaced 

from the margins to the dominant social structure; sullied, he is 'liberated' 

to sally forth on his life's journey. (128-129) 

Interestingly, Pablos' "excremental shield" liberates him from the policeman because "no 

hall aba por donde asirme; tal me habia puesto de lodo" (112). In fact, the stench is so 

disgusting that several individuals in society cover their noses; "linos se fueron por una 

parte y otros por otra, y yo me vine a mi casa desde la plaza, martirizando cuantas narices 

topaba en el camino" (112). Once again, the shield is helpful for Pablos in that he is able 

to escape further humiliating criticism. However, even though the excremental shield 

helps Pablos escape from society temporarily, he is unable to escape his mother's 

infamous past. This is evident when he believed that the individuals throwing vegetables 

had mistaken him for his mother, Aldonza de San Pedro; 

Y de paso quiero confesar a v. m. que, cuando me empezaron a tirar las 

berenjenas, nabos, etcetera, que, como yo llevaba plumas en el sombrero, 

entendi que me habian tenido por mi madre y que la tiraban, como habian 

hecho otras veces; y asi, como necio y muchacho, empece a decir; 

—'Hermanas, aunque llevo plumas, no soy Aldonza de San Pedro, mi 

madre', como si ellas no lo echaran de ver por el talle y rostro. El miedo 
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me disculpa la ignorancia, y el sucederme la desgracia tan de repente. 

(112) 

Pablos does not want to be mistaken for his mother, and in a desperate outburst, publicly 

declares that he is not a witch, Aldonza de San Pedro. The release of his thoughts to the 

receptor Vuestra Merced, society and the reader emphasizes his refusal to be associated 

with his mother's evil and destructive past. For Pablos, his mother's image in society is 

humiliating and shameful, and the only way he can protect himself from the lenguas 

enganosasy falsas in society is through the release of anxieties and public denial of the 

allegation. As the episode comes to an end, Pablos recounts what has occurred in a 

pessimistic tone and decides to go live with don Diego as a servant; 

Viendome, pues, con una fiesta revuelta, un pueblo escandalizado, los 

padres corridos, mi amigo descalabrado y el caballo muerto, determineme 

de no volver mas a la escuela ni a casa de mis padres, sino de quedarme a 

servir a don Diego o, por mejor decir, en su compania, y esto con gran 

gusto de sus padres, por el que daba mi amistad al nifto. Escribi a mi casa 

que yo no habia menester mas ir a la escuela porque, aunque no sabia bien 

escribir, para mi intento de ser caballero lo que se requeria era escribir 

mal, y que asi, desde luego, renunciaba la escuela por no darles gasto, y su 

casa para ahorrarlos de pesadumbre. A vise de donde y como quedaba, y 

que hasta que me diesen licencia no los vena. (113-114) 

In a letter to his parents, Pablos explains that he will no longer continue with his 

education, and that his main intention is to become a caballero, since the profession 
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requires individuals to write badly—para mi intento de ser cabailero lo que se requeria 

era escrihir mal, an oblique criticism of nobles. Nonetheless, although Pablos claims that 

he will no longer continue studying, he ironically enters boarding school in Segovia 

under the supervision of Licenciado Cabra. 

Pablos' initial encounter with Cabra occurs the first Sunday after Lent, and it is at 

this point in the novel that the narrator provides the reader with a humorous distorted 

visual picture of the teacher. In a highly exaggerated manner, the narrator describes 

Cabra as a caricature, using humorous similes, metaphors and descriptive adjectives. 

Interestingly, it is in the following description that the reader can observe Quevedo's bent 

for satire and the grotesque; 

El era un clerigo cerbatana, largo solo en el talle, una cabeza pequena, 

pelo bermejo (no hay mas que decir para quien sabe el refran), los ojos 

avecinados en el cogote, que parecia que miraba por cuevanos, tan 

hundidos y escuros, que era buen sitio el suyo para tiendas de mercaderes; 

la nariz, entre Roma y Francia, porque se le habia comido de una buas de 

resfriado, que aun no fiieron de vicio porque cuestan dinero; las barbas 

descoloridas de miedo de la boca vecina, que, de pura hambre, parecia que 

amenazaba a comerselas; los dientes, le faltaban no se cutoos, y pienso 

que por holgazanes y vagamundos se los habian desterrado, el gaznate 

largo como de avestruz, con una nuez tan salida, que parecia se iba a 

buscar de comer forzada de la necesidad; los brazos secos, las manos 

como un manojo de sarmientos cada una. Mirado de medio abajo, parecia 
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tenedor o compas, con dos piemas largas y flacas. Su andar muy 

espacioso; si se descomponi'a algo, le sonaban los giiesos como tablillas de 

San Lazaro. La habla etica; la barba grande, que nunca se la cortaba por 

no gastar, y el decia que era tanto el asco que le daba ver la mano del 

barbero por su cara, que antes se dejaria matar que tal permitiese; 

cortabale los cabellos un muchacho de nosotros. Traia un bonete los dias 

de sol, ratonado con mil gateras y guarniciones de grasa; era de cosa que 

fue pano, con los fondos en caspa. La sotana, segiin decian algunos, era 

milagroso, porque no se sabia de que color era. Unos, viendola tan sin 

pelo, la tenian por de cuero de rana; otros decian que era ilusion; desde 

cerca parecia negra, y desde lejos entre azul. Llevabala sin cenidor; no 

traia cuello ni punos. Parecia, con los cabellos largos y la sotana mi sera y 

corta, lacayuelo de la muerte. (116-118) 

Here, the narrator humorously dehumanizes Cabra and figuratively mutilates his body by 

using a variety of techniques such as exaggeration, distortion and disfiguration.'^^ 

Moreover, the fiinny description of Cabra's physical appearance is an excellent example 

of grotesque black humor since there is an obsession with his body and the way it is 

presented to the reader in an extremely visual and graphic manner. According to Mathew 

Winston, grotesque black humor involves the ways in which bodily parts are exaggerated 

or distorted: 

According to Manuel Dur^, Cabra is dehumanized and transformed into a sinister puppet: "La 
constante caricatura surge una y otra vez en paginas inoMdables, como las que retratan al domine Cabra. a 
cuyo triste colegio va a parar Pablos en compafiia de su amigo noble. El pedagogo avaro es pintado con 
rasgos que lo deshumanizan, lo convierten en un fantoche. un muneco siniestro" (Qucvedo 124). 
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The grotesque form of black humor is obsessed with the human body, with 

the ways in which it can be distorted, separated into its component parts, 

mutilated, and abused. People become animals or objects, or share their 

traits, or are likened to them. Bodily parts are exaggerated or distorted. 

The body's inability to keep to its proper confines is comic, as Henri 

Bergson has shown in Le rire. but it also makes us fear that such horrible 

distortion could happen to us. The threat becomes stronger when a 

character is mutilated, but a comic element is added if the character is 

untroubled by his mishaps or if the mutilation is acted or narrated 

farcically. (282-283) 

Aside from dehumanizing, distorting and exaggerating Cabra's physical appearance, the 

narrator utilizes a series of similes to ridicule the teacher's body parts. The repeated use 

of the verb parecia underscores the humor related to each simile that ends with Cabra 

looking like a lacayuelo de la muerte.^^^ 

After the narrator's comical description, the hunger theme and entropic satire 

related to Cabra's cruel and gluttonous behavior take center stage. As we recall, entropic 

satire is purely observational, and attention is focused on the incorrigible aspects of 

society. In this case, Pablos becomes an eyewitness narrator who observes and judges 

Cabra's bad and unsympathetic conduct. Not only does he see that the boys at the 

According to William Clamurro, the repetition of the verb parecia compares Cabra's identity to living 
starvat ion. "The mode of description becomes dominated by simile and by the pointed reiteration that 
something looked like something else. These similes, of coursc, constantly underscore Cabra's identity as 
'living starvation' (...] The prominent repetition of parecia not only stresses the element of similitude and 
the obvious humor such comparisons engender, but also calls to our attention the discontinuity of the 
signifier and the signified: parecia, in the end, signals dissimilarity as well as simihuitv " ("The 
Destabilized Sign: Word and Form in Quevedo's BuscorT 305). 
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boarding school are hungry and famished, he observes Cabra's cruelty when he and his 

friends eat a comida eierna in front of the starving children: 

Yo, con esto, me comence a afligir; y mas me asuste cuando adverti que 

todos los que vivian en el pupilaje de antes, estaban como leznas, con unas 

caras que parecia se afeitaban con diaquilon. Sentose el licenciado Cabra 

y echo la bendicion. Comieron una comida etema, sin principio ni fin. 

Trajeron caldo en unas escudillas de madera, tan claro, que en comer una 

dellas peligrara Narciso mas que en la fuente. Note con la ansia que los 

macilentos dedos se echaban a nado tras un garbanzo giierfano y solo que 

estaba en el suelo. Decia Cabra a cada sorbo: —"Cierto que no hay tal 

cosa como la olla, digan lo que dijeren; todo lo demas es vicio y gula". 

(119) 

Disgusted by Cabra's unsympathetic comment and after seeing another starved boy, 

Pablos reveals his frustrations to the reader in an aside; " jMal ingenio te acabe!, decia yo 

entre mi, cuando vi un mozo medio espiritu y tan flaco, con un plato de came en las 

manos, que parecia que la habia quitado de si mismo" (120). Pablos' discourse is an 

example of release humor since he liberates his repressed thoughts and inhibitions that 

would otherwise be suppressed by Cabra. 

After Cabra and his friends finish their comida etema, apupilero tells the boys 

that they have left them a few pieces of stale bread, two pieces of skin and some bones. 

In a ravenous rampage, the boys eat the leftovers, grunting like savage beasts: 
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Arremeti el plato, como arremetieron todos, y emboqueme de tres 

mendmgos los dos, y el un pellejo. Comenzaron los otros a grunir; al 

ruido entro Cabra, diciendo; —"Coman como hermanos, pues Dios les dan 

con que. No rifian, que para todos hay". (121) 

After Cabra leaves the room, Pablos, then, focuses attention on Jurre, the skinniest and 

weakest boy of the group. Pablos, the narrator, certifies to Vuestra Merced that Jurre is 

so weak that he is unable to feed himself: 

Certifico a v. m. que vi a uno dellos, al mas flaco, que se Ilamaba Jurre, 

Vizcaino, tan olvidado ya de como y por donde se comia, que una 

cortecilla que le cupo la llevo dos veces a los ojos, y entre tres no le 

acertaban a encaminar las manos a la boca. Pedi yo de beber, que los 

otros, por estar casi en ayunas, no lo hacian, y dieronme un vaso con agua; 

y no le hube bien llegado a la boca, cuando, como si fuera lavatorio de 

comunion, me le quito el mozo espiritado que dije. (121) 

The scene, which is narrated in an amusing, yet horrific manner, is an example of 

grotesque black humor because the readers believe that they too could be the victims of 

such terrible treatment and extreme cruelty. In addition, the readers, who do not know 

whether to laugh or cry, are suspended at a point where tears and laughter are 

indistinguishable. 

Pablos' hunger becomes so intensified that he asks don Diego if they are still 

alive, wondering if their souls are in Purgatory: "Senor, ^sabeis de cierto si estamos 

vivos? Porque yo imagino que, en la pendencia de las berceras, nos mataron, y que 
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somos animas que estamos en el Purgatorio" (123). At this point, Pabios is extremely 

desperate and the narrator describes his grave physical condition humorously; "Mis 

espaldas y ijadas nadaban en el jubon, y las piemas daban lugar a otras siete calzas; los 

dientes sacaba con tobas, amarillos, vestidos de desesperacion" (124). The next day, 

Pablos becomes so desperate that he tells Cabra his intestines hurt to avoid getting out of 

bed. Nonetheless, Cabra orders that he be administered an enema (melecma) by his 

seventy-year-old aunt. In a highly visual and graphic manner, the narrator describes how 

the enema is first inserted into Pablos and then ejected, which hits the old woman's face; 

Yo me resistia, pero no me valio, porque, teniendome Cabra y otros, me la 

echo la vieja, a la cual, de retomo, di con ella en la cara. Enojose Cabra 

conmigo, y dijo que el me echaria de su casa, que bien se echaba de ver 

que era bellaqueria todo. Yo rogaba a Dios que se enojase tanto que me 

despidiese, mas no lo quiso mi ventura. (126) 

Believing that Pablos has faked the illness, an enraged Cabra tells the boy he is going to 

throw him out of the house. Pablos, who begs to God that Cabra dismiss him from the 

premises, explains that his bad luck does not permit such an action. The scene, another 

vivid example of grotesque black humor, depicts the incongruities of horror and humor 

and presents an unexpected occurrence (the ejection of the melecina into the old woman's 

face). Once again, the element of surprise is common when dealing with incidents of 

incongruous humor. 

After Pablos' horrific encounter with the old woman, the reader discovers that a 

boy is dying as a result of starvation in Cabra's house. The incident occurs shortly after 
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Lent, and Cabra, who is interested in saving money, does not call for help until the boy 

requests to make his last confession: 

Cabra, por no gastar, detuvo el llamar medico hasta que ya el pedia 

confesion mas que otra cosa. Llamo entonces un platicante, el cual le 

tomo el pulso y dijo que la hambre le habia ganado por la mano en matar 

aquel hombre. Dieronle el Sacramento, y el pobre, cuando le vio~que 

habia un dia que no hablaba--, dijo; --"Senor mio Jesucristo, necesario ha 

sido el veros entrar en esta casa para persuadirme que no es el infierno." 

Imprimieronseme esta razones en el corazon, Murio el pobre mozo, 

enterramosle muy pobremente por ser forastero, y quedamos todos 

asombrados. (127-128) 

The death of the boy highlights Cabra's incorrigible behavior; he is neglectful, greedy, 

corrupt and cruel, and the description of his lawless conduct constitutes an example of 

entropic humor, a breakdown of society's norms and religious and moral values. The 

boy's death is also an example of grotesque black humor because death occurs in a 

ridiculous rather than a dignified manner/^^ The boy should have been saved, but as a 

result of Cabra's actions, tragically dies of hunger and is buried muy pobremente, not in a 

dignified manner. Upon hearing about the tragic incident, don Alonso Coronel, don 

Diego's father, rescues his son and Pablos from Cabra's clutches. 

According to Mathew Winston, death dominates and never occurs in a dignified manner when dealing 
with grotesque black humor: "Death dominates, but it occurs in a ridiculous manner and is never dignified. 
Death is the final divorce between body and spirit, the ultimate disjunction in a form that dwells on violent 
incongruities" ( '̂Humour Noir and Black Humor" 283). 
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After Pablos and don Diego leave Cabra's house, don Alonso sends them to study 

grammar in Alcala de Henares, where Pablos continues to undergo society's cruelty. 

However, Pablos' experiences with other individuals in society do not improve one bit. 

On the first day that Pablos attends class, several students express hostility and 

aggression toward Pablos, intimidating him. A frightened Pablos is referred to as the 

"Nuevo," derisively humiliated, mocked, ridiculed and physically degraded: 

Entre en el patio, y no hube metido bien el pie, cuando me encararon y 

empezaron a decir; --"jNuevo!". Yo, por disimular di en reir, como que 

no hacia caso; mas no basto, porque, llegandose a mi ocho o nueve, 

comenzaron a reirse. (142) 

This episode is a good example of superiority humor because the students express 

feelings of malice and aggression toward Pablos in order to feel superior. They set apart 

Pablos as a "Nuevo" and use \m^i&[--llegdndose a mi ocho o nueve, comenzaron a 

reirse—to punish and humiliate him since he does not conform to their societal norms. 

According to Henri Bergson in Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic. 

laughter can be viewed as a social weapon to correct individuals who deviate from the 

norms of society.According to Bergson, corrective laughter is a kind of "social 

ragging" for those who do not conform to societal norms: 

"Laughter is, above all, a corrective. Being intended to hiuniliate, it must make a painful impression on 
the person against whom it is directed. By laughter, society avenges itself for the liberties taken with it. It 
would fail in its object if it bore the stamp of sympathy or kindness [...] the laugher immediately retires 
within himself, more self-assertive and conceited than ever, and is evidently disposed to look upon 
another's personaUty as a marionette of which he pulls the strings" (Bergson, Laughter: An Essay on the 
Meaning of the Comic 176-178). 
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Society, properly so-called, proceeds in exactly the same way. Each 

member must be ever attentive to his social surroundings; he must model 

himself on his environment; in short, he must avoid shutting himself up in 

his own peculiar character as a philosopher in his ivory tower. Therefore 

society holds suspended over each individual member, if not the threat of 

correction, at all events the prospect of a snubbing, which, although it is 

slight, is none the less dreaded. Such must be the function of laughter. 

Always rather humiliating for the one against whom it is directed, laughter 

is, really and truly, a kind of social "ragging." (121-122) 

When Pablos begins to laugh along with the students, he in fact is trying to conform to 

their ways and avoid fiirther humiliation as a form of defense. In other words, he 

becomes aware of his social surroundings and imitates the other students to evade harsh 

crktcisni Pablos' defense is futile as the students continue to ridicule him, making fiin of 

the way he smells: 

Puseme Colorado; nunca Dios lo permitiera, pues, al instante, se puso uno 

que estaba a mi lado las manos en las narices y, apartandose, dijo; ~"Por 

resucitarse esta este Lazaro, segiin hiede". Y con esto todos se apartaron 

tapandose las narices. Yo, que me pense escapar, puse las manos tambien 

y dije; --"Vs. ms. tienen razon, que huele muy mal". (142-143) 

Once again, Pablos tries to defend himself by conforming to the students' way of life, this 

time agreeing with them that he smells bad. Thus, the students compare themselves 

favorably to Pablos and maintain a sense of dominance and superiority. 
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Pablos' humiliation continues when the students decide to degrade him 

physically. In a very graphic and exaggerated manner, the narrator humorously describes 

how one hundred students line up and spit all over Pablos until he is completely covered 

from head to toe: 

Dioles mucha risa y, apartandose, ya estaban juntos hasta ciento, 

comenzaron a escarbar y tocar el arma, y en las toses y abrir y cerrar de las 

bocas, vi que se me aparejaban gargajos. En esto, un manchegazo 

acatarrado hizome alarde de uno terrible, diciendo; --"Esto hago". Yo 

entonces, que me vi perdido, dije: jJuro a Dios que ma...!". Iba a decir 

te, pero fue tal la bateria y lluvia que cayo sobre mi, que no pude acabar la 

razon. Yo estaba cubierto el rostro con la capa, y tan bianco, que todos 

tiraban a mi; y era de ver como tomaban la punteria. Estaba ya nevado de 

pies a cabeza (143) 

The disgusting scene, which is simultaneously repulsive and funny, is typical of 

grotesque black humor. The students' mouths shower Pablos with gargajos until he is 

completely covered from head to toQ%—Estaba ya nevado de pies a cabeza Moreover, 

the highly visual episode illustrates what Mikhail Bakhtin refers to as "grotesque bodily 

imagery": "The body copulates, defecates, overeats, and men's speech is flooded with 

genitals, bellies, defecations, urine, disease, noses, mouths, and dismembered parts" 

(319). Grotesque bodily imagery appears again when a schoolboy pretends to save 

Donald Bleznick explains that the schoolchildren who haze Pablos rid themselves of pent-up 
frustrations: "The schoolboys at Alcala initiate Pablos into their society with a severe hazing. He is 
furiously assaulted with a variety of bodily excretions. At first, they cover his face with spittle and with 
mucous from their noses. These hostile actions arise from the schoolboys' need to rid themselves of pent-
up frustrations" (Quevedo 86). 
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Pablos from the other students. After believing that the boy is an ally, Pablos lowers his 

cape and is spat upon between the eyes: 

Pero un bellaco, viendome cubierto y que no tenia en la cara cosa, arranco 

hacia mi diciendo con gran colera: —"jBasta, no le mateis!"; que yo, segiin 

me trataban, crei dellos que lo harian. Destapeme por ver lo que era, y, al 

mismo tiempo, el que daba las voces me enclavo un gargajo en los dos 

ojos. (143) 

The boy's grotesque burla illustrates that society is deceitflil, hostile, cruel and 

aggressive. In addition, the bellaco's actions are destructive, do not improve the school's 

environment, set a bad example for his peers and contribute to the decay of society. 

Aside from being entropic, the humorous episode is narrated in an exaggerated manner 

that exemplifies the technique of grotesque black humor. 

The technique of grotesque black humor is fiirther evident when Pablos receives a 

letter from his uncle, Alonso Ramplon. In the letter, Ramplon describes the "glorious" 

hanging of Clemente, Pablos' father, and portrays his death as a spectacular event. The 

description of the hanging is graphic, and the narrator presents death in a highly visual, 

cinematic manner. In addition, the hanging is an excellent example of grotesque black 

humor since the death of Clemente dominates the episode and is treated in a ridiculous 

manner. Ramplon not only proclaims in the letter that his father died with valor and 

dignity, but also describes how he approached his death sentence humorously; 

Pesame de daros nuevas de poco gusto. Vuestro padre murio ocho dias 

ha, con el mayor valor que ha muerto hombre en el mundo; digolo como 
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quien lo guindo. Subio en el asno sin poner pie en el estribo. Veniale el 

sayo baquero que parecia haberse hecho para d. Y como tenia aquella 

presencia, nadie le veia con los cristos delante, que no le juzgase por 

ahorcado. (162) 

Ramplon, then, explains with great detail, how Clemente rides on a donkey through the 

streets, greeting all of the onlookers and praising his confessors/^^ Furthermore, as 

Clemente walks up the stairs to be executed, he notices that one of the steps is broken, 

and humorously tells the confessors to fix it for the next execution: 

Iba con gran desenfado, mirando a las ventanas y haciendo cortesias a los 

que dejaban sus oficios por mirarle; hizose dos veces los bigotes; mandaba 

descansar a los confesores, y ibales alabando lo que decian bueno. Llego 

a la N de palo, puso el un pie en la escalera, no subio a gatas ni despacio y, 

viendo un escalon hendido, volviose a la justicia, y dijo que mandase 

aderezar aquel para otro, que no todos tenian su higado. No sabre 

encarecer cuan bien parecio a todos. (163) 

Clemente's calm behavior while approaching his execution makes a lasting impression 

on those who watch the spectacle. This is a perfect example of what Freud describes as 

galgenhumour (gallows humor), which is a term that is used to describe release humor 

that deals with death. According to Freud in Jokes and Their Relation to the 

According to T.E. May, Clemente gently approaches his executioners and his death acquires a grotesque 
gloiy: "As the rogue is taken to his death there is bom into him a man who is superior to circumstance, who 
can be self-possessed and gentle towards his executioners, and whose death acquires thereby a grotesque 
glory. His contemptus mmdi is exactly appropriate to the theme of the novel, being itself paradoxically 
worldly: it is expressed in ways which reveal nothing of the victim's secret thoughts; he twirls his 
moustache and smiles" (May, Good and Evil in the 'Busc6n': A Survey" 334). 
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Unconscious, gallows humor is the cmdest form of humor and was a way for individuals 

to cope with repressed thoughts, inhibitions and anxieties. In addition, although 

galgenhumour may seem cruel and callous, Freud explains that laughter is provoked by a 

criminal's indifference to his execution: 

The situation that ought to drive the criminal to despair might rouse 

intense pity in us; but that pity is inhibited because we understand that he, 

who is more closely concerned, makes nothing of the situation. As a 

result of this understanding, the expenditure on the pity, which was 

already prepared, becomes unutilizable and we laugh it off We are, as it 

were, infected by the rogue's indifference - though we notice that it has 

cost him a great expenditure of psychical work. (286) 

Gallows humor, which is significant with regard to release humor, is a way for a rogue to 

cope with death. Thus, instead of feeling pity for the criminal, one laughs at the 

individual's indifference, who with great expenditure of psychical work, approaches 

death humorously. Interestingly, Clemente approaches his execution humorously with an 

indifferent attitude. 

After Clemente makes some final requests, Ramplon graphically explains in a 

fi^ame-by-frame manner how he drops from the platform with his legs straight and 

without making any facial gestures. In fact, Ramplon claims that the grave spectacle is 

so successful that one could not ask for anything more—no habia mas que pedir. 

In Jokes and Their Relation to the Unconscious. Freud supplies an example of a criminal who asks to 
wear a scarf on his way to his execution to avoid catching a cold (285). 
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Sentose arriba, tiro las armgas de la ropa atras, tomo la soga y piisola en la 

nuez. Y viendo que el teatino le queria predicar, vuelto a le dijo: 

--"Padre, yo lo doy por predicado; vaya un poco de Credo, y acabemos 

presto, que no querria parecer prolijo". Hizose asi; encomendome que le 

limpiase las barbas. Yo lo hice asi. Cayo sin encoger las piernas ni hacer 

gesto; quedo con una gravedad que no habia mas que pedir. (163) 

Clemente's execution is simultaneously funny and horrific. In addition, his death is 

presented in a ridiculous manner, so that readers do not know whether to laugh or cry. 

Again, this is common when dealing with grotesque black humor since it combines 

violent incongruities—death and humor—that cause readers to become emotionally and 

intellectually confused.'^" 

Another example of grotesque black humor occurs when Ramplon states in the 

letter that he quartered Clemente's body and left the remains on the roads, which serve as 

food for crows and filling in pastries: 

Hicele cuartos, y dile por sepultura los caminos. Dios sabe lo que a mi 

me pesa de verle en ellos, haciendo mesa franca a los grajos. Pero yo 

entiendo que los pasteleros desta tierra nos consolaran, acomodandole en 

los de a cuatro. (163) 

Here, the body is separated into component parts, mutilated and abused, which then 

serves as a meal for humans. What the crows do not eat is picked up by pastry makers 

Mathew Winston maintains that people are emotionally and intellectually confused when they are 
confronted with situations that involve the combination of horror and humor ("Humour noir and Black 
Humor" 273). 
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who customarily use it for filling in pastries. The grotesque episode, which is humorous 

and graphically horrific, is repulsive and appalling to the reader. Furthermore, the 

horrible description of Clemente's decomposed quartered body is an excellent example of 

a human corpse (rigor mortis) that is absurdly reduced to a physical manifestation 

{reductio ad absurdum)^^^ The fact that it is customary that pastry makers use human 

body parts in pastries is especially important if we consider the grotesque meal that is 

eaten at Ramplon's house in Segovia. 

Upon arriving to Segovia, Pablos makes a gruesome and horrific discovery along 

the road; what he takes to be his father's decomposing corpse~Z,/egwe alpuebloy, a la 

entrada, vi a mi padre en el camino, aguardando ir en bolsas, hecho cuartos (196). After 

seeing human flesh on the road, Pablos encounters Ramplon, who is parading in a 

procession. Pablos, who wants other people to believe he is a nobleman, is completely 

embarrassed and humiliated when his uncle hugs and greets him: 

Venia una procesion de desnudos, todos descaperuzados, delante de mi 

tio, y el, muy haciendose de pencas, con una en la mano, tocando un 

pasacalles publicas en las costillas de cinco laudes, sino que llevaban 

sogas por cuerdas. Yo, que estaba notando esto con un hombre a quien 

habia dicho, preguntando por el, que era yo un gran caballero, veo a mi 

buen tio que, echando en mi los ojos—por pasar cerca--, arremetio a 

According to Clamurro, characters in the Buscon are distorted and reduced to mere assemblages: "More 
than just another version of the appearance and reality theme, what the text presents is a world in which 
people have become distorted and reduced to Utfle more than bizarre assemblages and where motive and 
identity have become mechanism and surface, as the destabiUzation of the sign renders ambiguous the act 
of judgment and undermines the human distinctness of character" ("The DestabiUzed Sign: Word and 
Form in Quevedo's Buscdn" 304). 
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abrazarme, llamandome sobrino. Penseme morir de verguenza; no volvi a 

despedirme de aquel con quien estaba. Fuime con el, y dijome: --"Aqui te 

podras ir, mientras cumplo con esta gente; que ya vamos de vuelta, y hoy 

comer as conmigo". Yo que me vi a caballo, y que en aquella sarta 

pareceria punto menos de azotado, dije que le aguardaria alii; y asi, me 

aparte tan avergonzado, que, a no depender del la cobranza de mi 

hacienda, no le hablara mas en mi vida ni pareciera entre gentes. Acabo 

de repasarles las espaldas, volvio, y llevome a su casa, donde me apee y 

comimos. (197) 

By exposing his repressed anxieties to the reader, Pablos is liberating the pain, suffering 

and embarrassment that is associated with his family background and ancestry. This 

relates to the release theory in that he saves psychical energy by not having to repress his 

thoughts and inhibitions. 

According to Edward Friedman, Pablos articulates anguish and hurt through numerous asides 
concerning his friends, teachers and parents: "Throughout tte narrative, Pablos articulates the anguish that 
he suffers by virtue of his lineage and that social position prescribed to Mm by and from birth. Ironically, 
the revelation of his innermost thoughts comes from passages in which he speaks of suppressing emotions 
and of hiding his true feelings. We see how his friends, his teachers, and, most important, his parents hurt 
him, despite his fervent need to please and despite his will to succeed [... ] The first-person narration, 
especially the asides that communicate the hurt he has kept hidden from others, allows readers to 
understand Pablos's delinquency as something more than antisocial behavior for its own sake" ("Trials of 
Discourse; Narrative Space in Quevedo's Buscon" 200). James Ifiland maintains that Pablos discharges 
negative feelings toward his parents and uncle through tendentious wit: "is it any wonder that we find the 
devastatingly tendentious wit directed against his parents and uncle tliroughout the work? By means of it 
Pablos is discharging his aggressive feelings toward them, letting out the hatred his psyche would 
otherwise be forced to keep bottled up. Following Freud's analysis, Pablos needs approval for his display 
of hostility from the surrounding society (especially becausc of its extreme antisocial nature), and therefore 
dresses it up with witty finery" ("Pablos's Voice: His Master's? A Freudian Approach to Wit in El 
buscon" 230). 
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Once he arrives at his uncle's home, a hungry Pablos prepares the reader for 

perhaps the most disgusting episode of the entire novel. As we will see, the dinner that is 

served consists of cinco pasteles de a cuatro, which reminds him of his father's corpse; 

Parecieron en la mesa cinco pasteles de a cuatro. Y tomando un hisopo, 

despues de haber quitado las hojaldres, dijeron un response todos, con su 

requiem eternam, por el anima del difunto cuyas eran aquellas carnes. 

Dijo mi tio: -"Ya os acordais, sobrino, lo que os escribi de vuestro padre". 

Vinoseme a la memoria; ellos comieron, pero yo pase con los suelos solos, 

y quedeme con la costumbre; y asi, siempre que como pasteles, rezo un 

avemaria por el que Dios haya. (201) 

Completely disgusted that his uncle and his friends are eating pasteles that contain human 

flesh, Pablos declines to eat any of the pies. The cannibalism^^^ that occurs in this 

episode highlights Quevedo's technique of grotesque black humor in the novel. 

Additionally, the consumption of human flesh is linked to entropic humor since it 

represents a breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality and beliefs according to the 

Ricapito explains that Quevedo's style of black humor alludes to different references of cannibalism in 
the Buscon: "El lector perceptivo no puede sino notar la alusion en el Buscon a varios pasajcs rcferentes al 
canibalisino, pero puesto que esta alusiones estM caladas denlro del particular humor negro de Quevedo. 
("Los'pasteles de a cuatro': Quevedo y la antropofagia" 161). "Qaevedotomaaunbarbero-ladrony lo 
hace ahorcar - con gran orgullo profesional ademas - por su hcnnano, quien luego lo echa por el camino 
como mesa franca para los grajos. Otros pedacitos del barbcro acaban en cmpanadas que su hennano el 
verdugo y sus amigos borrachos devoran. El aliorcamiento y la antropofagia pueden ser asociados con un 
animus negativo de parte del autor quien asocia a los cristianos nuevos y judios con la pr^ctica de la 
antropofagia y la brujeria, y este canibahsmo debe relacionarsc tambien con la vergiienza que el personaje 
siente de sus padres y do su ascendencia. La muerte y el descuartizaje del padre deben Icerse como un acto 
de venganza de parte de los personajes y el autor que, por una parte, concuerda con practicas 
antropologicas de la cesacion del espiritu pero que, por otra, corresponde al sentido negativo del autor, i.e., 
del heroc-narrador, para devolver a la misma sociedad por medio de la antropofagia la niisma substancia 
moral y huinana, representada por las cames del barbero, que todos comparten. La devoracion del padre 
llega a ser el ultimo acto de dcnigradon de un perverso y vicioso cristiano nuevo" (Ricapito, "Los 'pasteles 
de a cuatro': Quevedo y la antropofagia" 167). 
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Catholic Church. In other words, by eating human flesh, Ramplon and his friends engage 

in an act that is considered evil, sinful and totally unacceptable by the Church. They 

subvert the religious system, contribute to social and moral decay and threaten the 

traditional ways upheld by the Catholic institution. 

In conclusion, I have employed different theories on humor—superiority, 

incongruity, release and entropic~in this chapter to demonstrate how characters' 

discourse, thoughts, actions and points of view throughout the novel humorously portray 

a Spanish society in decay. As we have seen at different points in the novel, humorous 

language exposes characters' bad behavior. In the case of Pablos' mother and father, we 

have witnessed how entropic humor relates to their destructive actions. Not only do they 

break social and moral codes, they contribute to societal decay and corruption. Further 

entropic humor is evident when Pablos attends school for the first time where his 

classmates call him degrading names that relate to his family background. The name-

calling not only contributes to the decay of society, but also gives the students a sense of 

superiority by comparing themselves favorably to Pablos. In the "rey de gallos" episode, 

I have also noted how Pablos' discourse and actions are related to his psychological 

release of repressed thoughts and anxieties concerning his mother's past. In a desperate 

outburst, Pablos publicly denies that he is his mother, exposing his shame and 

embarrassment to the reader. In another episode, I have explained the importance of 

grotesque black humor and how it serves as an "excremental shield" that humorously 

protects Pablos. The episode simultaneously combines the incongruities of humor and 

horror, and the authorities do not arrest him because of his filthy condition. Aside from 
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grotesque black humor, I have illustrated how Pablos' language reflects entropic irony 

when he describes Licenciado Cabra as a classic caricature. Interestingly, Pablos focuses 

attention on Cabra's incorrigible aspects, characteristics that represent cruelty, gluttony, 

corruption and lawlessness. Aside from this episode, 1 consider grotesque black humor in 

the episode when Pablos studies grammar in Alcala de Henares. When the students 

verbally humiliate Pablos and spit on him, their actions once again combine horror with 

humor and suspend the reader at a point where tears and laughter are indistinguishable. 

The last episode I have considered also relates to grotesque black humor and the 

"glorious" hanging of Pablos' father. The fanny episode also reflects the idea of 

galgenhumour (gallows humor), which is a way that people humorously cope with death. 

Aside from explaining how death dominates in this episode, 1 also explain how 

Clemente's corpse is quartered by Ramplon, fed to crows and picked up by pastry makers 

who use the body parts for filling in pastries. The repulsive episode not only reflects the 

concept of reductio ad absurdum, but also the cannibalistic tendencies of certain 

characters in the novel. The study of four theories on humor—superiority, incongruity, 

release and entropic—in this novel points out a conceptualization of a reality that is linked 

to the cultural context of seventeenth-century Spain. 
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CONCLUSION 

This dissertation has illustrated how subversive humor in Lazarillo de Tormes 

(1554), Guzman de Alfarache (1599, 1604) and El buscon (1626) is linked to primary 

themes, narrator/protagoni sts' points of view and the time periods in which the texts were 

written. Interestingly, humor in these representative picaresque novels has a distinct 

orientation, defmite principles of selection, different ways of seeing the world and 

conceptualizing reality. In addition, picaresque fiction reveals a distinct humor that 

subverts the dominant ruling order or exposes social, moral, religious or political 

corruption and lawlessness during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in Spain. It is 

important to note that humor in each novel reflects a unique cultural context of Golden 

Age Spain. Thus, humor evolves, transforms and presents readers with diverse 

interpretations of the fictionalized societies portrayed in the novels. 

Humor in Lazarillo de Tormes relates to the ways in which Lazaro becomes an 

entropic narrator and focuses attention on the incorrigible aspects of society. L^aro's 

humorous ironic language, which is laden with religious metaphors and connotations, 

subverts the authoritative discourse of truth. Subversive humor in this novel represents a 

breakdown of traditional perceptions of reality, the crumbling of ordered systems and the 

erosion of truth and certainty. It also reflects the beginning phases of the decline of 

Spanish society during the reign of Carlos V. 

In the Guzman de Alfarache. Guzman's entropic discourse exposes his parents' 

corruption and loss of faith, and reflects a philosophical skepticism that subverts 

authority. The protagonist's culinary experiences relate to grotesque black humor and the 
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senseless and symbolic suicide of the character Sayavedra that discredits Juan Marti, the 

spurious author who wrote the Segunda parte de la vida del picaro Guzmm de Alfarache 

(1603). In this novel, subversive humor begins to involve much more cruelty, absurdity 

and grotesque elements that relate to a loss of faith in social and moral conventions, 

reflecting a continual decline of the Spain during the reign of Felipe 11. 

In El buscon. humorous language and double meanings represent a turbulent 

corrupt Spanish society of the seventeenth century. Numerous episodes of grotesque 

black humor are presented in a cinematic frame-by-frame form. The "glorious" hanging 

of Pablos' father and the pasteles de a cuatro suspends readers at a point where tears and 

laughter are indistinguishable. In El buscon. grotesque black humor reflects biting satire, 

extreme exaggeration, horror, scatology, tragedy and cannibalism that represent a 

Spanish society of Felipe III in severe decay. 

In conclusion, there is a distinct trend and evolution of picaresque subversive 

humor from the ironic to extreme morbidity involving human mutilation and cannibalism 

that is linked to thematic unity, points of view and the poetics of culture and environment 

of Spanish society during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
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